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THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL REPORT

OF THE

FRUIT GROWERS' ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO.

To the Honorable John Dryden, Minister of Agriculture :

Sir,—I have the honor to submit for your approval the Thirty-First Annual 
Report of the Fruit Growers’ Association of Ontario. The discussions therein 
contained are upon matters of great importance to the Fruit Growers of our Pro
vince, such as the best export markets and the best and most economical methods 
of transportation.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

L. WOOLVERTON,
Secretary.

Grimsby, January, 1900.
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FRUIT GROWERS’ ASSOCIATION OF ONTARIO.

ANNUAL MEETING.

“nvenlion °f th“ A*“ci*tbn opened at Whitby on
President Mr W^lHn J dl *’ Gentlemen,- In the absence of our efficient
„ , Wellington, who is in Europe, it becomes my duty to take the chair
and call this meeting to order. I am glad to see so many directors present wfth 
us, but very sorry indeed that we miss some old familiar faces unfortunately 
through sickness >ou will see by the programme there Ts ^ery nmoS 
business to come before us. The question of the San Jose scale, the fraudulent
am ïrf uL?P ^ many °the[ ^P*8 of interest are on the programme I
Sd ZSrS ' XT' V6ry b“'“”*ider*ti”' 1 “k “>« Secretary to

,|S”2lry : to til, letters that were raul l„t night
T He,S‘,d,Ot«?ril0'! th« *!»”“ of some of'oar

directors Mr. J. H. Race, ol Mitchell, A. M. Smith, of St. Catharines and two
from?h <Mher8fWh0fC0AUl<1 °?t come on account of illness, I have also a letter 
trom the Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion in response to a resolution

^aSSed by îh‘? Association a year ago asking that Mr. Orr be added to 
taff of representatives at the Paris Exposition to assist in seeing after the

rficrfovKn °5 fruit growers. I have also a letter from Auguste Dupuis
regarding fruit for the Pans Exposition. I have a letter from wfw Dunteo 
Secretary of the Montreal Horticultural Society, and one from A McD A linn’ 
regretting his inability to attend this meeting of our Association.

Mr. Powell, Ghent, was introduced and said : it certainly gives me pleasure
of New York Stete HeeHhT** *° ^ou from the fruitgrowers
or new xork btate. I feel that certainly we have a very common interest when
w© eome to c°n8ider the extent and the magnitude of the work of hortipnlhir >
<tadj rdte-W with lh<“ »ho are making horticulture their
ttiïnte to ua I toTui ,h“ repreS!,.,‘? to ™,1 thi”k very beet line of wS 

it represents to us I think the very highest of promise for the reason that it is
bvTrï Siffi80 n any <J;fficu,fc*?B ; and I find that any business that is attended y great difficulties cabs out the very best that there is in men. You are not the 
men who give uj) to difficulties, but you meet them and are determined to solve 
ï™’ is why Isay that the future promises to fruit “rs and to
For G*11UF1S 8 8®, mi*chi because of the determination to surmount difficulties

represented te vo^AZ.-TVer^ 8Pecial Pleasure to meet with this body to-day•sss t&xss-lsri Sr ae r;-
(11]
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It is well known that the vicinity of bodies of water is favorable to fruit 
production. For instance, the Niagara peninsula, situated as it is with Lakes 
Erie and Ontario and the Niagara River on three sides of it, is highly favorable to 
fiuit raising, while places farther west in the same latitude are less favorable. 
The valley of the St. Lawrence, though lying farther north on both sides of the 
45th parallel of latitude, is considerably tempered by the river, which has an 
average width of 1$ miles and is open all winter for a great proportion of its 
length, owing to the swift current and rapids. An important point is that the 
water comes to us from the great lakes in a warmer region. The thermometer 
indicates a lower temperature a few miles inland than along the river banks. 
While orchards are very few in number and sickly in appearance in the northern 
concessions, almost every farmer near the St. Lawrence can and does raise a good 
orchard.

A good proportion of the soil is a gravelly loam, which proves favorable to 
fruit trees even without underdraining. And even on heavy clay soil I have seen 
trees still bearing which must have been 70 or 80 years old. It is claimed, and I 
believe justly so, that such fruits as we can raise along the St. Lawrence are 
superior in quality and in keeping properties to the same kinds raised in the West. 
The Snow apples grown on Montreal Island are the finest in the world.

Experience has taught our fruit growers to be content with but a few varieties. 
In the past, smooth-tongued tree agents, with their wonderful cuts of large fruits, 
succeeded in imposing upon the unwary. A rapid growth and an early death was 
the inevitable result. We are now content with the survival of the fittest in fruit. 
I think it advisable for the present to recommend only varieties of known hardi
ness and productiveness. Several of the newer varieties are giving great promise, 
but I dare not make any definite statements just yet as to their subsequent worth.

I would suggest the following varieties in the order named for productive
ness and commercial value, viz. :—

Summer : Yellow Transparent, Duchess and Red Astracan.
Early Winter : Fameuse, Scarlet Pippin, McIntosh and Wealthy.
Late Winter : Scott’s Winter, Salome, Seek-No-Further, American Russet, 

Yellow Belleflower, Ontario, Talman Sweet, Canada Red.
Perhaps I might include the Pewaukee and the Ben Davis, but I would prefer 

to wait till further testing.
The main dependence is on the Fameuse, or Snow. Its good qualities are its 

hardiness, its fine flavor, either for cooking or dessert, and commercial value. 
It does not fall easily by high winds. It is in good demand. But it dislikes a 
low, stiff soil. This objection is obviated by underdraining. Fully 80 per cent, of 
our apples are Fameuse.

The McIntosh originated in my own township—Matilda, in Dundas county. 
It is, with us, one of the hardiest kinds. Its large, luscious fruit leaves little to be

MoBy W. A. Whitney, Ikoquois.

deCommittees.

The following Committees were then appointed :
Nominations : G. C. Gaston and J. S. Scarf!' (by the President), and R. B, 

Whyte, W. H. Dempsey and R. L. Huggard (by the meeting.)
Fruit Exhiuit : W. H. Dempsey, E. Morris and C. W. Van Duzer. 
Resolutions : Tlios. Beall, A. H. Pettit and W. A. Whitney.
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grow"° tPPh6 "^worae fïomther black1 oï^S bef(?e Picking time,

aGfdX;ineeCe88ity iD thC 8t valley,^3

not largely ’captivated,however ' fo/urineL11*^ “V"8 the St Lawrence. It j8 

the market is soon glutted. It’is too sour. ' ^ y and kecP8 80 Poorly that

hftr,Jy- 16 is hope-Hhat notherdgShw'inter8orte givcs Promise of being 
would be rash to plant largely tilfa further testlsTd^ ^ *° 0Ur Jist- but it

The ScSpi^nT EherT at L«er.
^TTewtlfh11 ?t ^ \ba,rel and ™o.?wangte5PPle- ^ haa bee 801(1 ™

ïffcsw-'- - ■^ws.’S.'ftass.'a
rr^- n«re „„y betetter than pears but there are few planted ^ °ther ^brids- Cherries do 

TOkJr^'"** ]!ful protection in winter.

tot wi£'Km toSrn°^rt oftf “‘««"nr'’ "ptwh'inthell”

iures°thlhhltree" ?” "b^thawingand freeztogln M “°h 8° 7* in the hardi-

not stand our winters. Japanese plums arel.lHnO,W Eg^ The Rit8on ean- 
In Black Caps, Older and Conrath have h, ti tbe e*Perl,nental stage, 

tion. Gregg is tender and Columbia does not^ Pr°V-!d hardT without protec- 
n vlfor or hardiness. d06S not seem quite up to the mark either

^raspberries the Cuthbert is mainly planted
the ti * but it suffers from frost at 
uminly on m^ow^expècLncé^I^ may 1 have tried to rely

* - ’-
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thii
Mr. E. Morris: Do you find the Scarlet Pippin as hardy and productive as

the Fameuse and McIntosh Red ?
Mr. Whitney : It is not as 

tried it we find the tree very reliable, 
better authority on that than I am.

. The Secretary : Yes, he is the originator.
Mr Harold Jones : I have four or five specimens of the apple at the hotel 

which I did not bring to the meeting. With regard to the character of the trees 
and fruit I might say that the tree is upright, perfectly hardy in root, branch and 
fruit I have never suffered from winter injury at anytime, and never-failed to

ftàk ÏSÎÏ SSÊ The'

McIntosh Red and the Scarlet Pippin all on the same market, and the Scarlet 
Pinnin goes first and goes at good prices, and it seems to give excellent satisfac- 
tioTwh^e it has been token in by private families. It is not free from fungus 
diseases, but it is not as subject to the scab as the Fameuse or the Sno w. It is

hav
tree

well tried as the others, but so far as we have 
Mr. Harold Jones, who is present, is

too
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not 1 
flows

!chance seedling. „
Mr G. Y. Smith (Whitby) : Is it sour ?

*111, ™ ttZ gtaf.vorit. with me. I have had it tat at the tom thme 
or four years. It is one of the most promising apples for family U8e' ^is ?

h*”£sSjÆ mH.t ,o« lenity about it doping. I have found

it Mm^dtojrop nce w„ that it hung on the tree betto Uw, any
.other variety in the orcharl There was scarcely a windfall all summer.

Moti " W.C.1 h^“oi«gt ‘hath.,, been in three yearn,

M^o™TTÜb»ht1'ïyhth!tt The'OnUrio «ppï» "decidedly in the_e*perb
mtrnto .K» m8 I «.Whitaey *

taken to planting 200 trees in £rfJL everv year any way, and if I should 
p!ant 200 trees. but I am p^n gmercial orchard it might not be so great a loss

Se" VmmCT^u.'T ï.™ ta."*” Tent Ctoling of the 
Ont.Sih.Ut die. in the tope if J£» jZ'nfof ttZ «^toalh^
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5X^5* Ki-s "7grand thing forLit ^we” “ ™ the ““"Urn ' think it «53 k b

prop^ shearato gothrougi  ̂the lm°Ld Son?'”!!, wilh one P“ir°f

™W.5vpo^js‘.‘t2™r- r » -7
for the next season ; and it seems to me if it „ ^uds ^t are then forming 
that it would pay because it wmiM hf Î “ * , °Sfc8 .more to do it in the blossom 
would be a strong argument exhaU8tlve to the trec' 1 think tha“

pm-ing? Has it not
as if it was killed by frost ? y h d upon the tree. even as bad

- h«w wSJ’StoH T“,“7‘ h'h'ng_the bioaaoms. Y„„ do

n^K11.' te * s h» u »h, f:rwi,,?u7„„tSoBe“me'

Mr. Pattison (Grimsby)- I have L|avier the bloom the less the fruit.
°f thM,eÿ th,t w“ the *lr»in 0,1 ‘he tree*f " “n cr,tood thl>t'* was the ripening
horticultural journal!’8 ^ ““>«“* State, and her, in

ngly profitable «Î? PT *° * an exceed-
trol in your hands. You can detect much of thé ^ t h*Ve.the enfclre con- 
aame clippers or shears that you would mf the htS ^ and with the 
the defective fruit and leave vnnr «nZt -, bossom8 y°u can prune away 
would be the advancein \ZL Z jfl?^ tmV There-1 think7
The point that was made by tHe gentleman^ relit-1* *at^er than the blossom 
I think we fail very much mdeed^in sufficient n 8t,°n to/runmg is a good one. 
ously cutting out ekeh year all the S t P’r,in™8 * our trees. By judici- 
uniformity all through Cret hVSSh,”ofZ T ^
Now we are carrying too much wood Th„ th ^ upon the tree, 
expended in carrying wood upon our orchard w're 18 too much vitality 
pruning, thinning out, more properly cuttin» mit 6 j°a!d atve hy judicious 
expense of thinning out by aP systematic i,?5- ”fc* a?d thereby reducing the 
wood. I think on! reason^f ourfaTiro in nî • pl?Ln °f cutting away the 
more than they can possibly carry ‘ Now if wTwnnld^^67 ^ altogether 
quarter to a third of the wood in each “ we,would reduce perhaps from a 
very heu,y drain «uti™.1"?* we ”«”ld ™»«
healthy trees that would carry a much fine^Tget stronger, more vigorous, 
judicious pruning of the woodïs on!Tffh « ?aht/ of fruit- I think that the 
Then after that go through with the nr.mi ^ and "l08* valuable things to do.
ible all defective fruit (gHJr h^r)P g SheaFS Bnd take out 68 Poss-

Powenon^atD5nfniHvUhKeVeiyfheartily witb the remarks of Mr. 

the bloom requires a great deal of vitality^ ^,mou”t.° 8ur^ace at the time of 
fruit ; and I think we have an old savin» that h to .Perfection and set its
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had an orchard of pears, a perfect sheet of white. We only got 40 baskets off 120 
trees capable of bearing half a dozen baskets each tree. It seems to me it 
defeated itself although we pruned it considerably. I think the pruning ought

ES.EïieiiHBïEBTâand the consequence was in the fall those trees d‘d “ot weigh more than ludf 
wVinl thev did and any person could go along and tell the difference in the weight aiT well aTthe growth. They were light and without sap. The late 
pruning had destroyed all the vitality of the trees. We had cut it off; it had 
fone It was expended in the top of the tree, and to a great extent destroyed the 
whole growth. We want to do a large part of our pruning in the orchard early in 
the seaSn A great deal of pruning in our section is done by climbing up a ladder 
and getting around the inside of a tree and cutting out large branches and not 
cutting out the proper part of the tree. We do it by a different plan. W e take 
our hlfrae and rig and with a platform we take our pruners and saws and get 
right out under8the part of the tree that is bearing the apples and thin out 
smaller branches, twigs, all through—thin out so that there is no branch nearer 
tcTîts next neighbor than a foot or so. In that way we prune where we ought, 
and get the light and air through the bearing part of the tree. Then, I believe 
in leaving thermit in the crotch of the tree so that we don t have a lions tail 

the branch. We might as well «have our fruit distributed down the 
of the tree and get a great deal more fruit without destroying the tree. 

Geo E Fisher : I would be glad if Mr. Tweedle would give a date at which
“ “SSSC.-th, -tfr P-to. M.rch

.object.
from the last speaker as to the time of pruning. About the first of August the 
CTOwth of the tree is about at a standstill; you thin it then and you have more 
fruit-buds,and more healthy buds. I would not thin out the big branches,and make 
long slender branches with an open centre, as I have often seen people do. A 
veaf ago I saw a full orchard destroyed by a man who knew nothing about 
pruning He sawed out the large limbs through the top of the tree left them 
all open with the result that the sun came and struck the tops of those large 
limbs and killed half of them, and I believe almost destroyed that orchard for 

My plan of pruning, instead of taking out those large limbs, would 
to cut them back on tie outside. Keep your trees more compact and 

run them up if you will, but do not let them spread out in long limbs 
i l Rlin down to your big limbs on the inside. Even if it does

not kill the bark right through, it has a tendency to stop the free flow of 
sap and injures the tree very much. I remember some years ago that I read in 
the Horticulturist that May and June was the proper time to prune trees I 
will just state that you cannot put a ladder or step on a limb in the month of 
jUne but what you are loosing the bark and causing a dead spot right there. It 
is all right if you can do it from the ground, but you must not step or put any-
thmgM^aWHiTaNEYlbiathtok toe8whole matter hinges on when the fruit-buds are 
formed ‘ I think they are formed about the time the green buds begin to start 

Mr Jones • I have tried to watch the development of the fruit-bud of the 
apple the last three or four years as carefully as possible, and as nearly as I can 
foTw it, it commences to be built up shortly afoer the foliage unfoMs m tlm
siiring In our district that is about the first week m May ; and I find that b> 
tEe 20th or 25th June, or 1st July, that the fruit-bud for the next year seems to 
be fully built up in all its parts. But then if you take the bud and roll it in your
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thumb it will roll right out; it is full of sap. It is fully built un but is not 
Ztnthpab„aJ : and lt.seems ,th.at from the 1st July until tlJmiddle of SeptembeÎ

h”th, ÜÎSfKÎ.'Lt ÜS?1 im
„ J’he CHA^RMAW: This matter is very interesting, and I would like to hear 
another halt hours discussion, but time forbids. 1 would like to say that in 
regard to grapes growing on the St. Lawrence Mr. Whitney missed a ™ that 
probably would suit him better than any others, that is the Worden g P

Mr STi/ut: r“"y ^ *

,„d ilk .°SE5i ££ think ever^ h«” '«M be.. me out in that

PEARS FOR THE PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR GROWER. 

Bv E. C. Beman, Newcastle.

.. Pears adapted to the use of the professional and amateur grower call for 
entirely different qualities. The professional grower is growing for profit and 
the varieties must be adapted to that purpose. The tree must be a tlSv’JtS
fheWfruitUflbaebî1K haïdy anid hjaIthy to endure the climate and also productive 
The fruit should be of good and uniform size, fine showy appearance and of
fairly good quality. It is also advisable to select varieties that are not’ «nhî l 
to spotting or scab and other diseases. not 8ubJect

j ,0n ,the other lland, the amateur grower wants, first of all, superior aualitv
?f vou'cfnT® aPP?"ancf’Slze 18 n°t usually taken into consideration. Of coursï 
if you can have all the other good qualities, of large size, beautiful fruit hardv

y be"i"S treeS' }°U *ro th“‘ m"«h better off. but

most valuable varieties suitable for each class that have proved succSulfn inv 
own orchard, and that are adapted to this part of the Province of Ontario Y

unfortunately it takes nearly a life time before one can fully decide whatto

ripening^6 f0l'°Wing descrlPtions 1 have placed each class in their order of

Market Varieties.

obovate^ ovate pyriform, pale greenish yellow, with dull mmson chee bemm^
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a lively red as it ripens up. Flesh, exceedingly juicy, fine grained, with a very 
agreeable slightly acidulous flavor. Season, first of September. A very good 
market fruit, but must be picked as soon as full grown and before fully colored, 
or it will rot at the core.

Bartlett.—Tree, an upright, but not very vigorous grower ; healthy, but not 
very hardy ; succeeds best when top grafted on some hardy, strong growing 
stock ; exceedingly productive, in fact is almost an annual bearer ; requires heavy 
manuring. Fruit, large obtuse pyriform, clear pale yellow, occasionally a pale 
blush on the exposed side. Flesh, very juicy, fine grained, melting ; sweet, with 
a rather peculiar musky, agreeable flavor, tine for both dessert and canning. 
Season, first to middle of September. One of the best pears for home market, 
and fine for export if picked early and properly handled

Duchesse Précoce.—Tree, an upright grower, healthy, fairly hardy, exceed
ingly productive ; commencing to bear very young, consequently the trees do not 
grow large, and will probably be short lived. Fruit, resembles Bartlett in size 
and color, but slightly longer in form. Flesh, juicy, melting, with a slightly acid 
flavor, not of the best quality for dessert, but very fine for preserving. Season, 
a week later than Bartlett. A comparatively new variety, originated in France. 
Although not very high in quality, yet on account of its fine appearance and 
enormous productiveness it makes a very profitable market fruit.

Boussock.—Tree, a vigorous, spreading grower, healthy and hardy ; moder
ately productive, but not an early bearer. Fruit, large, roundish obovate, deep 
yellow and russet, with a warm red cheek. ' Flesh, juicy, melting, sweet, agreeable 

Season, end of September. A very showy fruit, but not quite productive 
gh to make a first-class market fruit.
Howell.—Tree, an upright grower, healthy, moderately hardy, productive 

and an early bearer. Fruit, large, obovate pyriform, pale yellow, occasionally 
shaded with red. Flesh, juicy, melting, pleasant, slightly acid flavor. Season, 
first of October. A very good market fruit.

Goo ale.—Tree, a vigorous, thrifty, upright grower, healthy, hardy and pro
ductive. Fruit, large, oblong obovate, greenish yellow, shaded with reddish 
brown. Flesh, juicy, melting, sweet agreeable flavor, a little gritty at the 
Season, middle of October. A very good and profitable market fruit.

Bose.—Tree, a vigorous but irregular grower, moderately healthy and, I 
think, quite as hardy as the Bartlett ; productive, fruit evenly distributed 
the tree, generally only one fruit on each spur, in place of clusters, as is common 
with the pear, ensuring nearly all fine specimens even in size and form, and free 
from blemishes. Fruit, large, acute pyriform, dark yellow, mostly covered with 
cinnamon russet, with occasionally a light touch of red on the sunny side. Flesh, 
melting, buttery, with a rich, delicious, slightly perfumed flavor. Season, middle 
to end of October. A very beautiful fruit, fine in quality, one of the best for 
home market, and will probably be one of the best for the foreign market ; should 
be top grafted on a strong, hardy stock.

Anjou.—Tree, fine vigorous, spreading grower, healthy and hardy, but not 
productive. Fruit, large, obtuse pyriform,greenish yellow, shaded with brownish 
red. Flesh, juicy, melting, w’ith a pleasant vinous flavor. Season, November. 
Fine for both home and foreign market, but too unproductive to be profitable

Keijfer. —Tree, a very vigorous upright grower, healthy and hardy ; a very 
early bearer and exceedingly productive on account of its early bearing and great 
productiveness ; will probably not be long lived. Fruit, medium size, ovate in 
form, golden yellow, with bright red cheek and russet dots. Flesh, half melting, 
juicy, a somewhat peculiar sweet but poor flavor ; gritty at the core ; too poor 
for dessert, but fine for preserving. Season, November and December. On ac
count of its great productiveness and beauty, it may for a time prove to be a 
profitable market variety, but I am inclined to think that when its poor flavor
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un°7 !t WjU -n0t hrinZ™ g°°d returns as it does at present It 
has one bad fault : after coloring up and coming to maturity, the skin ranidlv
stmnfound.a V6ry dark and Sp°tted Color’ givini the appearance of decay while

strae-S^hSn^K a moderate but irregular grower, branches slender and 
straggling, healthy and hardy, productive; succeed best when top rafted on
some other good growing stock. Fruit, small to medium, roundish Ltevate vel 
lowish green, nearly covered with russet patches and streaks. Flesh ' fine 
grained, juicy, buttery and melting, with a rich, sweet, aromatic flavor Season 
December to January. When the soil is suitable and it can be <«rown to n fair
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Doyenne D'Ete.—Tree, a moderately vigorous grower upright slender 
branches; hardy but subject to blight ; an early and abundant Vare^ Fruit 
small, loundish, obovate. yellow, shaded with a red streak on the sunny side’
Tbi!hl’iHU|1Cy’ ,ne!t,n»’,w!th a YerV Peasant, sweet flavor. Season, end of july 
Tins little pear is well deserving a place on the amateur list, as it is the first to
K highe“ ”,r0r' T* b'in« th= oi ‘be

, Ott.—Tree, moderately vigorous ; stout short-jointed branches • verv nrn
SVdull reUd -îe h î°Vate' Sreenish-yellow, some russet, shaded

a d\,v JU1,Cy> me,tlnK- sweet- rich perfumed flavor. Season 
August. A seedling from the Seckel, a very fine dessert fruit

Uapps Favorite—Described under market varieties 
, a V6ry viK°r0U8 growth, taking on a fine pyramidal form verv
requires age before il SuîûL'to WnmetoteTr^rC™ "rritlZi
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Bartlett.—Described under market varieties.
Seckel.—Tree, moderately vigorous, healthy and hardy, productive Fruit 

round obovate, dull brownish yellow with reddish brown cheek. Flesh iuicv 
melting, buttery with a very rich spicy flavor Season October Tfi o ’ ' , , y’ 
generally «meidered to beYhe hi/«,Zd "=he,tT,0r3 ^ ^ “
standard of quality by which other varieties 
nated near Philadelphia.

I SËarsrartSî ïrr^■ Si"’n r*rMod ? be“' , S“m”. October to November 
Bose.— Described under market varieties
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Winter N élis.—Described under market varieties.
Josephine de Matines.—Tree, a moderately vigorous spreading grower, pro

ductive. Fruit, medium in size, roundish oblate, pale greenish yellow, netted 
and patched with russet. Flesh, a delicate pinkish tint, juicy, melting, sweet 
with a delicate aromatic flavor, very good to best. Season, December to Febru
ary. On young trees the fruit is occasionally poor and astringent, but becomes j 
much improved as the trees advance in age and is then one of our best winter 
dessert pears.

Jaminette.—Tree, vigorous upright grower, healthy, hardy and productive. 
Fruit, medium to large, roundish obovatc, clear green, becoming yellowish green 
at maturity, marked with russet patches. Flesh, juicy, buttery, sweet pleasant 
flavor, gritty at the core. Season, January to April. Although not of the best 
quality, it is a good variety to finish up the season with, by keeping in a cool 
cellar and bringing a few at a time into a warm room, they can easily be kept 
in use until April. I have not found late keeping winter pears very satisfactory. I 
So far the Jaminette is the only one I have found desirable, as a late winter 
dessert fruit.

Mr. Boulter : Pick out three of the best varieties of pears for general pur
poses—to bring in money ?

Mr. Beman : I would take the Bartlett, the Duchess Precoce, and then Bose. ;
Mr. Boulter : You would throw the Flemish Beauty over entirely '(
Mr. Behan : Entirely—too much1 inclined to spot. The Anjou is a very shy 

bearer ; with me it is almost worthless.
The Secretary : You do not grow it on the dwarf, do you ?
Mr. Beman : No, I was not very successful in growing dwarfs.
The Secretary : The Anjou is far more productive on the dwarf.
Mr. Beman : So I have understood, but 1 did not succeed very well with 

the dwarfs. I do not recommend any dwarfs for. my locality. I have not seen 
any dwarfs that have succeeded so far.
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TOP GRAFTING AND IRRIGATION.

By J. I. Graham, Vandeleur.

The subjects of top-grafting and irrigation was brought to my attention 
when I undertook to collect the fruit of our township for exhibition. In passing 
from orchard to orchard I was surprised to see the amount of poor, worthless 
fruit, and so many poor fall varieties I estimated there was over one-third that 
was worthless, and our local buyer told me that between a third and a half were 
fall varieties. When the buyer comes around he is told that he must buy these 
with the winter fruit, and that holds the price of the winter fruit down. I have 
been top-grafting for thirty years ; I have a hundred varieties, and I am satis- B right dow 
fled you can increase fertility b)r top grafting ; I refer more especially to the B there is a 
King. The Baldwin with us is considered tender, but where it is top- grafted it fl is clay soi 
does not show the least sign of tenderness. For stocks, I find the common I Th
seedling is good, and I have found the Spy poor stock to top-graft ; so also is the I Mr. (
Baldwin and the Golden Russet. I have quite a number of varieties here, some I season wl 
grown on the original stock and some on top-grafts, which you may compare. B croP of 
But ,1 have not noticed the differences referred to by Prof. Sears in the last B water or 
Horticulturist in respect to the stock affecting the colour, keeping and taste of B Some yeai 
the apple. I have had success with the following grafts :—Hurlbut and Gideon B ^ly that 
on Ben Davis Baldwin and King on seedling stocks ; Hurlbut on seedling ; B 3*ng of ve 
Fallawater an Peck’s Pleasant on Little Red ; Cooper’s Market on seedling stock B —and I n
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and on original stock ; Spy on Crab stock and original stock; King on Ben 
Davis ; Baxter on seedling ; Yellow Bellflower on seedling ; Hubbardston’s Non
such on seedling and original stock ; McMahon White on Fall Pinnin • Baldwin 
on Rambo ; Ribston Pippin on Little Red ; Gravenstein on seedling. For scions 
I am a strong behever in the individuality of certain trees I have noticed that 
in the Spy, the Pewaukee and the Cayuga Red Streak. In a row of Spy trees

I if? ’B0"® ^6e ™tCh e.ar Ier,’ much redder m color. and much earlier to bear 
I ]n .thTe.t ewauk,ees I noticed that one was of much higher color than the other ;

I «7 Ikay,eno*lc®d 1,1 mvthe Cayuga Red Streak so much that Tasked one of 
the exhibitors to let me have one to send to Prof. Macoun to see if it was really 
that variety, and he replied that it was, but a remarkably good specimen of that 
variety It is usually recommended to take scions from bearing trees. In taking 
off the top I would remove from one-third to one-half at a time. You must be 
careful not to expose the branches to the sun. I have quite a number havimr a 
strip down the south side killed in that way. If you have not left sufficient 
foliage, you should use paper to cover the exposed portions. I would not cut a 
branch over two inches in diameter. If the trees are high I would use Ben 
Davis or Ontario—that is, if the apple suited me—to keep it lower. You have 
it much under your control by the variety you put upon it. Should youput
inP/thAfiS tT’ j°n are ?tlU n,"nmg UP higher. If you require spread- 

g, the Rhode Island Greening will spread. Should you come to a stock that is 
damaged, as I have done, and had doubts whether to graft it, I would graft it 
venr “t early'beai'l.ng variety. The Ben Davis will come into bearing the second 
h» In top-grafting. if you observe, you will learn a lesson on pruning that will 
be of use to you. It is a mistake, often made, to put in too many grafts. If a
ledL’tnn w'-'lf m f<? m0ney;h.e wil1 put in a11 he can'and if you have not know- 
led e you will sometimes put in too many yourselves. You should not have too
trunk bTntLeJ0ntatret’bfLlt 18 n°-tg00d CUt °ff a large branch near the 
summer T S 8peak °f the waxing you all know how it is done. In the 

I would re-wax them, or press it over again when the sun is warm I 
would not have too many varieties ; four to six I would consider quite sufficient 

■for a commercial orchard. The varieties that suit me are : King Spy Bald- 
■win, Rhode Island Greening, Ben Davis and Mann g’ Py’r .
■ veil The othersubject 1S irrigation. My farm is on a mountain side. In that
loSlfttle^treams6 J*he j'««t under the brow of the hill, there come
■n«P ,.The;SL 1 ru? toother and lead them across the orchard, and
■the Wn f°T 1^np?'tlvg th! orchard and fielda and the garden ; also for power in

lTply bre t0puf 8t0nes in the ditch and it overflows and goes 
right down between the rows of trees whenever I want to water. Every fear
there is a month or two during which I find it necessary to irrigate. The ground 
is clay soil, and it would crack quite large cracks if not irrigated. ^

Mr6GraiIam^V ther6 many 8eT8 durinS which y°u irrigate there ? 
— non 1 graham I do it every season. There is usually a month during harvest
■ crop oÆit. it îy h tb6 r°WS °f tree8’ and 1 had a Splendid
■waEir nrfh *■ 16 haf£ *** how much 1 should attribute to the 
fcmp th manure or the pruning, but I am well pleased with the returns
™ T (hat vefr TTv?6 “ked Prof’ ^ why it was tL apples were rotting so 

ly that year, and his answer was that it was caused by the starting or ston- 
Hnng of vegetation—the checking of it by d—‘1 1 " - -g P

and I noticed that year that my apples 
^ear I was told up north that fruit would n 
■mg splendidly in the cellar.
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th<The Secretary : Would you tell us any results of irrigation in 0\e fruit 
itself—in its size or quality ?

Mr. Graham : Yes, even the Ben Davis. The water there is running the 
year round. At that end where the creek has been running all the year the 
apples were nearly a half larger than at the other end of the rows. The Spitz- 
enbergs were loaded much heavier near the creek than they were last year.

Mr. Beall : Do you cultivate your ground through the growing season ?
Mr. Graham : No, I keep hogs in it, and when the water is in it it softens it, 

and they do quite a bit of cultivation. The fruit business is an important one in 
our district. It is estimated that at Thornbury some $80,000 has been paid out 
during the season for fruit.

Mr. Gaston : There was one important point in Mr. Graham’s paper, about 
the individuality of trees. I was very much interested in Prof. Sears’ article. 
The question is, what efleet it will have on the fruit by taking scions from a 
fruit that has a certain individuality about it, and also from a particular part of 
the tree ? I sometimes have a tree that will bear heavily on one side and have 
no crop on tli3 other. We often see that on the Northern Spy. The idea was to 
take our scions from the bearing side of the tree. We know how we can improve 
grain, vegetables, roots and that sort of thing by judicious selection. Could we 
not carry that out in fruit growing ? t think there is a great idea there. It is 
said nurserymen take their scions indiscriminately. In top-grafting can we 
acco mplish nothing in that line î I think that idea is probably new to the oldest 
fruit growers here—carrying out the individualities by top-grafting, as regards 
productiveness, color, early bearing and all other things that constitute a good 
fruit.
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to discuss here for you at perhaps this afternoon’s session. I have been working 
a number of years on the same line as this gentleman, and I think it would be 
perhaps as important a line to discuss as could be taken up. (Hear, hear, and 
applause).

Prof. Macoun : I would like to warn the fruit growers about top-grafting on 
Wealthy and Duchess. We have tried it, with the result that after several years 
those that had been top-grafted had outgrown the Wealthy and Duchess, and I 
expect we will lose the trees in a few years. There is a marked difference when 
you see the trunk very much smaller in proportion than the top. We are start
ing a series of experiments in top-grafting at the farm in Ottawa, and we are 
using the Haas, Mann and Crystal White as stocks, and I propose to use the 
Macintosh Red as a stock ; it is one of the cleanest trunks we have. I propose 
to graft them on seedlings of the Martha Crab, and then Rhode Island Greening 
on top of that, and I think we may be able to get some of the tender varieties to 
succeed with us.

Mr. Morris : I think the Professor w ill find if he buds the Crab it will
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The Secretary : Has Prof. Macoun tried the Keiffer pear as a stock for 
other pears ? Many of us will be inclined to graft our Keiffer pears to some 
other variety.

Mr. Powell : For several years I have been working on Keiffer stocks with 
the Anjou and the Bose. I have not attempted other varieties, but have been 
very much satisfied with the working of these two varieties on the Keiffer. 
There seems to be a perfect union, and it is a question which is raised as to 
whether the union will be perfect between other varieties and the Keiffer ; and 
I find that in that respect the union is perfect, and I cannot see why the trees 
will not last well on toward a century, The Anjou is one of our most valuable 
pears, but very uncertain in its productiveness Many orchards will stand for 
twenty years and show no fruit, and yet you take the Anjou and top-work it, or
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the Keiffer and my experience is it becomes one of the most prolific bearers I

.K'meTwM. «X»M„„°to.U üyjSte I*think 
he has made a mistake in cutting off the entire top of his Keiffer stock at one time 
It is a very vigorous grower, and there must be some provision for the flow of sap in 
the Keiffer stock, otherwise there is a danger offailure ; but my plan was this Pthe 

eiffers were set as two year old trees, and allowed to grow one year• then I inserted 
only two grafts the following season. The next year I would cut off another branch 
and the third year would finish the top-working. That leftsome Keiffer all through
venrPth°K-°^hangl^g the tree- The result is that when I had finished the third 
year the Keiffer wood was all removed, and I had my Anjou stœk well estob

shed, and good strong top also from the scions that were set. Now in this case
ton iWt8fin° ?!ik at t giV,en t0 the tree- and the union has been perfect and
diffLnir k! t0'1ty o lere the grafts were 8et- The Bose I think is aP]ittle more 
difficult because the Bose is not so rampant a grower as the Anjou • but I have
have'to-day "fine tree^that1D ^ 7orki»g tbe Bosc also from the Keiffer, and 
Now as S the nfhT thatareTbtar,ng annual cr°P8 and of the very finest quality. 
JNow as to the other varieties I have no experience, because I limit mvself bo
had"thTpkasure8 nf*Pu.rP08e8- 0ur Mend Mr. Willard whom you hate 
had the pleasure of having before your Association, has been writing me in
whether^he he. work.!?f of the Bartlett pear upon the Keiffer, and I cannot say
orHnot b^t W‘ P6^4. with the Bartlett as with the other varieties
or not but if this principle is used in working the tree over gradually not all at 
once I see no reason why there might not be a good union wfth the Bartlet or 
theSeckel, or any other variety that might be worked. There is where ohe
»£'“ .1 once ;Lke»„e, and!

|MITH : ^an that rule be applied to all ?I ».you”iUM
Mr. Smith : Is not the Anjou a coarse feeder ?
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would give yoï SSt ^ ^ ^ N°W’the checking of that bJ top^working 

Mr. Pattison : Would not the ceasing of cultivation have the same effect ?



Mr. Powell : I hardly think so, because I do not believe the cultivation is 
detrimental to the tree at all. I think it is necessary. High culture I think is 
very desirable ; but we must in son e way give check to this wood-bearing ten
dency. And I think think there is no way so effectual as top-grafting trees 
after they have stood for a few years. My experience is on the Keiffer stock, 
they have been exceedingly productive.

Mr. Pattison : Have you had any experience with Sheldon ?
Mr. Powell : I have not grown the Sheldon, because it is so prone to drop 

its fruit. The winds, when they strike a crop of Sheldon, lay such a large pro
portion on the ground that I have not planted the Sheldon tree. Another point 
is, the Sheldon is not a popular fruit in the market. It is not appreciated, al
though I think it is one of the choicest and finest varieties of pears ; but its color 
is against it, and its shape also is undesirable, and so I have avoided planting it.

Mr. Smith : I think that is a question that ought to be taken up, to educate 
the people to the use of the different kinds of pears.

Mr. McNeill: Although we have no representatives to speak from the 
affiliated horticultural societies, we must not estimate their work by the amount 
of talk we have had from them. It is an exceedingly important work, and it 
has done more, perhaps, than any single advance that has been made by the 
management of the society for the extensioh of horticultural knowledge, and for 
fulfilling the objects of the Provincial Association., Their work has been a de
cided advantage to the Province ; and wherever there is a Horticultural Society 
located its influence is felt to a very large degree, and the Province owes a debt 
of gratitude to the managers for so faithfully following out the lines of work 
laid out for them by Mr. Thomas Beall of Lindsay, who is so intimately asso
ciated with them, and to whom so great a share of the credit is due

The Chairman : The Secretary has some correspondençe on the fraudulent 
packing of fruit which he will read.

The Secretary read letters from S. Nesbitt, Brighton, W. E. Wellington, 
London, England, bearing on the subject. He also called attention to two baskets 
of apples on the table—one basket taken from the centre of a barael of apples 
that had been packed for export, and the other of apples with which it was faced 
at each end.
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HOW CAN WE PREVENT TRICKERY IN THE PACKING OF APPLES
FOR EXPORT ?

By A. H. Pettit, Grimsby.

This is a subject that has been discussed by our fruit growers for the last 
twenty years, and we have as yet failed in agreeing on any definite steps that 
might be taken. Now, I don’t think you can pass any legislation to make a man 
honest. You may correct some evils, you may improve the quality of our fruit 
by cultivation, by pruning, by spraying and by thinning, and thus get rid of a 
large proportion of this unsalable fruit that is being placed in the centre of 
barrels for the British market. We all know that the growers of this country 
have more or less inferior fruit. They are going to market that product, and 
they have a right to market that product, and I don’t believe that any legislature 
or any government can pass a law to prohibit them doing so. But if 
raise public opinion to the point that it ought to be raised, then I take it we can 
reach the only feasible plan. For years I have advocated and urged that a sys
tem of inspection be adopted for apples. The point then asked was that the 
Government appoint an inspector to inspect such fruit as was offered for inspec
tion. I do not believe that we can make a compulsory law that all fruit shall be 
inspected, but we can place it within the reach of a man who wishes to make a
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is contract for the British market, for example, to have the : inspector see that the 
goods shall be up to the standard marked upon the barrel. If it is marked “ No 
1 that barrel shall contain No. 1 apples ; if it is “ No. 2 ” that it shall contain a 
certain grade of apples as set forth in that Act. Who is doing this fraudulent 
packing ? Is it the fruit grower of Ontario ? I do not believe it is. It is the 
speculators who buy very large quantities ; and when a man undertakes to cover 
such a large scope of territory and to handle such immense quantities of fruit, it 
is impossible for him to get men well enough posted to go about the country and 
put up those apples in the condition they ought to be put up Now, I do not 
think any buyer or shipper desires to have his apples put up badly, and if the 
Inspection Act was carried out, proper inspectors appointed at ports of shipment 
and, if we could have local inspectors to inspect and brand those barrels before 
they leave this Province at all for the British market, then you would begin to 
work up the standard of Canadian fruit for market.

Now, I believe there is no country in the world that can produce better fruit 
than we can in the Province of Ontario, so when the growers do not pack their 
truit properly it is a discredit to us all in the British market, and an injury to 
our business. I made a little estimate this morning, taking 300 barrels as an 
easy basis for figuring. Taking this year as an average price for Canadian fruit, 
the ayerage m the British market will not exceed twelve shillings a barrel, which 
would be 8900 realized on the 300 barrels. Counting the packing and shipping 
ot the apples at 15 cents a barrel, and barrels themselves 27 cents, freight and 
commission SLIOper barrel, a total expense of 8236, the shipper will receive net 
8664 tor his 300 barrels at 12 shillings a barrel. Now, let me take out 100 bar
rels, sorting them out more carefully, and put up 200 barrels at 15 shillings a 
barrel—that is a moderate estimate ; that will be 8750. Deduct the same pro- 
portion of expense, 879, and this will leave the shipper 8671, instead of 8664 for 
300 barrels or a margin of profit that is as large by putting 200 barrels through 
in this condition as the 300. Now, he has 100 barrels or 300 bushels of good 
apples for the evaporator apples that will bring him to-day in our market here 
from 25c to 30c. per bushel. He can get that after he has taken out his seconds, 
all excepting the ciders; but by putting this 100 barrels of seconds with his 
peelers, he will run the peelers up to 30 cents a bushel-we will put them at 26 
cents a bushel, which will give him 875. He will then get 8746 for his 200 first- 
c ass barrel and 100 peelers instead of 8664 on his 300 barrels. Now, besides 

tins, there is a great deal of waste of energy, a great deal of waste of labor 
and a great loss of credit. I believe if we look at this thing properly we will 
stuff tnX R°?eVy working along these lines than we will by shipping such 
in * fEr' i8hTke ,; and 1 belleve> more than that, that we can establish 
in our country a great market for evaporated fruits, and the more we can do to
ihf kHge rhlS bu81?ess and manage to dispose of the product in this country 
the better for us. I was not prepared to deal with so important a subject to-
wm’suhmRt^ C-T 1)!r! with any prepared ideas on the matter, but I 
i"b th“ P°mtV that, 1 believe a system of inspection—a voluntary
have carrld0r ♦““"/A be a 8teP b> right direction to
ment whprd t;-mndIj)e .leV® that th°rough inspection at the port of ship- 
fmît ’s^nn wTb e’ ftnd a'80 ln fruit-growing sections o' the country during
market CanaT* accomPh*h a ^ work and begin to establish in the British 
market Canadian-inspected apples as the best in the world. I get a great many
»diTn",^ e.h“efKO'“t‘oUh0Fni‘"1 “ ««“ ” thf C»«di°„y

The Chairman : We would be glad to hear from Mr. Carpenter in reference
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to these two baskets of apples. I do not think the farmers put up those apples, 
and I do not think the dealers are doing it blindly or without instructions.

Mr. Carpenter : Before I left home, I suggested that it would be a very 
good idea to send a sample of these apples down here so that people could see 
what stuff was being packed ; so I suppose they took the suggestion at home 
and sent them down. ,

I can’t say those apples were packed for export, but one would suppose so 
because they were labelled XXX, and with the best brand the man put up. They • 
were sold to me for No. 1 apples, in fact XXX, as represented. I opened one 
barrel of Baldwins and it was supposed to be No. 2, and it was a fair No. 2 bar
rel of apples. I did not have any time at my disposal just then, but I thought 
the No. 1 would be quite satisfactory, as the No. 2 were fair. By a strang 
incidence, there were five of these barrels left out of my shipment ; they were 
taken down to my place and opened up, and they were five barrels of the vilest 
trash that ever was put in barrels. If they had simply been shovelled up they 
could not have got in worse trash. By a peculiar coincidence also, the man who 
was selling the apples made an rror of $19 in my favor, and I thought he would 
wnte foi it when he got home, ut he didn't, and needless to say he will never 
get the $19. I have not any suggestion to make, for I have not studied or 
thought out what would be a good way to obviate this difficulty, but no doubt 
one way would be to put up fancy packages of apples.

Mr. Gaston : You say you did not buy those for export ? 
t i j; No, I buy very few for export, a few car-loads perhaps, but 
I sold these in Ontario. The English market is so uncertain that where 
sell here for any reasonable profit I think it advisable.

The Secretary : I think it will be in order to read a resolution that was 
passed by a meeting of fruit growers in Grimsbv on the 17th of June, looking to 
legislation in this matter, which resolution was forwarded to Ottawa and a favor
able reply got from the Minister of Agriculture for the Dominion.

Resolved, That both the Dominion and the Provincial Legislatures be asked 
to consider the advisability of legislation to carry out the following regulati 
for the sale of apples and pears :

_ 1. That all apples and pears packed for sale in closed packages shall have the 
minimum diameter of the fruit inside marked in plain figures on the top or face 
of the package, thus 2 inches, inches, 2J inches, etc, as the case may be, and 
it more than ten per cent, run below the size specified, the package shall be 
sidered fraudulently packed.

.. ?' That all such packages shall also be stamped with certain grade marks 
which shall be defined as follows :
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h(a) X A No. 1. Sound apples or pears of uniformly large size and high color 

tor the variety named, of normal form, at least 90 per cent, free from worm holes, 
scabs or other defects.

(b) A No. 1. Sound apples or pears of nearly uniform size and good color 
tor the variety named, of normal form, at least 90 per cent, free from worm holes 
scabs or other defects.

(c) No 1. Sound apples or p 
free from worm holes, scabs or oth
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a
aiears of fairly uniform size, at least 80 per cent, 

er defects.
(d) No. 2. Apples or pears that are disqualified from being classed under 

any of the aforementioned grades, but which are useful for culinary purposes, and 
not less than two inches in diameter.

3. That all apples or pears packed in closed packages be subject to inspection 
by the Government Inspector, and if, on opening one-tenth of the number of the 
packages of any one lot, these be found fraudulently packed, then the nine-tenths 
remaining shall be so classed, and the shipper be liable to a fine not exceeding 50 
cents a barrel for all packages of that grade in the same shipment.
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4. That provision be made for inspection not only at the ocean ports, but also 
at the request of the shippers, at local points of shipment in case of car lots.

5. lhat for local inspection a reasonable scale of charges be made of the 
shipper requesting it, guaged according to the number of carloads to be inspected.

j. that in such latter case the inspector shall apply some distinctive inspec
tion brand to show that the packages had been inspected and found honestly 
packed ; but, if found fraudulent, the inspector shall have power to forbid the 
shipment until properly packed and graded.

7. That in all cases the name of the packer and of the shipper shall be 
plainly stamped on the top of each package.

, A " A AK'',EI L (Oshawa) : This is a vital point in our apple business. The 
w ole profit in the apple trade lies in these two questions—packing and trans
portation. I know that there are apples shipped from Oshawa Junction that »lc 
put up the same as these. It is not done by the growers, but by the dealers I 
have exported apples more or less for the 'last twenty years. I shipped the first 
car of apples that was ever billed straight through from Oshawa to Glasgow 
wenty-three years ago. Up to five years ago there was no dishonest packing 

( one in our neighborhood ; it was a straightforward business. The competition 
has become so great among buyers and they have become so anxious to gobble 
up the whole section of country that they go and buy up whole orchards by the • 
Jump. Previous to this we only bought what was shipping apples. We took 
what suited us, and we put up a goon straight No. 1 apple and the farmer did 
what he could with the balance. Now the shippers take them to the fruit houses.
oi non I.16 i frVJt b°U8es at 08hawa Junction holding from 4,000 to 23,000 or 
24,000 barrels each. The apples are picked off the tree, good, bad and indifferent 
just as they come They take them to the fruit house and they are sorted there, 
ïou can go into those fruit houses to-day and find barrels marked with the man’s 

own honest name You will see barrels in those fruit houses marked some other 
name that is not his name. Those that bear the real name are good apples every 
time. Those that bear somebody else's name or some factory’s name are like 
those in the basket, and far worse than that. That is not a bad sample, for a 
small apple, at all. (Laughter.) I have shipped barrels of small apples to Lon
don before now marked “culls,” and got 16s. 6d. a barrel for them. There is no 
barm in doing that if you will mark them truly. If you send a good barrel of
hflrlrPf eSi.marked 700,d’ with y°ur own n»me on it, all right, and if you send a 
barrel of culls »? marked it is all right. But I contend it is all wrong for me to
anddherearre Vlth TW‘A' “A"?®’* name on or Peter Dobson’s name on it; 
ha?the ™ where,1, clar Ration shouId come in. I claim our Government 
has the power, and has the right to exercise it—to say that I shall not put

7 sr nan‘e on a barrel of, aPPle8 for export. I make a good many thousand 
a year for packing apples in. The Government says, “ You shall make a 
i inches diameter at the head, 27 inches between heads, 19 inches diameter 

e and it you pack apples in anything else then you will be fined 25c.
• -ly .fnno* they Sfty that you shall put your name on it and guar- 

antee what is in it or else you will be fined 25c. or 50c. or 81 a barrel ? I do not 
believe there is anything in moral suasion in this matter; you may talk till you 

gray-headed without doing any good When a man buys apples and mixes 
?nmpBU'P hTu18 W.her® the.trouble comes in, and there is where the Government 
cheese U Ü t0 8t°P A the,8ame as they do the adulteration of milk and 
ernment fell^T 1 y°U A"’® A 8ta[np and 8el1 jt as it is ; and when the Gov- 
annlesMrl w^ apple-packers they have to do the same we will have honest 
apples—and we never will before. (Applause).

The Chairman . .That is just exactly the kind of information
dve u!.TJ;g,BUtBtanr A that; and I know there are men here who can 
give us a good deal more of just the same kind of evidence. I hope they will
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feel perfectly free to do it. It is just what we want to approach the Government 
with.

Mr. Gaston : There is one thing I can hardly understand—the idea of pack
ing those apples for export in that way, because in the Old Country the fruit is 
sold by brokers at auction, and they have a large basket ; they take two barrels 
at haphazard and empty them out into that basket, and the lot is sold on sample. 
Now, if they happen to get hold of a couple of barrels like the sample before us, 
it will affect the whole shipment.

Mr. A. H. Pettit: I quite agree with Mr. Farewell’s idea in this matter ; but 
how to reach them is the point at issue. I cannot agree that the shippers do this 
on purpose. It is because they can’t control their packers. But the question I 
want to ask is this : A packer puts up his apples and he ships them with 
through bill of lading to the British market ; how are you going to interfere with 
his goods in this country ? Can you step in and inspect his goods without his 
permission ? He has a right to put those goods in the British market, and 
person has a right to prevent him from doing it. How are you going to attack 
him ? If you show me that you have a right to get at him, then I can see that 
legislation might be passed to check it.

Mr. FarwEll : I think

a

no
4

we can get at him all right enough. Every ship- 
. ment of apples is billed on a through bill of1 lading. There are three of those 

bills of lading attested to by the agent of the railways. He gives the shipper 
two. He retains one to be sent to the head office of the railway. Now, the 
Government can see that they make out four and send one bill of lading to the 
Department. Suppose the Government compels him to put his own name on every 
package of fruit he ships ; they go through to Liverpool, and Shuttleworth & Co., 
or Woodall & Co., sell those apples to the retailer ; they are opened up and they 
are found like this barrel. There is the man’s name on the barrel. Word is 
sent back to Ottawa that such apples are a fraud The Department has the bill 
of lading there to find the very town the apples were shipped from. There is 
where you want your inspector. I know it is utterly impossible to inspect from 
ten to fifteen or thirty thousand barrels of apples down there in Montreal, sup
pose you had the power. How are you going to do it ? When I ship apples in 
the winter I calculate them to get there just as late as it is possible to get aboard 
a steamer, and everybody else does the same. I have been in Portland when 
there were 257 cars of apples on the tracks, had to stay there three days, had to 
get a fire in the car to keep them from freezing. It has got so now that winter 
is the time of shipment, and every shipper times the arrival of his apples just 
soon as the ship is ready to take them, and they are rushed in there night and 
day. How is it possible to inspect them ? You might as well try to fly. You 
must do with it as you do with cheese. Turn to the criminal code. Every 
is bound by his. trade-mark, and if any man puts up his goods contrary to his 
trade mark then you can indict him. You cannot hang a man for shipping poor 
fruit. If he is fool enough to do it, and does not get the price for them, he will 
not do it more than once or twice.

Mr. McNeill: There is another difficulty in the way As a fruit-grower, I 
would not trust those fellows on the other side with my barrels of apples. If I 
am not there, or my agent, to see that the barrels are bad, I would not take their 
word for it. There is another side to this story. A barrel is a different thing 
from a keg of cheese. When this apple goes over there I want some guarantee 
that the barrel that they say is a bad barrel, is certainly so. They say it is bad. 
I cant prove that it is not. We will have to—

Mr. Farwell : Have a Canadian inspector over there.
Mr. McN bill : Of course if there was any means by which we could be per

fectly certain that that barrel had not been tampered with—because it is an 
easy matter to tamper with a barrel, so that you still leave any label intact that
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we put on, and yet it not be our fruit-but if there is any means of showing that 
the traudently packed barrel had remained intact and the packer’s 
then I would be in favor of his being punished.

Mr. Pattison : The only way I can see to get thoroughly at the matter is to 
have an inspector at each station where the apples are shipped, although it involves 
more expense than I think we can manage. Then it could be easily found 
who shipped the bad ones and who shipped the good ones. Failing that. I think 

cannot thoroughly get at the matter. In the one instance we are at the 
mercy of the man on the other side of the Atlantic ; and although I come from 
there myself, some of their mercies are not very tender. (Laughter,) Whereas 
in the other case we are more or less at the mercy of the dealer, and his mercies 
are not quite what they might be either.

The Chairman : I would like to ask Mr Carpenter if the dealer’s name or 
any other name, or any other mark was on this barrel of apples ?
T (Via i™ :LT d,ealer’8 name was on the barrel of apples in this case. 
1 think they buy orchards by the lump, and they want to make as much of the 
apples as they can, and they put the farmer’s name on in the case of poor apples 
and let the poor farmer take the brunt. They come from W. A. Newton or 
JJ. A. hpears, or some one else, and the consequence is he has to foot the bill • so
lythti^°Veünmenï.taklnÇ ituPifc would be a matter of protecting the farmer 
rather than doing him an injustice.

The Chairman : You got them practically from the man who packed them ?
them the m" Wh° P1Cked ‘bem toM “ he P"ked

Mr. Pattison : Did he offer any excuse for the condition they were in ?
Mr. Carpenter : None at all ; none.
Air. Edwards (Peterboro ) : Is this Association ever going to be strong

,n S,'in°7S ?R°TJnmetnt g°in" t0,be 8trong enough, to have representatives 
in England at the different points where apples are received, so that we may 
have a representative of our interests and the interests of Canadian sellers there?
F or ,t seems to me that that is of importance ; and because of the statement that 

■ ,b* ™.ade'tbat 18 desirable there should be an inspection on the other
side d ÎTh 8hnU d TwanS 0f bri"ging home what is found on the other 
Sm D k torthe 86 eF: T,hat 8eems t0 be very desirable if it can be done. The
evSenne Jfl T"86’,,18 alwy8v in ProcurinK the evidence and connecting the 
interJl# f p the,.seller; aad the only way in which it can be obtained, and the 
that ei he°r thanaAian8-?n bc Protccted in connection with this great industry, is 
or better «tm8 T °" ” “ formed of those who are shipping,
thJ h ,t ',jU,r Çovernment, should have representatives at each port and
home Î 7 810UM F°rk af el; aU mat,ers of that 80rt. »nd have means of bringing
ti?en aloneyîCtV Ï fraudu,ent Reding with the goods that are sent. Then "and 
then alone, I think, we can reach the trouble.
pentleinim P57v!T; f may. say tbat, that is what we have at the present time—a 
L ~ thfaïvde W l? 18 1(?nkm8 lnto the question in the interests of thetel»' **- i- the "rond "**

Mr. Edwards: With what result?
k„ow\rh^ XXr„red th“1 h,ve ever —■ “ 1

Mr. Edwards : We should have heard something of it 
Arriving fn ™at œuntoy” ^ ^ **** ^ °f °f the fruite

our (tovPrn™EfLLK 1 Parfci?ularly interested in this point. It seems to me 
«everv^ 8fho"jd C0™.Pel every shipper to put his name and address on
«very package of fruit he shipped, and with an inspector in each of the principal

name on it,

we
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receiving points in Britain all complaints of dishonest packing should be referred 
to him arid he report on it. It seems to me you would then have control of the 
whole business. If a man over there buys a barrel of apples with ray name on 
it, and he complains that it is not packed according to the stamp that is on it, 
the inspector goes and inspects that barrel, and probably all the rest. He may 
have bought a hundred, or three or four hundred, or may be three or four thou
sand, and he inspects different ones to see if they are up to the standard that 
they are claimed to be, and if he finds that they are like this barrel, or not up to 
the standard, then he reports to his Government. They, having the bill of 
lading, can look after him in twenty-four hours.

Mr. Edwards : It would be very easy, it seems to me, to connect the actual 
packer with the trade-mark and avoid the danger of the packer putting on the 
farmer’s name on a barrel, and so endeavoring to hold the farmer responsible 
where he simply sold and the packer did the fraudulent packing, by providing 
that every one who is shipping should have his name or his trade-mark, or 
whatever it may be, registered at Ottawa, so that no name could be put upon 
any package but one which was registered at Ottawa, whatever it might be. 
when the packer would have to put his own name, and if the farmer’s name 
happened to be registered the farmer would look after it himself and see that 
what was going on under his name would be protected.

Mr. McNeill : 1 went into one of the largest packing houses of Ontario—
I hope I am not open to any slander—and baw apples packed just exactly like 
this one, and being a visitor there, by courtesy I could not of course get on a 
righteous indignation as I would anywhere else, and so with my sweetest smile 
I insinuated that it was not the style of packing that I thought best calculated 
to hold the English market ; and he said, “ Oh, these are not our packing ; these 
are all ordered.” I said, “ What do you mean by that ? ” “ Why,” he says, “ so 
many barrels of this brand are sold to the English trade.” 
explained that the English buyer bought these apples to be packed in this par
ticular way. On my part I would not do like that for anything; but it was a mere 
matter of business—they were ordei ed to be done in that particular way. 
be he was slandering the English buyer, but he said it with an air of truth that 
staggered me, and I was half inclined to believe what he said.

Mr. Faiiwell : It is a conceded point that illegal or dishonest packing is 
perpetrated every day. The only question is, How are we going to stop it ? In 
regard to the fraud suggested by Mr. McNeill that might be perpetrated in Eng
land—and I am sorry to say there are scalawags there the same as in Canada— 
there might be some plan adopted the same as in handling coal oil from the 
United States. When we get a barrel of American coal oil here it is inspected, 
and we have to erase or spoil the inspection brand before the barrel leaves your 
premises, under penalty, and a very severe penalty. Surely the men whose 
business is to get up Acts, who are experts at it, could conceive some way to cover 
all these little loopholes, and it seems to me they ought. (Hear, hear).

Mr. Carpenter : 1 think we are getting an inspection too far away from 
home, I think we want an inspection before they leave here. I do not think we 
want it on the other side at all ; for this reason : All apples do not carry in the 

condition It depends on where they are placed in the steamer, and how 
they are carried, and how many days they are going over, and so on. I think 
the inspection should be here so that we would know we were not getting 
defrauded.

Mr. Gaston : Is there not a system in the Old Country by which the retailer 
has twenty-four hours in which to return the stock back to the brokers ?

The Secretary : There is such a regulation.
Mr. Caston : I think Mr. Farewell struck one important point in regard to 

buying orchards in the lump. The dealer is anxious to handle all he can, and he
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R»vSJ°n ^f11 he CaD handle’ ar*d 8ometime8 he cannot get hands enough. Some 
money fiSüT

those apples will come out it will be tor the future to reveal, but I think it will 
be a sad tale of woe this winter. In the old way of buying apples by the barrel

ell the fal i’ettfer app es put UP- 1 do not see why the farmer should
ell the sui plus apples to an evaporator as well as the dealers

hv J G«.aha-M: In the Georgian Bay district the apples are nearly all bought 
by the packing houses They mark on the barrel “ store ” on the winter apples 
I saw them on along table They empty them out and re-pack them, an,/they 
have a paper with their name cut out, stamped on it, the full si of the end of 
the barrel, they put that inside the lid when they are sellin so if there is 
fraudulent packing done it must be in the houses.

. ,Pattis0N; Could we not get at a basis to frame some sort of Act to 
check this by appointing a committee of fruit growers to confer with a Parlia 
mentary committee, so that between the two they could draw up somethin" 
satisfactory It is admitted on all hands that there is fraudulent packing and 
that it is vital to the fruit trade of the country that this should be /topped!’

i r- Pettit : I think we all admit there is a very great and growing evil in 
the country, this bad packing of fruit. This resolution (of June 17th) 
passed by a meeting of fruit growers this last season, and I will 
resolution be endorsed by this meeting.

Mr Murray Pettit : I beg to second this resolution. I helped to draft it 
en ugh hat a t l°Ugh a step in the right direction it is not half thorough

Mr. McNeill : I quite agree with the spirit of the resolution but one thin? 
will have to be changed. It seems to me impossible to indicate the sizes in 
inches when we are talking of different varieties. What would be a splendid
tSy"toil” 'ïï£z^rple) “,hat size ”uM m p- « *» ti..t

covei the point raised last they classify the apples that will cover tInf2À inches 
diameter, which shall be of the grade of F meuse, McIntosh Red! and that class 
which are recognized as only medium apple in size whilp wiffi 1 1

they are defied a, the àreening, 3V,°
w.T (£,',1^ 7 ,ari'‘y' Th*t is "" «“■>' reached in

the Kin/ARSome 'vLÏ T ‘St ^ y0U can grade the Baldwin along withtom anïwonJrtatï.,1^ «'«"

kareryUrJôï"11 HI * t v"* K.'?? anywhere. while a 3whBaIdwin
their aW!e» according to their owT”nclinatiôn"„d gr!” thEm them»lveTLid

cîs srartSTiis sers ™ “ri Æ as: 1“ “ -ta:
there buy, them according to my guarantee. I „"kE the abfaZ
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guarantee everything just as he markets it. There is no difficulty in getting at 
it, though ; the only difficulty is to get the contents of the barrel guaranteed the 
name as marked.

The Secretary : I do not think this question of grades is nearly as difficult 
as it seems it might be. In Grimsby we have been exporting in fancy packages 
to Britain the past season, and using the identical grades mentioned in this reso
lution, and the apples less than 2\ inch diameter have been marked “ small ” or 
the word “ dessert ” might be used, and then apples larger than A1 have bèen 
called Extra Al. That covers an apple like the large Kings. So by using such 
definitions the whole matter is disposed of. I think that will adjust itself very 
easily, and it is a great help in making sales I made a special sale of fifty bar
rels of Spys this summer to a buyer in Liverpool, just by defining the lowest s;ze 
that would be in the barrel. They' were to be above 2j inches in diameter, and 
this was the most satisfactory thing 1 could say to him in making the bargain ; 
and 1 believe it is going to facilitate the direct sale of apples to consumers or to 
individual buyers, or retailers in the old country, more than anything we can 
possibly do, because we can define the sizes that we intend to put in our different 
shipments, and that is one of the very things they are anxious to know.

The resolution was then put and carried unanimously.
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THE PRODUCTION OF HIGH GRADE FRUIT. 

By G. E. Powell, Ghent, N. Y.

It gives me very great pleasure to meet with you, and I have enjoyed exceed
ingly the discussion which has been so active, which has just closed. In the 
short time which 1 may engage your attention I should like to speak of the 
importance of producing more high-grade fruit. One of the solution of this very 
problem which you have been discussing is to eliminate as far as possible inferior 
grades. My first suggestion would be that no fruit grower attempt more orchard
ing than he can handle well. ( Hear, hear). I think if there is a mistake, per
haps on the part of all of us, it is that all of us, it is that we are too anxious to 
extend our acreage, when the aim should be to produce more and finer quality. 
Now, this calls at once for the discussion as to how we can reach more high-grade 
fruit in our cultivation of orchards. We should start at the foundation of this 
question. I believe we should recognize the fact that we must deal with the soil 
itself as one of the first requisites of successful fruit culture. We are all of us 
now attempting to carry on a line of business which requires a high degree of 
knowledge and skill. Our soil has all been devoted for many years first to the 
production of cereals. After the growing of cereals for many years we have 
taken from the soil the cream of its plant food, that which is so essential to the 
production df the finest fruits. We recognize the fact that when we come to vir
gin soil, there we grow fruits in great perfection ; that upon virgin soil we have 
less of difficulties to contend with, simply because that soil contains the fullest 
abundance of plaht food to give the most perfect condition of growth of tree and 
also development of fruit. Another point which occurs to me is this ; that in the 
very rapid destruction of our orchards we have changed somewhat the best con
ditions for general fruit culture. I know it is true in my own State that since 
our forest preserves have been so denuded, that during the past quarter of cen
tury we have been visited with great extremes. It is the rule for us to have 
extremes of temperature, very low ruling temperature suddenly, frequently com
ing upon us during the winter, and extremely high temperature ruling at certain 
times during the summer with very frequent and prolonged droughts. The result
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is that our fruit trees to-day are subject to very severe changes, and the vitality 
of trees become impaired, and when that is the case it is with great difficulty that 
we can produce such a high-grade fruit as we should like to. Now, for the short 
time that is given us this afternoon I want to speak of the importance of the

Propagation of Fruit Trees.

I believe we have got to study the question of constitutional vigor in trees

senting (for at least a large portion of the trade) such desirable size — the King 
stands out prominently as one of our highest prized fruits, and yet over a very 
large section of New York State it is by no means a safe apple to plant. It wiM
il nSL "Tl hfter, years At the very time when the tree sLuld be cmn 
ng to its greatest usefulness it begins to decline and fail, and at the end of

nTze theytWh!R R°rcïan S -haVe VH.'tUully Passed out of existance. We recog- 
mze the tact that the King is constitutionally defective, and hence it cannot be
recommended for general cultivation. At the present time I am extensively 
emnf ? the.Kmg'>t not upon its own body or upon its own root, but rather 
employing the principle which was somewhat discussed this morning of ton-
E method1 H |11' ve7 glad t.0 8ive «» briefly as possible some outline of 
this method. I believe the principle of top-working is one of which we have not
ully apprecmted the value. I believe through the principle of top-working it is 

Eeari™ f°T reduce.the time in which orchards may be brought into
■ ZI. b-heVe thf eT withLthB Spy, by suitable to .working, we°canT 

uce the bearing age of a Spy orchard a number of years ‘ (Hear hear ) In the 
1 PrUnlnS of dilt'erent trees, I discovered the fact that in pruning Zde Island

i torkn,nHa°lf ‘n rn,Dg tHe Ki“g °; nh Baldwin- that’t wPas confparatively easy 
5 vervfat^nn y' T “ ?nt,r<: fuJ' ay. eould be put in pruning without any 

fmmA i g g !lb°r’ but when the Spy rows of trees were reached I invariably 
found in my own personal experience in pruning that I was pretty well tired out
CivI6 ° V°°n h°Ur-thf it was a vastly different ZgP p un in' Northern 

5*;,1» Rh«d\M”'l G~ninS» or KinipifSrthemZS 
tln f bpy ,HvS0 much more solid; it is so much harder in its texture
t“0't “ VtS ,'T ,‘,bT' 10 d? in the Spy, than i„ m,êy Xr

,TI"S w me to the examination, then, of the wood, of different varie-
•* »' ‘hit -took to top X other

1 the ^ ‘n W“" P'W‘i0n

.... “iBira most deeirabl, ,t<*k on which to top-work other iarietS. Now m Tndti^

ô“tr„nT„^ s: £
r , . ty °t trees, and not select promiscuously even from the bearing trees

gTth 0f trees certainly in the orchard. I think it is not materiaüy 

in the lineof «

y*U3 F.or Immature animal ; that the best results are obtained from breedingrom
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along more mature lines of stock. This truth I think will hold equally well in 
the propagation of trees. If we are multiplying continually year after year 
from the young, immature stock in the nursery we are inducing in the propaga
tion the continued growth of wood, as that is the function of the young tree of 
the nursery, first to develop and produce its wood ; and if we propagate from that 

simply pushing that development of the wood growth to a longer 
period than we would if we selected oiir propagating stock from the more mature 
tree. Now upon this point let me say that in the selection of this propagating 
stock it is important to take a number of things into account. First we should 
study the tree as I have said from the standard of its individuality. We will under
stand as we go into a block of trees that there are those that require little pruning. 
They seem to be from nature well-balanced trees. They seem to grow in all 
directions naturally and well ; and we will strike many trees like this in our 
work which require comparatively little pruning. They seem to grow out as 
well balanced in all directions, and their growth seems to be such that they 
naturally grow into a fine and perfect tree, eliminating very much of the labor of 
pruning ; while on the other hand we still see trees that are inclined to till up 
with massive growth of wood, and it is necessary to go in and prune severely in 
order to throw that tree out into the shape we would like to see it acquire. 
Now, in the selecting of propagating stopk I would make a very careful study of 
this principle. And so in starting this orchard of Kings upon the Spy, it was my 
privilege to send to Tompkins County in New York State where the King grows 
to the greatest perfection. It is recognized that in Tompkins County, surround sd 
by lakes, the King does its best, and so pains were taken to send to this county 
to take the propagating stock from this section, and then from only what I i 
describe as typical trees. I stated to the gentleman who got me the scions.
“ Now, study the tree in every respect closely and carefully. Study the tree in 
its form, and only select scions from the trees that are growing naturally in a 
perfect form." Secondly, the request was to study the character of the fruit.
We all know that there are differences in trees in relation to the character of the 
fruit which those trees will produce. Some will produce uniformly good fruit, 
while again the tree next to it will produce a larger proportion of inferior fruit. 
There is where the individuality of the tree manifests itself again. I cannot 
explain it, but there unduutedly is a difference in trees in assimilating the nutri
tion which is obtained from the food and the soil ; and perhaps the greater power 
of assimilation of nutrition may make the difference between a tree that will 
produce a larger proportion of excellent fruit, as against one that will perhaps 
produce a larger proportion of its fruit inferior in quality. So the quality of the 
fruit and the character of the fruit was studied along with the natural form of 
the tree, and in this manner these scions were selected. The were placed in trees 
that were set out eight years ago two years of age, and at the second year the

to the results. It has been a very interesting study

source we are

progagation began. Now as 
all along to note the development of those trees. All along on this first system 
of propagation there were distinct differences in the forms of those trees. Some 
came into form beautifully. You could select here and there, all through this 
plot, trees that from the time the scions were set until the present time have been 
developing naturally very fine trees. In addition to that the same characteristic 
seems to have followed in the perfection of the fruit. The fruit is uniform in 
size. When you have picked Kings from these trees you will find that as they 
lie in a pile it is a very uniform lot of apples in regard to size. Evenness of 
sizes is marked in the production of some of those trees. Then again, the 
uniformly fine color which comes out upon them. So that the tree seems in this 
first experiment to be working out, proving that there is individuality in trees, 
and it is for us now as fruit growers to study and learn these, and then make 
use of them as far as we can. Now, then, to carry it further. In the planting of a
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ïoidvfGth ffl t.h,8.Prmc!Fie °} propagating trees. fHear, hear). I believe if we 
s udy it sufficiently and understand it sufficiently that it is possible for us to 
eliminate in our culture a large proportion of the inferior fruit which is now 
produced upon our orchards I am quite well convinced in my own mind that
vflVa ■r -°rten the ^m10d °f î'earmg—the number of years. At the end of eight 
years it is now possible to take from these trees well toward two barrels of fruit 
i)unng this past year, in propagating on this same tree from later winter sweets

0t 81X yearS there were trees that bore a full barrel of apples. At the 
end of three years propagating with the Sutton Beauty—another apple which is
Iwl" Trt1dfal °f Tntim in Ncw York State—at the end oftiiree yearn 
frZU? * tau6 fr.0m these top-worked trees this year two bushels of apples
of laidîfrn661 that thA tendency of early development by the selection
of buds from mature trees must have some force in it. We know that top work-
shf Jin 8J°rfiten/.he period in any event; but if we choose buds from trees that 
HnJI 1 ^stance a strong tendency to early bearing I think we can bring
down the period of bearing a number of years, and that is an essential point in 
tende^PT n,iln addltl°? the other points that I have raised-to note the 
dencv tnsnlpptar y Prod“ctlve°C8S. early bearing, and where we note that ten- 
frnrJthp ! ‘ those tree8’ 1 want to show you some wood taken
token f om The’ 7r Ch \ T* me' 1 hold ™ “W hand some wooï

m nfTnJl ith • * at tbe end of three years that produced two bushels 
apples, showing a very fine development of fruit buds upon this wood at 

the same time that this fruit was borne during this past season Now to
““XV0 the Producin81 °f two bushels of apples from this tree, although’we 
have had a very prolonged drouth this past season—I think the worst drouth

I I Ze(Ver eSP/rifH ™ my business, no rainfall to wet the ground for six 
months to any depth whatever—you will see that there is a fair growth of wood 

nghf through the severe drouth. The fruit was developed to 
Y h „hest perfection, and at the same time there is a very remarkable

££$£*rlb«'”rlheri"6*r- Soth““pve.m.y,r„rstie principle of the judicious selection of stock to propagate our trees from 
While upon this subject, tillage comes in, of course, as a vefy important nartTf 
this whole question. ! believ e we should push the questioLfTveCJen as 
think Un /!J0S8'ble °f aU°Ur trec8' % vigorous development of trees I 
iLc^ Stacks h iT Jt^JTSlt'0n t0 resl8tdi8ea8es>to more effectually resist the 
be afflictod w'irh lb S r ^71 “7“ 18 8tandinS «till that tree is ce,tain to 
ErinTr 1 J l H fcs of troubles, diseases and insects ; and hence if we can 

Z °Jr-rhard manaSement a high degree of culture, putting our JeesTn 
the most thrifty growing condition, we shall solve in this manner to quite a lanre
So T aTTeJr ‘e d'fficult Pr°Mems of the infliction of diseases upon our trees 
bo I am a believer in very high culture ; and here is an evidence of the rapid
devVe'0P7nt ttat ",ay brought to trees in the bearing tendency. I holdto 
™yhand P®ach »"ood from trees that have not been set yet twoUars-Jta 
UofTrutlï 8pj"mrg-that ,are to-day fully developed with aVrong
h» t Jr^u„d,;h"d “to th*
growing. You who 
very full set of buds 
but a little

f

sp
th, at they have been

are peach growers will recognize that there is a
,« th t,h °ver ?-"■£”. ‘S. x»x»si^nv„ïas°™d
y T that they were set, in 1897, by peach curl to an extent that the foliage

summers
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nearly sacrificed for a short time, but they rallied i[uickly from it. We com
menced our spraying just as soon as we discovered that the trouble was coming, 
although that was too late to be the most effective ; but we sprayed at once on 
the first indication of the appearance of this peach curl, and the result was we 
brought out a very fine foliage very soon indeed, and the check really was not so 
severe as it promised even that first year. The growth has been kept up contin
uously since, and the result this year is an exceedingly fine development of fruit 
buds, as you will see upon that wood, as the result of overcoming a bad start and 
catching up of the loss that was made from the visitation of peach curl during 
that first year. To show fruit in two years is a remarkably quick development 
of the peach, and it only shows the possibilities that lie within our means of 
bringing orchards into early bearing. I want to speak now in connection with 
this principle of propagation, and the mode of giving attention to our soil. Along 
with the top-working, and along with judicious pruning, we must see that our 
trees have the most perfect nutrition. I was interested in the dicussion this 
morning touching the development of fruit buds. It is a difficult question to ex
plain. The scientific man finds difficulty in explaining just the whole process of 
the development of fruit buds, but it seems to me, from the closest observation 
which I can bring into my own business, not as a scientific man but as a cultiva
tor, a fruit grower, that it is largely a question of nutrition. If your trees are 
properly supplied with plant food that is easily and readily available, it seems to 

that is where the question lies largely. If there is the most perfect nutrition 
of the tree it will go on and develop those fruit buds either earlier or later in the 
season, but they will be developed strongly and thoroughly in proportion as is 
the most perfect nutrition of the tree. Now then, if we recognize that fact, then 
comes the important question, how can we bring to our trees the most perfect 
nutrition ? 1 believe we have never yet fully understood the real philosophy of
tillage. I believe the principle object of tillage is to get at the nutrition in the 
soil for our trees. I understand tillage to put the soil in the finest possible con
dition for our trees to utilize the plant food that is there most abundantly in all 

soil. So in connection with this subject of the early development of bearing 
orchards, 1 followed a system of tillage which I will give to you as briefly as 
possible, and it may perhaps explain this very wonderful development of the 
peach buds upon this wood. As I said a few moments since, we are trying to 
grow fruit upon soil that has grown wheat and corn and hav and potatoes for 
many years. We have lost all of the older cultivated soil. We have lost one of 
its very essential elements to a large degree, and that is the humus of the soil. 
When the soil has lost largely of its humus it then feels drouth severely. It is 
thus that trees cannot receive the best nutrition, because it is through the prin
ciple of humus that the best action in the soil is carried on—the liberation of 
plant food, the retention of moisture, of water, to be carried through periods of 
long-continued drouths ; and so for the past number of years I have been work
ing along this line of re-incorporating in the soil a liberal amount of humus, and 
in my own particular case have been working with the crimson clover, now for 
eight years—first cultivating from the very earliest opening of the spring, bring
ing to that soil the most frequent culture that time would admit of giving, be
cause in the earlier part of the season we must get the best development we can 
in the growth of our trees. Our fruit is made in the early part of the season ; 
that is, it is given its best condition by the early tillage which we bring to the 
soil. We put our soil into the best possible condition through the very earliest 
tillage that we can bring to it, and then the most frequent tillage from that time 
up until the wood has been well grown, which will be in New York state some
where about the middle of July. The frequent and constant tillage makes it 
possible for the plant food that is in the soil to be most readily liberated, so that 
the plants, the trees, the vegetation, whatever we are cultivating, can get that
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food in the most available condition. When we have cultivated in this manner 
when we have reduced that soil to its finest condition which I have indicated] 
which is so congenial to the roots of trees and plants, we naturally then must 
protect that soil from the loss which will follow in the after months. And so 
high tillage—the very thorough tillage which I am advocating now for orchard 
culture—will be destructive to that orchard unless we provide for the loss which 
certainly will follow unless we cover that soil during the next months when 
growth ceases for some plants. And so I believe in the winter covering of every 
acre of land that is brought under this system of high tillage ; because you can 
see that when we have gone over a piece of land continuously week after week 
by this finest possible culture, we have exposed that soil for the balance of the 
season to rains and storms that will be most destructive of the plant food which 
we have so abundantly liberated through the process of tillage. So you should 
always follow this system of tillage by covering that soil with sonie growing, 
living plant tor the following autumn or winter. I have been very successful 
indeed with the use of crimson clover; and I say crimson clover for this reason. 
It being an annual plant, it furnishes an opportunity, in the climatic conditions 
which surround me, to push this system of tillage for the finest development of 
our trees and our fruits earlier in the season ; and then they have a plant that 
from its nature, being an annual that will grow rapidly, is especially adapted to 
sow upon the soil after the tillage ceases, and it covers that soil with a heavy, 
thick matted cover which protects it from the down-pouring and beating rains 
and holds the nitrates which have been liberated by this high tillage, and so pro
tects that soil from the serious loss which would ensue if it were left in a naked 
condition. Now the question which will arise in your minds is, can the crimson 
clover be grown by you as it can be grown by me ? That is a matter for you to 
determine by experiment. Undoubtedly you have experimented with it here ; 
but there are other plants that can be used. Among the pea family there 
plants which can be used where perhaps crimson clover would not make a cover 
that you would like, and so you are not confined simply to the clover plant, but 
you can choose from others that will grow and make a cover for the winter, 
there is little to be said about peas ; they are of course stricken down by the first 
hard frost and you do not get quite so valuable a cover with peas as you do with 
ordinary clover. J

are

Mr. Gaston : Do you mean the ordinary peas, or cow peas ?

Mr. Powell : The cow peas. But, with the thin roots that come from the 
pea plant, it helps to hold the sml together better, and I would rather have the 
peas it I could not grow the clover. If the soil is not covered with snow—and I 
apprehend that you have much more cover of snow here than we have in New 
York State, particularly in central and southern New York, where it is seldom 
that we have oUr land covered of late years with snow—I would rather incor
porate with the peas, if the clover does not meet with your wants here a little 
sowing of rye or wheat or grain. Any plant that will go through and keep its 
life during the winter will help to hold your soil in finer condition if you cannot 
carry the clover through the winter. So I would say, as a suggestion, to accom
pany your peas with a sprinkling of the rye, that you may have living roots, a 
living plant upon your soil all through the time of the winter months ; and in 
that case you can get all the benefits which I have been speaking of here in the 
culture of the clover. Now, the clover culture, or any culture in this direction 
of the leguminous plants, it is surprising how they will restore the soil in plant 
tood I have met with some very great surprises in the use of crimson clover, 
and I am very glad to give you some positive figures in the matter.

J
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Crimson Clover as a Green Manure. trees, 
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Analy sis of Soils.

Three eropa clover. 
16.00 per cent.

.21 
2.94

No clover. 
8.75 per cent. 

.12 M
Water..............................
Nitrogen...........................
Humus............................
Phosphoric acid available

1.91
.016 .018

Difference in favor of soil covered with clover.
Waterr 0.26 per cent, equals 48.876 tons 

09 “ “ 1,360 pounds
«• 103 44

Nitrogen ;.........
Phosphoric acid .007

The soil was alike. There were only a few rods separating the places from 
which these samples were taken, and hence all conditions were similar. The 
chemist found in the clover treated plot 15 per cent, of water, after he had gone 
through the processes of drying that soil out as much as possible, as against 8.75 
where no clover had been incorporated whatever. Now, these samples were taken 
at the end of a six weeks’ very severe drought ; we had no rainfall for six weeks. 
The ground was absolutely dry, or it seemed so, and yet there was the difference 
that was found at the end of that period of six continuous weeks of drought—47 
tons of water more per acre on the clover-treated soil than on the other. That 
has explained one thing in my own culture, that I have been enabled to carry 
through large crops of fruit with apparently no loss for the want of water. The 
tillage, in the first place, as I have explained to you, has helped to conserve the 
moisture with it in the sub-soil. That was a help all through the early part of 
this dry period. That constant tillage just held down and kept down the water 
supply that naturally passes up by evaporation and so lost. That was held down 
and passed through the roots of the trees, and the result was that large crops of 
pears and apples have been carried through these droughty seasons without any 
apparent loss or damage except a little diminution in the size of the fruit. So 
that the difference in the water contents is very marked indeed, you see, between 
these two samples of soil. I want to speak of the humus next, because it is so 
closely connected with this water question. The chemist found in the humus 
portion of his work 2.94 per cent., as against 1.91 in the other soil. There is the 
explanation of this whole question of the water supply in the soil. You see, the 
largely added amount of humus made it possible for that acre of land to carry 
out and to hold and to distribute for a longer period that amount of water. It 
was by filling up the soil with all these millions of conducting roots which this 
plant gives to it, thereby re-incorporating the lost humus material, that it was 
enabled to hold and distribute and carry out that larger amount of water to the 
acre ; so that the humus is very closely connected with this question of the water 
supply in the soil, on the very principle that you will readily understand, that a 
sponge will take up, and take up, and take up water continually, and then it is 
a long time before it gives it all off. On the same principle the humus acts on 
the soil as sponges can in retaining water. Now, the next important figures in 
this experiment relate to the nitrogen. While these trees have been carrying 
large crops of fruit the trees have also been making a liberal growth of wood. 
These two things do not go together always. You will find that the heavier the 
growth of your fruits u|X>n your trees, the less growth there will be of wood, 
and especially if a large crop is produced in a droughty season, you get scarcely 
any growth whatever of new wood. Many of you will recall that there would 
not be an inch of growth upon a pear tree grown in a dry season that was pro
ducing a large crop of fruit—absolutely no now wood made ; yet in this pear 
orchard, where this growth has been going on, they have grown crops and at the 
same time made from 1J to 2 feet of wood. So the soil has been well supplied 
with nitrogen, which is a very essential element in producing wood upon our
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II t[ees-. ,Now> what proportion of nitrogen has been brought to the soil ? A 
chemist was with me from Cornell University, and in listening to the discussion 
of th,e "row^h °.'v°od and the production of wood through droughty seasons at 
our farmers institutes he said to me once “ Do you know what you have been 
doing with this clover business ?’ I said “ No, only in a general wav there has 
been vigor and growth of tree, and there has been productiveness of fruit but I

tt uay' nofc being a Chemist.” Then he proposed to
analyze all these soils himself, as a chemist only can determine accurately just 
the operations that are carried on by the growers and fertilizers, and so on, in 
the soil and when he reached the nitrogen results they were astonishing. He 
found .21 in the clover-treated soil, as against .12 in the non clover soil, and the 
difference of .9 per cent, of nitrogen in an acre of soil 13 inches deep is 1 350 
pounds Now, to have purchased that nitrogen and put it on an acre of’soil
™ a*!?™6 yeT’ a\w l0W valuation of 15 cents a pound, would have cost “f. > and yet that amount of nitrogen was added to the soil, with possibly
a little liberated by the process of tillage, but largely this amount was added by
,,n lnt/rSe 1’.shoWln8 how economically and how rapidly we can build
up the lost plant food in our soil by the incorporation of a plant like the clover
TWit th*6 peaS’.°f Courf\wiU do the same as the crimson clover has done, 

hat, it seems to me, is one of the most inspiriting lessons I have ever learned in
Hubs S ”,a"agement—that it is possible for us to go on and continue to grow 
fruits, and at the same time improve our soil. Now, that is a very impoi tant
tivl611'»1 t0-be ab e ,t0 ,nak!\ The general processes of production are tLtruc- 
tiniLl ?-\PF.?t,0e whlch we can pursue of high tillage, and when we have
oml hlgh tillage we can incorporate in our soil a plant that shall at the
be ter tb»nyffar' IT® ^lth^ il has produced its crops, leave that soil even an l trï WaS , ,That 18 a very great statement to be able to make,
and a truth very important for us to realize. So that we have not yet learned
of the « ’ m our orchl!rd culture, of incorporating a clover crop at the latter part 
of the season, after all cultivation and ail production has passed by. Now one
fotindP015tnerregatrd- tot,thl9,chftrt- and that is the phosphoric acid.y The chemist 
dXrence in thf u “ 16 cIovei':tr(;atcd soil, as against .008 in the other. The

wMchhefoundin th! yeT9 f t °i°. P°unds mi,re available Phosphoric acid ™ he fl, d, the 80,1 1 asked him to explain how it was. By the lncor-
iPs produced iïethaegCr,aTfnt °f hur\the larger a,nount of humic acid which 
abfefor thi t free mow largely the phosphoric acid that was avail
able tor the u^e of the plant. He has not worked out yet the potash results butiSd'S X‘f*îth,y WOuM k u«d,.ul.wi, „ LkingVth, pSpho* 
acid.sliowing that before we expend the money to any large extent for
artificial fertilizer it will be wisdom for us to utilize that which is in the soil 
to-day abundantly. Your soil is not impoverished here. You have a magnificent 
dn 'tiPa fC Kly.,herf ln,°ntari0' and 1 have no question of doubt wTKè pro 
ï t Ÿ 0f generations yet to come. (Hear, hear.) It is only a 

nnr«H \khl e w.these Proce8se8 of production are being carried on, of re-incor- lts monfimn°Ufh *htSe ,,lants that have the special power to build up in the soil 
or ün imZlaa" ie mentS- ^ and nitrogen’ and y™ have production here 

soil will b^wf t0 u°mI ’ ond generatlon after generation can go on, and your 
nossib tv T t!" u hrdred years from to-day than it is now. That is the 

find i better thin th W° T “ handle our land that each generation shall

gro"lh °,z dJr 
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made your gain in all the growth that you got from July or the first of August 
up to the winter. The plant has done its work ; the nitrogen is in the soil ; the 
humus is there, and if it winter kills, although I would rather have the living 
plant, it is not materially a loss. Now, suppose the plant goes through and comes 
out in the spring alive. I prefer not to have any spring growth, for this reason : ,
We have all experienced this past year a very serious drouth. It is what is the 
matter with all our apple business to-day ; the longer period of dry weather, 
followed by an exceedingly warm autumn, has brought the apple business into a 
condition of national calamity; that is just what it is to-day. In the spring we 
want to avert all the loss of moisture that we can. If our clover begins to grow 
in our orchards during the spring, the plants are just pumping up the water that 
is now being stored during these winter rains and storms ; and so I prefer to put 
the plow in and plow it down, even if it is alive, on the very first day that it can 
be done in the spring. Stop the growth ; stop the pumping up of this water 
through the growth of the plant, and put it under through tillage at the earliest 
possible moment ; and then, after we have got the growth of our trees re-incorpor
ated, plant again the latter part of the season.

Mr. Tweedle • Do you find the take of clover the second and third year 
easier than the first ?

Mr. Powell : Decidedly. When I first sowed, although I had great faith, I 
sowed something like ten acres as an experiment. The next year the growth 
very much better. The third year it was decidedly better, and now I have no 
failure at all with it, even during this past season of drouth. I have 70 acres 
covered to-day with the clover that has just simply gone on and made a good 
covering against all this very dry season which we have had—not as strong as 
usual, but good.

Mr. Pattison : Would there not be a great difficulty on many soils, especially 
in a dry time, in getting the clover to start at all at that date ? It seems to me 
the main difficulty of that system is that there are many soils in our neighborhood 
where it would be impossible to get clover to take then, except in a very excep
tional season.

Mr. Powell : I would answer that in this way : If you keep your soil under 
the thorough tillage which I have already outlined, you have retained sufficient 
moisture in your sub-soil, unless the drouth is extremely prolonged and severe, 
so that you will really get a very fair start of that plan

was

even in a dry time. Of 
course, if you could get just one shower to start off the plant, it would strike its 
roots down into that moist soil, and then you would be certain of a good stand. 
The danger would be along in July—if you would sow as early as that—of a dry j 
condition of soil that would fail to germinate your seed.

A Member : What do you do immediately after the sowing ?
Mr. Powell : When you finish your last cultivation sow the seed, then run it 

over with the cultivator and cover the seed very little. That keeps it down, and 
if there is any moisture, the roots will strike right down.

Mr. McNeill : There is another reason for plowing that early, before there is 
any spring growth. About corn-planting time 1 had an enormous growth of crop ; 
just coming out in bloom. That was plowed down, and it formed a perfect mat ■ 
and broke up the communication between the sub water and the top of the soil, 
although I had the top soil in excellent culture ; the corn that was sown remained 

fnv woolru inet, wa if if. wrt.a in the crib, until the rains came. Had that fine
aitnougn a nnxi liig top sou id cxcci iciiv lui mi c . vug lui h uimu w <*‘ 
there for weeks, just as if it was in the crib, until the rains came, 
soil been in communication with the sub-soil water by a comparatively firm soil, 
the corn would have grown immediately—there would have been sufficient water

plenty of water, to have germi-thrown up from the sub-soil, in which there was 
nated the corn.

Mr. Tweedle, of Winona : What soil is yours, Mr. Powell ?
Mr. Powell : It is what would be called a gravel loam ; it is not a sandy
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loam just between a samly loam and a shale. It is not a shale, but it is a «ravel 
loam inclined to a sandstone sub-soil.

Mr. Twekdle : How would that compare with a clay soil ?
Mr. Powell : The clay soil would be the heavier, and I think the crimson 

clover is not so congenial to the clay soils as to our heavier loams ; and if you 
have clay it is a question whether the peas would not be better than clover. ‘

Mr. Gaston : How do the peas compare with the clover as a nitrogencow

Mr. Powell : They are very good. I like the crimson clover because of the 
large amount of humus it puts back in the soil. Your peas do not give you quite 
as large an amount, but as a nitrogen gatherer it is equally as good.

Mr. Pattison : How would some heavy straw-growing 
nary field peas do ! They attract a great deal of nitrogen.

• fowELL : I should think where you could grow them they would very 
suitable indeed for your heavier soils.

crop ?

varieties of the ordi-

A Member : Would you recommend such tillage for all kinds of fruit trees ?
Mr. Powell : Yes, I think I would make no exception whatever, even to the 

peach, which is more susceptible to tillage than almost any other tree. I would 
recommend the same tillage for the peach although in a peach orchard I would 
withhold somewhat the clover ; although I want to say right here that I have 
had the crimson clover for six continuous years in the peach orchard, and that 
peach orchard to-day is in the very finest condition of health of any trees that I 
know. In the peach districts of Delaware and Maryland they would not dare 
to sow crimson clover as I am sowing it in New York state, but I am experi
menting with this orchard to see how far the crimson clover culture can be car
ried, and although last year the buds were frozen mostly, still the growth of wood 
was excellent and no trees were frozen where for six years the crimson clover 
had been plowed in around those peach trees.
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Prof. Macovn : would like to describe our system of tillage at the Experi-
mental b arm. It is little peculiar on account of the character of the soil I 
think we are getting very good results from that system. The soil is a very light 
sandy loam, in fact it might almost be called barren in parts, and my purpose is 
to try and get as much humus as I can in as short a time as possible, because I 
hink it is very important to have it there, and we are adopting a little different 

system from what is generally advocated. Supposing you have a cover crop of . 
clover in the winter—and I may say we use common red clover with great suc- 
rp, . P °.w “JAt under in the spring ami re-seed immediately with clover, 
that clover is allowed to grow through the season, and it is cut at intervals. It 
is cut all the next season—that is, it is cut for two summers. The second season

uo, m/our weeka of that cIover 25 tons of green clover lying in the 
orchard from four cuttings. The clover reached a height of 18 to 20 inches before 
each cutting. I cut it just before it came into bloom, and the result is that we 
have a moist and decayed vegetable matter lying on the surface of the soil ; we 
have a graduaHy-accumulating mass of humus just below the surface of the soil, 
and 1 have found the orchard not to suffer in the least degree from the lack of 
moisture. I would not advocate this system on any other kind of soil than we 

ave there. Although the soil is very sandy it seems to contain a quantity of 
noisture, and I think that we are really warming the soil by this clover treat
ment. Of course the second winter the clover dies, but we plow it under in the 
spring and re-seed it.
]eaveTieon’XRgroNund7U ^ “* ^ **" Cl°Ver 0<f the 8011 ; y0U just cut ifc and

Prof. Macoun : Just cut it and leave it on the ground.
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J. D. Servos : Suppose the soil of an orchard is in excellent state of culti
vation, would you recommend sowing the orchard to Hungarian grass and at the 
same time seeding it with lucerne and afterwards cutting the Hungarian and 
pasturing it with pigs for a number of years ?

Mr. Powell : I should hesitate to put in a crop like Hungarian grass in an 
orchard that is thriving, growing and producing good crops of fruit. I think 
there would be danger, although the very fact that your orchard is thrifty is the 
evidence that it is now in excellent condition. I would not interfere with that 
by putting in any crop like Hungarian grass. I think that you might find the 
danger of checking the thrifty, excellent condition, especially if you should be 
followed by severe, dry weather with that crop of Hungarian grass ; I think you 
would give your orchard perhaps a very serious check, and I would not like to 
risk a thing like that.

Mr. Servos : What do you say about lucerne, and pasturing the orchard 
with pigs afterwards ?

Mr. Powell : That would be making the same draft on your soil that the 
Hungarian would.

Mr. Servos : The reason for using the Hungarian grass is to make a 
catch for the lucerne. I found this year that in sowing in that way I did 
full catch of the lucerne, while heretofore it seems to have been not a suc
cess. I have just come to this county this year, and I tried that for the first time 
in my experience, but I have made a good catch with lucerne, and the pigs are 
enjoying it just at the present time, it is growing now, even in this climate.

Mr. McNeill: I am afraid you will find the pigs will ruin your lucerne; 
they will take the crown right out of it.

Mr. Servos : Did you treat the pears with the same treatment of clover
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Mr. Powell : Yes, the pears were grown under that same system. Apples, 
peaches, plums, cherries, in fact everything that is cultivated is put under this 
system. Potatoes and corn, and even the garden is all kept under this system of 
clover treatment.

Mr. Pattison : Do you not find that there is any tendency to produce blight 
in certain varieties of pears, cultivating at all ?

Mr. Powell : No, they have been entirely free from that.
Mr. Servos ; After getting your land in that state of cultivation would you 

advocate growing a root crop ?
Mr. Powell : In a young orchard first planted, if you will feed each crop 

that is taken off, it is admissitile to put in small fruits such as strawberries or 
raspberries or currants, which is my practice, growin" those small fruits in all 
those newly-planted orchards, but each crop is fed independently while it is 
growing The same can be done with corn and potatoes, provided that each crop 
you put in you feed independently of the trees. That keeps up your culture, 
and you get some production from the soil ; but it would be ruinous to attempt 
to crop a young orchard unless you fed each crop that is taken off it.

Mr. Pettit : In reference to the crimson clover, you said down farther south
Why?
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it would not be wise with peaches—in Delaware.
Mr. Powell : For the reason that they think there is too much incorporation 

of nitrogen in the soil ; that it makes too much growth of wood and danger of 
winter-killing their trees and their fruit-buds. That is the reason they do not 
dare to sow continually in Maryland and Delaware. Too much nitrogen induces 
too succulent a growth of wood, it being a warmer climate. I presume they get 
a larger elimination of nitrogen than we get in this colder climate: I presume 
they do not like nitrogen so much as they do phosphoric acid and potash in those 
states of Maryland and Delaware.

Mr. Huogard : Have you found any effectual remedy against pear blight,
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alti- mWMmm1,200 barrels. Prior to that crop the soil was heavily top-dressed with stable 
manure fed from steer feeding, the ration composed of wheat, bran, cornmeal and

“T® dTn diTeCfcl^ ,fr°m the 8table to this Pear orchard and 
spread heavily upon the surface In addition to that, a half ton of fertilizer per
acre was used in the spring. That is applied early and plowed in lightly and the 
ground harrowed. That season this crop of fruit was produced which would 
barrel over 90 per cent, of No. 1 fruit. The trees were in the most thrifty con-
Th f'll "aS D0Lthe first cv,dencc of any b'ight anywhere in the orchard. 
The fo owing season there came the blight over the orchard, and it was very 
generally charged that I had over-manured and over-cultivated that orchard. 
But it was not pear blight. It was the first visitation of the pear Psylla and I 
hope if you have not got it you will never get it in this beautiful country ’ It is 
the most disastrous thing that ever struck my business. J

The Chairman : We have it.
Mr; Po™; If® very sorry to hear it. Out of 2,000 trees I have lost 700 

to-day, in spite of all I could do to keep down the ravages ; 700 beautiful trees 
to-day are dead and gone and will have to be cleared from the soil. Now, that 
las been a visitation of this insect, but there has been no evidence of blight 

whatever owing to this high culture. No evidence of blight has made its appear- 
a“-f ‘ u!ny 0rchar,d?. ’ 80 th.at I have Proved in my own experience that with my
near bîiïhfcfr condltlons;wlth high tillage and high manuring, it has not produced 
pear blight tor a moment. I am thoroughly convinced of that 

Delegate : What insect is that ?
the if0™ o'".'6 Pr?r Pfi,ylIa is,so minute that you cannot discover it with 
the fn,Hd„ yv-at U Works at the axils of your leaves and at the stems of

8uck®g 0l,t the sap, exuding from their bodies the substance known as 
honey-dew, which gradually settles down over the branches of your trees after 
which a fungus attacks your trees, turns them black, stops the growth of the 
Î>,im,SiT he devaIoP™ent of fruit, and ruins it. And it is the most persistent 

’ 1 have ev?r had to meet in my business, and I am at the point to-day of
clearing my entire grouncl of pear orchards ; I have almost reached that point.

X. tVHAIRMA1Î : Has the kerosene emulsion not been sufficient ?
Mr. POWELL : It is very difficult to reach it. I have sprayed on the first 

appearance, persistently sprayed, and we cannot get it down. I have been advised
tiLesn{°m0lTfc “S.*0 givC T but 1 ^ink ten years is a pretty long fi^ht 
I confess I am getting discouraged. This past ten or twelve days I have under
taken to give it winter treatment. I went out with my kerosene barrel into the 
®W,on pleasant sunny days when the Psylla are out. They are little flies 
JSi anid .mLTff them crawling up and down the bodies and7 branches of the 
Smell lidtNk t°,lCOntr?1 thls Pest by the advice of the entomologist of 
Sne andit hSnn’ ffî W1^er trea^,nent We fiPr»>’ed with five per cent, kero-
effect follow^ w Tben 7 used ten Per cent, kerosene and no
ettect followed We used 15 per cent., and the Psylla would crawl right out
unharmed. We added 20 per cent, and I think killed a few ; and whence put
and^heSiW T kllledra11 we hlt Th«> next day we sprayed one entire orchard, 

d there just as many live ones on as there were the day before
■ treatment fsRZuaf?etUrDing *° clover> we to understand that

because"' EKJ -t/eatment' That is why I like the crimson for me,
because being an annual it grows very rapidly after it germinates, so I get a
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handsome cover for the soil during the winter months. The ted clover being a 
biennial, we cannot get so good a crop of cover as we do with the crimson.

The Chairman : Does the crimson go right through winter ?
Mr. Powell ? Yes.
Mr. Tweedle: Sown in July?
Mr. Powell: Yes, sown about the middle of July.
Mr. Boulter : What is your object in sowing so late ?
Mr. Powell : We want to keep up the cultivation of our orchard till as 

late as possible.
Mr. Boulter : Do you sow anything but the clover ?
Mr. Powell : No, not with me. If it be necessary to have a nourish plant 

with it I would put oats or rye by all means.
Mr. McNeill: That would be too early for crops. If we quit cultivating 

any crops in July they haven’t the quality.
Mr. Powell : You would have to cultivate crops up till middle of August. 

This year I sowed even to the middle of September, and have a very good crop 
to-day.

Mr. McNeill : It is a splendid crop to put in after strawberries.
Mr. Powell : Yes, very fine.
Mr. Geo. E. Fisher: In
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regard to the pear tree Psylla, in resp 
invitation last year 1 visited the large orchards of Mr. Latchs, at Youngstown, 
in New York State. He took me to a very large block of dwarf Duchess pears 
that he said he had expected to lose from an attack of the pear tree Psylla. 
The trees were dropping with honey-dew. The foliage was sticky all over, and 
the fruit was covered with the honey-dew. The trees themselves had become 
blackened with the fungus which always develops where this honey-dew is abund
ant, and he had given up this orchard expecting to lose it. He said it was a 
very profitable orchard, and he felt it was a great loss not to be able to retain it. 
However, he said he had heard of the advantages of lime, and in February, 1897, 
he gave his orchard a thorough spraying with lime. He had no formula. He 
used all the lime that his nozzle would draw. He put all the lime on the trees 
that he could make stick. He applied it only once, and he cleaned his orchard 
entirely. When I saw this orchard in May it was bristling with fruit buds. 
The trees were the very picture of health. There was nothing about the trees 
at that time—of course there was no foliage—to indicate weakness or disease in 
any form. Now I would like to ask what time you plow this crimson cL.ver 
down ? How much a growth you obtain at the time it is plowed in, and when 
you sow ? And then do you expect to gather nitrogen by it ?

Mr. Powell : In 1898 I had a growth of fourteen inches of crimson clover 
on the 1st of December, sown the 20th July among corn bushes : and in this pear 
orchard and in apple orchards the clover measured a height of fourteen inches. 
That which was sown later, in August, made a growth of from six to eight inches. 
Now, this is plowed in in the spring just as soon as the soil gets dry enough to go 
upon it and work it ; and I will say here that you can plow your land that is 
covered with crimson clover at least one week earlier than you can naked land. 
It puts the season ahead for working at least one whole week, and I look upon 
that as a very important thing, because we must count and base our calculations 
more and more upon seasons of drouth. I do not know why, but it is becoming 
the rule of late years to run into severe drouthy periods, and I think as finit 
growers we need to recognize that fact and prepare for it, and plan for it. Just 
as quickly as we can stir our orchard soil in the spring, by so much are we going 
to avert the damages fiom drouth, because we hold back the subsoil and water 
just as quick as we can stir that ground and can begin to work over its surface. 
One week will lose for us hundreds of tons of water in the spring by not stirring 
the ground. Evaporation begins and goes on so rapidly that it is of the utmost
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importance that we get into our orchards early in the spring and plow and con
serve its moisture. So I plow one week earlier by having this cover on the 
ground than I could without it. In regard to rye that will only add humus It

ft
would be in the soil more available.
«J» ita “kios b',",u‘in the »'• b"‘ ™

Mr. Servos : How deeply do you plow your clover ?
Mr. Powell : Only about six inches.
Mr. Pettit : One difficulty may arise with our soils here in regard to that 

treatment. Our heavier lands, with a mass of clover and deep fall of snow, might 
sutler severely from mice on the unthrifty growing trees.

Mr. McNeill : Yes, there would be certain seasons where they would suffer 
trom^nice.^ Tor three or four years we have a regular migration of mice.

": j do not understand plowing six inches deep during the til-
........................ 1 try your plan in a pear orchard that has

D - to plow six inches deep.
Mr. COWELL : No. If you are going to take up an orchard that has been in 

grass tor years you ought only to cut and tear that sward to pieces, because your
n^rSH,re C er t0 tM HUtiace; They have t° get their most available plant food 
near the surface. Now simply cut and break your sward then put on your tooth 
hai rows and tear it all to pieces ; but it would not be at all safe to put your plow
you «üd'th” rroto down depth' The "”>re culti,*k thc »>»«

, ,M'- C^T0» : Prof; Cra!g'. formerly of Ottawa, now of Iowa, exhibited a
chart at this Association giving results of clover at Ottawa. He showed that 
crimson clover was a better nitrogen trap than any crop he had tried, including 
the oidinary red clover and the Lucerne. He showed the crimson clover had a 
gieater proportion of nitrogen, but unfortunately for a large tract of this Prov
ince, it will not live over winter ; it dies quite early in the winter, even under the 
most favorable conditions. I would like to ask about these cow peas. I see by 
the bulletins that we get from the other side that they are highly thought of 
'°'v'nUp1 do y°u 8°w to the acre, and about what do they cost ?

. , Mr- Rowell : I tried my first experiment with cow peas this year. I wanted 
• now t le comparative value of cow peas with crimson clover, because I met 

P ace? th® que9tlon that you raise here-that the crimson clover is not 
adapted to your locality so well. I sowed the cow peas at the rate of one bushel • 

amf broadÇast, and harrowed them in. They cost me, I think, 81.90 a 
THpv Ln1 h.ey,!ua^e a.v1ery h“e growth, although the season was a very dry one. 
down Ind fh° tHe hvlg ltf °f, ab0Ut, 20 lnches this year. The first frost cut them 
«lo.et“ roÎ.S„gte, !h« wfnte^ covering, althi.ugh not equal to the m„,„„

nPArAl^wBERi: 1 70uld *Vke the speaker to tell us why our Flemish Beauty 
ptars bhght and scab so much here, while most of our pears in Ontario go on welf 
Not one year in ten can we get any Flemish Beauty. 8

Jr; u °KEfLL : The I,emi8h Beauty is particularly subject to the attack of 
pear scab fungus. There is a difference in varieties. The Baldwin apple and

other vSeare«hl8rme~Tre Subject to the apple scab fungus than some 
other varieties. So it lies in the variety itself. It is not able to resist the attacks 
and hence it goes down under that attack. 1

Mr. Servos : There is no remedy that you know of Î
sections Î7TLL : Th® T’y remedy 1 know Of is Bordeaux Mixture, and in many 
ÎAZnv m T C°ntr81;t very largely- In some sections it dies not. But 

rdeaux mixture applied very thoroughly and persistently early in the season,
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Nobefore the buds open at all, and followed up, will in many instances very thoroughly 
control that scab upon the Flemish Beauty pear. I have seen beautiful specimens 
grown by four or five sprayings of Bordeaux mixture upon the Flemish Beauty 
tree. The Baldwin is quite subject to scab. The foliage of the Baldwin is very 
defective with us in New York State.

Mr. Servos: The Baldwin grows better with us than it does with you.
Mr. Powell : Yes, it does.
Mr. Pettit : Have you any trouble with the Bitter Rot on the fruit itself ?
Mr. Powell : The Bitter Rot is extending quite seriously in New York State. 

It is a fungus trouble that takes the fruit early in the season. The fungus spore 
strikes the fruit and it develops just under the skin, and you have what is known 

the Bitter Rot, which ruins the fruit for market or for uso ; and I think it is 
owing to the general decline of the Baldwin apple, and I think that general 
decline comes from the fact that its foliage is weak, that it is not a strong 
resisting foliage, and I think the Baldwin apple is failing because its foliage is 
tenderer and not highly resistant to fungus attack. For that reason 1 am plant
ing to-day the Sutton Beauty apple, which is similar to the Baldwin in appear
ance, but the foliage of which is like that of an oak tree ; it stands right up 
against the apple scab fungus, and I think we can grow Sutton Beauty in as pro
lific quantity as we used to grow the Baldwin apple.

Mr. McNeill: Mr. Morris could probably give us some very good informa
tion as to how the Sutton Beauty suits our local conditions here.

Mr. Moiiris : I would say that it does well with us, and while we have grown 
the trees a good many years I have been surprised there has not been a larger de
mand for it. I look upon it as every way a first-class apple. The quality is bet
ter than the Baldwin ; in fact, the quality is first class. 1 would like to speak on 
the apple that I brought here as a long keeper. I have noticed in this apple a 
tendency to stick on the tree late in the fall. This year I let it remain on the 
tree to see how long it would remain. About a week ago I had them gathered. 
At that time about half the crop was on the tree and the other half on the ground, 
but all sound, while everything else in the sample orchard, all kinds, perhaps 
nearly three or four hundred varieties that fruited, had rotted or disappeared 
one way or the other—even the American Pippin, that will keep with us from 
January to June. This is an apple that was sent to us by the late Charles 
Dalby, and it is called the Horn.

G. Y. Smith : Is it not too small for shipping ?
Mr. Morris : It will keep until next spring.
Mr. Servos : Is that a fair sample as to the size ?
Mr. Morris: It will grow larger. The trees require pretty strong soil. We 

have no trees for sale, and we would not grow them for a dollar a tree.
Delegate : They are too small.
Mr. Morris : I intend to graft a number of trees with them any way.
Mr. Farwell : You want to get a force pump inside and force them out. 

(Laughter.)
Mr. McNeill: They are large enough for a dessert apple.
Mr. Morris: I am afraid we are missing the most important points in the 

address we have had—that is, the individuality of trees and the importance of 
top-grafting. I believe every word the speaker has said as to the top-grafting of 
trees, and particularly the King on the Northern Spy. There are good reasons to 
be given why that is a good tree to top-graft on with the King He did not men-, 
tion it, although he is well posted on it. First of all, the wood is entirely differ
ent. The Northern Spy wood is hard and tine grained ; the King wood is coarse 
grain, and does not make the union as complete ; I mean it does not unite so but 
what there will always be a certain amount of check to the flow of sap there. 
That is really what makes it bear. Then there is another thing : the roots of th
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Northern Spy grow downwards, while the King roots are few and they spread 
thnrnnoMvf TP"* ™le" is a gfeat deftl of value in getting the roots

Mr. McNkill : Put a wire tight around it.
“rÂ-^RRiI!: 1 uBS/0ing t0 8Peak about that T,lat is where you can get 

your individuality—by doing anything that will check the flow of sap. If it is
unproductive™ can wind a little wire around it. The next year it will bind 
the bark on that. The next year you will have a good crop of fruit.

Mr. Smith : Kill the tree. ^
right^ver1^1118 = N°’ ^ DOt ’ that W're wil1 cutinto the bark and it will grow

Mr. Boulter : Where would you put that wire ?

about that. In the loronto Exhibition there is fruit that has been ringed. The 
fh!1 fla arger1and W1 nP„en perhaps eight or ten days earlier, but has not

into productiveness. I cannot come to think that, taking a lot of trees toother
** productive and grow a particular shape, and

ftlmnst W 688 th6Are 1l8!?m!lCaUSe for lfe 1 believe that plants and trees do 
almost have sense. Anybody that is amongst them all the time and studies them
j- lf”®fc'C® hel.r, Peculanties and cannot help coming to the conclusion that they 
do know something. (Laughter.) You take a climbing vine that will start, and 
it wdl feel around for something to climb on, and perhaps it will get hold of some- 

“S V*n dl8t?n5:e.; but that thing, whatever it is, may not be 
dse and L nn’tS n UnW,nd,lt?elf ffom that flgain and feel for something 
of P >• * °r y?U may take a tree of any kind- and if there is a pill
of fertilizer some distance from it the roots will go in the direction of the fertili
zer. Take a willow and plant it on a dry piece of ground. Of course we all
kD2 tT °:: ,hS m0'1UTen ? th/re “ a Water P°nd or well or cistern or any 

ng that way, the root will start for that moisture, and it will get there Now 
when we know and understand all this, we cannot help but think that plants do
lrtl80r?lng ;i but8tl111 do not think plants will know so much as to assume 
certain shapes unless there is some cause for it.
on tw JICNBÎiLLiLÎ lhink myfl™nd’Mr- Morris, agrees strictly with the lecturer

ïo" ”n,d ™ih»

oulti“tion°RRIS : Certamly 1 agree Wlth him in what he says about feeding and
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the profits of an apple orchard properly sprayed.

By E. B. Edwards, Q.C., Peterhoro.

I am not a farmer and I am not a fruit grower in the same sense that many 
of you are here. I am not an exporter of fruit in the sense that many of you 

here, and I don’t pretend to know half of what a great many of you 
know. I can only give a little bit of my own experience in spraying in the hope 
that it may be of some use, and in the hope that it will not go any further if it is 
not Some eight or ten years ago the late Mr. Dempsey visited Peter boro, in con
nection with one of the farmers’ institute meetings, and I got my first 
light on spraying. The course that the Government have taken in enlightening 
the people in this Province upon the facts of spraying in a practical way 
have been of the greatest use, and they have solved the problem of help
ing the people in their development to an extent that they perhaps do not 
receive full credit for—(Hear, hear). I think they should receive full 
credit for it, and lheir efforts should be backed up by those here who know 
the benefit of spraying, in order that those who do not know it so well get the 
benefit of it and that it may spread through our country. (Hear, hear). I think 
We may deduce as a general proposition tfiis result : that an orchard properly 
sprayed will have its value increased at least fifty per cent, over another orchard 
that is not sprayed. That is an average in all seasons and all through, probably 
in many cases—I found it so in my own case—the average will be much greater. 
The value has been doubled, I am satisfied, in many cases in the small orchard I 
have had charge of ; and I believe that one is quite safe in putting it that the 
average increase in value would be at least fifty per cent. If you apply that to 
what is going on in this country, the development that is taken place in the pro
ductiveness tvs far as our orchards are concerned is something that is not perhaps 
tabulated to the full extent that our other crops are tabulated. The value of the 
orchard to Ontario is something that we have not yet, I think, quite figured up, 
and the value that is possible to be obtained in Ontario from the extension of the 
growth of orchards and the best production from the orchards in this country is 
something that we cannot measure. We are only at the beginning of it, and it 
is for the people and the Government of the country to see that everything is done 
to help the upward tendency in that direction, and to see that when people are 
setting out and going into orchard growing they are doing it on right lines. This 
Association is doing its work splendidly, and the help that is being given by the 
Government, through the desire that the Government seems to have in helping 

this good work, I think is much to be commended. A few years ago I had 
the first information given to me by the late Mr. Dempsey on spraying. It came 
to me as a sort of revelation. I had taken hold of an orchard that my father 
had planted years ago, and that had been a very good one in its way, of some 
five acres, and I found when I took hold of it that the apples were small, 
especially in the Fameuse, and very scabby, and in very many other varieties, 
nearly all of them, they were worn-eaten. It was almost impossible to get a 
perfect apple out, and in attempting to ship away a few barrels I found it 
required three or four barrels to be turned out on the table to get one barrel 
that was decent at all. That seem to me very unsatisfactory, and it was after 
this I got the information from Mr. Dempsey and began spraying. I found the 
increase in the quantity of good apples to be so great that it surprised me beyond 
my expectations ; and I found after a little that I could venture on the shipment 
of apples to the Old Country, and was very agreeably surprised that, instead of hav
ing to turn out three or four barrels for one barrel,! could get out for about half. I 
thought that was very well. I went on spraying, and I found I got a large percent
age ; and I think in my own experience it has doubled the productiveness of the
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ÉISêSiMEëSltional circumstance, to get a good crop where other people had a poor crop and 
get them clean and good But whether the crop is large or small the result^ the 
same in proportion -that you get so much larger a proportion of good fruit that 
it is an easy thing to see that you attain the result of increasing your crop at 
least 50 percent.; and if you apply that to all the orchards of the country the 
gam on the average through the country is something that is almost im
possible to figure up I look upon it, therefore, that although I cannot give 
you much experience here, nor say much about it, I have responded to the call 
made upon me to say from my point of view—coming from the back country 
district where there is not much fruit grown, and where experience of others as 
well as myself, has been limited—that I am fully convinced that the spraying is 
the greatest thing that can be done by orchard growers of the country to increase 
the quantity and the productiveness and the value of their orchards.

The Chairman • One item was passed over this morning, the introduction of 
representatives of other horticultural societies.
• i Mr‘ *T^In’ Rident Belleville Horticultural Society, said : I would 
just say that m Belleville our society is in very good condition, and everythin- 
is going along favorably. I came here for information rather than to give anv 
and we are in harmony with the Fruit Growers’ Association. We have a mem
bership of between 60 and 70, and have decided to continue as a branch of the 
Fruit Growers’ Association of Ontario. 6
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON NEW AND SEEDLING FRUITS. 

By Prof. H. L Hutt, O.A.C., Guelph.
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It is usually in seasons when the fruit crop is abundant that th,. „.... . .
number of new fruits is brought to light. During the past season th^fr^t e™ * 
has not as a rule been a heavy one, nor have many new fruits been brought to thP 
notice of your committee. In fact fewer samples of seedling fruits have bÎn

place on the list of standard varieties. D° doubt'take a
In the table below we give a brief notice of what has been sent in T>,„ 

deserving of special mention are marked with a star and are described l/n?6 
in the paragraph descriptions which follow. more

SlNDlR.
RtMABES.

Seedling Applet.

J. D. Marsh, Mills Roches, Ont............

Jas. W. Grady, Annan, Ont...................

V. P. Williams, Bloomfield, Ont.........

J. P. Cook hum, Graven hurst, Ont.........

Wm. Mowbray, Sarnia, Ont..............

4 F.G.

B.Zw.rVery “mU" ‘°’ M ”<’* withÜŸellow

Am“?T^“ eppk’ s*i<1 to be a seedling of the Bel- 

“ Kd', *•“ * »re.= and
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Rimarks.Sender. parts i 
absolu

Seedling Peart. 

R L. Haggard, Whitby, Ont. Large ; obtuse pyriform ; yellow with red cheek ; flesh ten
der and juicy, with somesgranules ; quality good ; season

Seedling raised by the late Mr. Trotter. Below med. size i 
yellow with pink tinge on sunny side ; flesh buttery, and 
of good quality ; promising.

•Miss Lillian A. Trotter, Owen Sound, Ont..

Seedling Plumt. 

•E. D. Smith, Winona, Ont... The “ Emerald ” ; handsome ; greenish yellow ; like a small 
Washington ; quality excellent ; very early, ripening about 
Aug. 1st.

Like Englebert ; med. size ; blue ; fair quality ; said to be 
very hardy and productive.*F. R. Latchford, Ottawa, Ont 

Seedling Peaches. 

*E. D. Smith, Winona, Ont... 1The 11 Millionaire ” peach ; large and handsome ; resembling 
Early Crawford ; yallow flesh ; freestone; excellent qual
ity ; season of Late Crawford.

Samples of this peach were also received and reported on 
last year. Fruit large ; white fleshed ; red cheek ; good 
quality ; season Aug. 15th to 26th.

The “Charlton”; a cross between Mills and Brighton : 
bunch and berry large ; color light red turning to moroon ; 
quality excellent ; promising.

R. T. Smith, Hamilton, Ont.

Seedling Grape.

•John Charlton & Sons, Rochester, N.Y.......ft >
- i

Seedling Apple. Received in May from J. P. Williams, of Bloomfield, Prince 
Edward Co., Ont. Said to be a seedling of the Belmont, or Waxen apple. Mr. 
Williams says the tree is hardy and very prolific ; begins bearing at an early age. 
The fruit is of good size and handsome appearance, having a bright red cheek 
which should help it to sell in an old country market.

Seedling Pear. From Miss Lillian Trotter, Owen Sound, Ont., grown from 
seed by the late Richard Trotter. Tree said to be healthy and a rapid grower. 
Fruited for the first time in 1898 ; a fair crop this year. Fruit below medium 
size, obovate, obtuse pyriform ; ski yellow, with bright pink tinge on the sunny 
side ; numerous small brown dots, stock medium length, stout, cavity rather 
broad, very shallow ; basin narrow, shallow ; calyx open ; flesh yellowish, moder
ately juicy, buttery, sweet, high flavor. Quality very good. Promising.

2 he “Emerald” Plum. Received from E. D. Smith, Winona, Ont., Aug. 1st. 
The accompanying engraving, and the following description of this promising 
plum appeared in the September number of the Horticulturist.

« So long ago as the year 1889, the late Warren Holton, of Hamilton, well 
known in fruit-growing circles, sent us a sample of a new seedling plum, which he 
called “ Early Green.” In an accompanying note he said, ‘ considering its size, fair 
quality, and in particular its early season (1st August) in ripening, I think it may 
prove worthy of cultivation.’ About August 1st, 1899, ten years later, we received 
another sample of this plum under the name of Emerald, which we had Lttle 
difficulty in identifying as the same. The accompanying engraving shows the 
plum in natural size; the color is greenish yellow, form roundish,of good size and 
excellent quality ; coming in before the better varieties of Japan plums, and not 
being subject to rot, this plum will no doubt be of considerable value.”

Seedling Plum— From Hon. F. R. Latchford, Ottawa,Ont. The accompany
ing engraving of this plum appeared in the July number of The Horticulturist, 
where Mr. Latchford speaks of it as follows :

“A blue plum in my garden here is remarkable for its hardiness and pro
ductiveness. It most closely resembles the variety “ Prince Englebert.” The tree 
is said to have been planted about 25 years ago, and to be the only one of a 
number purchased at the same time which has lived. The trunk divides in three
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medium to large, and the quality good. The variety 
propagate, especially in the East ; and I shall be glad to give scions for budding, 
at the proper time,to all who may desire them. Our engraving shows a terminal 
cluster of the fruit.”

The “Millionaire ” Peach.—From E. D. Smith, Winona, Ont. Mr. Woolver- 
ton gives the following account of this peach in the October number of The 
Horticulturist :—

“ We are in receipt of a very beautiful sample of peach to-day from Mr. E. D. 
Smith (Sept. 12th), which well deserves notice, providing the tree is hardy and pro
ductive and the fruit should average anything like this specimen. It very much re

seems a desirable one to
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A SnoLito Plum.
ssembles a tine sample of Early Crawford, but the form is rounder, the cavity and 
suture deeper, and cheek a darker red. The flesh is a beautiful yellow, of tender 
texture, juicy and highly flavored, quite equal to that of the Early Crawford, 
while the pit is smaller. Coming in at the season of the late Crawford, it has no 
competitor that we know of unless it be the Wonderful, which is also of about the 
same season. It precedes Elberta, apparently, by about a week.”

The Charlton Orape.—From John Charlton & Sons, Rochester, N.Y. Mr. 
Woolverton has also noted this promising new grape in the October number of 
the Horticulturist as follows :

“We have received to-day (September 27th) three bunches of the new

:
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Churiton grape. Messrs. John Charlton & Sons, of Rochester, the introducers,

l l firiSj"C afS h£bn<i The bunch is large, about five and a half 
îSi feDgth’ abouldered and veT compact. The berry is large, skin tough, 
)^bt,.^d turnmg «lark maroon and almost black at maturity; covered with a 

flesh meaty, tender, pulp breaks up readily from seeds; flavor 
sweet, fairly juicy, sprightly, aromatic, very pleasant.”
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WELCOME BY MAYOR RUTLEDGE.

spîîSsxîSSSHSSanybody in this country that has not a little ground to cultivate Some have an
mlÜ’ ir\ten’ ^m? handr®d- but the objects of your Association affect every 

has a bushel of apples or any quantity of first class fruit to sell ; and I 
teel that your Association is doing a most wonderful work for the people of this 
™'?ltry.ln inst.ruct,.ng them in the mode of turning the result of their labor into 
cash A man is going to plant trees, and your Association will tell him what 
K"d P]ant' and ,wha* 80,110 Plant them in ; how to treat them after they are 
p anted ; the enemies that are liable to attack them from the moment they are 
planted as long as they are alive ; the enemies that are going to attack the fruit 

om its inception to maturity, and how these enemies can be destroyed or their 
th0Se ^ho attemPt to grow fruit may be enabled to 

whb fcla?,8 fr,ult‘ .tThen your Association deals with the question, what to do 
with this fruit when it is grown ; how it is possible to take fruit and place it on
h,nA*?PIan mæiket m aboLut the « Plight and condition as when it left the 
hands of the producer When you have accomplished that, I submit that you
WmseTnfth mme °f, weal.th ln„tbis count.ry to every man who wishes to avail 

‘ f, • f th opportunities. The question of sending fruit to the English 
maiket in a sound and satisfactory condition will be solved on scientific and 
practical principles, and in a very short time. When these questions are pressing 

Peopl® tb®y Wlll.be solved by scientific and practical men; and I am very 
Jad to see that your Association produces a very large number of such men I 
baX® been comparing your magazine, the Canadian Horticulturist, as it appears 
to day with the production of ten or twelve years ago, and have been rtruckwith
}Î!ni?fmnrkab e. Prgr?8n y°U ha,ve made in this publication, which to-day is 
fir i llfU 7 E"I?ted and illustrated, and the mechanism and everything about it is 
hÜf88' Il18 * CFeilt <*?.your Association and to the country, and reflects the
anvhfviitriwUP?n- thA®ffidlur' ^Pplause). There « scarcely one subject that 
any fruit-grower is in difficulty with, or wants to get information on, but if he is
wrin?nfULreaderi °fithat, J°urna.l he will find the very information he wants, 

-by Practlca* and 8«eutific men. I submit it is a ^blication of the 
highest importance to everybody, and the cost of it is next to nothing. One 
Sn etkm 1*.on any subject on which a man wishes information is worth more 
inTbl. « PrnCe °f, be mugazine for the year, and I trust that every fruit-grower 
n this section will be a subscriber to the Canadian Horticulturist. I will not

vi lL^K^ l0Dgerr- 1 !ga‘n tbank y?uL-and trust that in e near future you 
'. ill again be in a position to honor us ” —-iL---------*-•- - y-
Applause).
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The Chairman: On behalf of the Ontario Fruit Growers’ Association I 
tender you our sincere thanks for the kind words you have spoken, Mr. Mayor, 
and the hearty welcome you have given us to your town. It is evident from the 
large number here this evening that you take an active interest in this work. 
The men who laid the foundation of our Association over thiry years ago laid it 
wisely and well. Although it was securely laid, it has proved to be a very 
moveable institution. To this fact, and the earnest efforts of your Mr. Huggard, 
we have to give the account for the pleasure of being with you this evening. 
Many of the members of our Association are largely engaged in fruit growing. 
Their constant effort is to secure the best varieties of fruit and to grow it to the 
greatest degree of perfection possible. We have made fair progress in this 
direction, but our customers say that some of us have not succeeded so well in 
in packing. Now, we are here to receive all thfe information that your local 
growers will give us, and we will be pleased to give any information that we can 
in regard to fruit or fruit growing, and do anything we can to advance the 
interests of horticulture and floriculture.
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i thatREPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

past year has been one of considerable progress on the part of our Asso
ciation. The membership has increased about 400, and the number of affiliated 
societies now on our list is 42. The members of these societies are mostly amateur 
flower growers, as well as fruit growers, and ask that some attention to floriculture 
be given in the journal. With this in view, an addition of eight pages has been 
made to the Canadian Horticulturist, and much information given on this sub
ject. These societies contribute materially to our strength, and give us a large 
field of usefulness. One of the strongest of these societies is the one at Hamil
ton, which is increasing in numbers every year.

The following lecturers were sent out to these societies in the spring ot 1899 :
Prof. Macoun, of Ottawa, to Brockville, Cardinal, Iroquois, Smith’s Falls, 

Carleton Place, Amprior and Kemptville.
Dr. Jas. Fletcher, of Ottawa, to Napanee, Brampton, Oakville, Hamilton and

St. ^le^McNeill, of Walkerville, to Woodstock, Paris, Waterloo, Seaforth, Kin

cardine, Durham, Owen Sound, Orangeville, Meaford, Thombury, Orillia, Midland 
and Burlington.

•M Burrell, of St. Catharines, to Lindsay, Campbellford, Stirling, Picton, 
Trenton, Cobourg, Port Hope, Millbrook, Niagara Falls, Port Colbome, Hagers- 
ville, Port Dover, Simcoe, Leamington, Windsor, Chatham and Grimsby.

These societies have reported their appreciation of the addresses given. 
By-laws were prepared for the uniform guidance of these societies by Messrs. 
. Beall and L. Woolverton, and copies sent to each society. These by-laws 

have been included in the report for 1898.
Your Executive have endeavored to use the power you have entrusted them 

with in the wisest possible manner.
The committees on transportation and freight rates were called tog 

quently, and the resolutions adopted were duly forwarded to the Minister of 
Agriculture at Ottawa, and resulted in securing for us the requests therein made, 
which are printed in their report. , . . ,

Much public scandal against fruit shippers being caused by the 6,500 barrels 
of fraudulently packed fruit on board the SS. “ Castilian,” wrecked off Yarmouth,
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N.S., your Executive prepared the following resolution, addressed to the Minister 
of Agriculture :

saart* userssr.i'sajsabrin 
apples ,

s®SMSHasa3^œ?4ftitt,BSas
Therefore, resolved, that we do humbly pray that you will provide some remedy for the same.
We would suggest that certain marks or numbers be adopted to indicate certain grades and sizes of

very 
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We would suggest that certain marks ________________ r__ _____ ^
apples, and that it be made a misdemeanor for anyone to stamp these marks or numbers upon the outside 
of his packages unless the contenu of the packages are in accordance therewith ; that the name and 
“dre" °*the owner “><l shipper be always required on either the inside or ouUide of closed packages

u ,ppointed'with power *° °p«n p«k»g.s,«,d. « fou-d

And we further suggest that the terms used for grading be ■ No. 1 ’ and ‘A No. 1,’ ‘ No 1 ’ to Include 
M anni«, reasonably free from worm holes, scabs or other blemishes, and to be not less than 21 inches 

and grade A No. 1 the same, with apples not less than 24 inches in diameter.”

This resolution was adopted by large numbers of our Horticultural Societies, 
but.objected to by the Burlington Horticultural Society, on the ground that all 
varieties could not be graded alike for sizes.

This matter is being considered by the Department, and we have no doubt 
that some scheme of grading and inspection of fruit packages will be prepared 
that will remedy the evil.

In view of the great importance of the grape industry, and the low prices 
prevailing in Canada, we prepared the following resolution to the Minister of 
Agriculture for the Dominion, and sent it also to various affiliated societies for 
approval :
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. kuThw,0ne| J*l!0lvedw *£•* Pf*1"thsl y°u will export in large quantities our Rogers' grapes^‘wiîsasü.'aaïa 5tss.se!" - -» -sr

This resolution was approved by the societies most heartily and duly for
warded to the Minister of Agriculture at Ottawa, but the Department there was 
so discouraged by the failure of the previous attempts made with mixed varieties, 
of which Concord and Niagara were prominent, that they would not touch them 
in 1899. Having full confidence that our Rogers’ grapes would win favor in the 
British markets, we referred the matter to the Minister of Agriculture for our 
own Province, asking that the Board of Control of the Ontario Fruit Experiment 
Stations be authorized to make a small shipment of Rogers’ grapes to Manchester. 
Consent being obtained, our secretary was authorized to forward a few hundred 
small cases, containing about 20 lbs. each, to B. W. Potter & Co., Manchester, who 
have agreed to place them in the bands of retailers and costers in that market. 
The result will be awaited with much interest.

Much complaint being made in certain quarters against the drastic nature of 
the revised San José Scale Act, your Executive called meetings to get the expres
sion of the growers regarding it, and, when the Commission was appointed, every
thing possible was done to facilitate their work. The opinion expressed by most 
fruit growers at these meetings 
since the infested area was limited to about twent

The following is a copy of a _____________________
public meeting of fruit growers at Grimsby, on the 16th June, 1899, calfecTby
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your executive, and a copy was forwarded to the Hon. John Dry den, Minister 
of Agriculture :

“ Whereas, the minute San Joee scale is the most serious enemy that has ever threatened the fruit

1
as per 
instea 
to SI' 
demai

grower;
Whereas, the Government has passed an Act which is calculated to save the fruit orchards of On

tario from being infested with this scale ; , . , , . . .
them (Str^J^'he^ow andhp^H ™intéres”1îave'waited upon the Minister of Agriculture asking that

the la^r^1°‘r®n£jJ^e^ that we consider the Act to be all important in the interesta of the farmers and 
fruit growers of Ontario, because it is the only sure way of saving our orchards from ultimate destruction 
by this terrible pest, and that we consider the interests of the many of much greater Importance than the 
interests of the few.

C(

We, therefore, express our deep regret th»t the operation of the law has been suspended at this sea
son of the year, when the scale is beginning to spread and when a fortnight’s delay may cause irreparable 
damage, and we earnestly beseech you to enforce the law, allowing the findings of the Commission, lately
‘^‘tn^t^rTr^trar,^^ IZUw.™ whose orchard, have had to be
destroyed by so increasing the amount ot compensation that they will have no just reason j for complaint.

tYour executive also wrote the Hon. Sydney Fisher asking that the resolution of 
our Association asking that Mr. W. M. Orr be appointed to the charge of Ontario 
fruits at the Paris Exposition be considered. The reply was that Mr. A. McD. Allan, 
of Goderich, had already been appointed to superintend the horticultural exhibits 
of Ontario (including the fruit). The executive then wrote that the interests of the 
Ontario fruit men were so important in the foreign markets that, in our opinion, 
it was most desirable that the Vice-President of our Association be also sent over 
to assist in the representation of our interests.

Mr. Allan visited the executive in August, asking the co-operation of our 
Association, of our Experiment Stations and of our Horticultural Societies in 
making up about 800 bottles of Ontario fruits in advance, and in supplying fresh 

for cold storage for the Paris Exposition. In this work the Secretary has 
written about 150 letters and, in response, has secured liberal contributions of our 
choicest fruits. Those for bottles were forwarded to Prof. H. L. Hutt of the 
O.AC., Guelph, and the apples and pears for cold storage to Auguste Dupuis, 
Secretary for the Paris Exposition, Ottawa.

Our plant distribution has given great satisfaction. The following is a list 
of the plants sent out:—

737 Yellow Rambler rose. 388 Pink Rambler rose, 412 White Rambler rose, 
504 Ampélopsis Veitch», 262 Eleagnus. Longipes, 261 Ginko, 420 improved Lom
bard plum, 291 Hughes plum, 228 Saunders plum, 182 North Star currant, 320 
Columbian raspberry, 26 Crimson Rambler rose, 1 Dempsey pear, 5 Wickson plum.

A few of these had been winter killed, but were replaced free of cost. In 
response to inquiries as to whether the $500 or $600 spent in premiums would be 
better spent in enlargement of journal, a great difference of opinion has been ex
pressed, some strongly urging one way and some another.

Your Executive hopes that during 1900 we may be able to attain both these 
been embellished with numerous half-tone engravings, a
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ends. The journal has 
fine new cover, and, with the exception of one or two months, enlarged to forty- 
eight pages. During 1900 we propose to enlarge the page and widen the columns 
and thus give considerable more matter with the same number of pages. We 
also propose a still more attractive cover.

In'the carrying out of all this work we have expended as little money as was 
in keeping with the best interests of our Association. We have paid $153.00 for 
assistance to the Secretary in bookkeeping during the portion of the year, and 
will need to make a regular allowance for this in 1900.

Owing to the new postal regulations, we found it necessary to have the jour
nal mailed at Grimsby, instead of Toronto, as heretofore, which made it necessary 
to engage a mailing room near the Grimsby post office. The same regulations 
also require postage on the journal which has amounted during 1899 to $41.86.
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The additional number of journals printed, 5,000 a month, instead of 3,000 
as per contract, and the additional eight pages, making forty-eight and cover, 
instead of forty as per contract, has increased the expense of printing the journal 
to $170 a month, which has been further increased in certain months by the 
demand for samples and for advertising space.
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CONSERVATORY POSSIBLE IN OUR HOMES AT SMALL COST. 

Bv Dr. Harrison, Keene.
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In our younger days we were satisfied with the flowers that were in the 
windows, and we took much pleasure and so much joy out of them. Why, you 
as well as I, sir, have been in many a home, and seen with what joy and pride the 
lady of the house looked at that spindly thing in the kitchen window. It was 
the dead of winter, but it had a few sickly green leaves on and it was a joy to 
her heart. But as we have advanced in our social surroundings and in our better 
equipment all the way round, the fact is that that esthetic sense—which is 
one of the senses that has not been taken cognizance of as it should have been— 
demands a better quality of flower, and a larger variety.

Look at this exhibit and think of the fruit we had when we were boys. I 
had the pleasure of going to a school, walking a mile and a half, and it was a joy 
to our hearts when December came that we could go over to a crab-apple tree 
with apples about that size (showing) that would draw your mouth up. Were 
any of you in Toronto during the last crysanthemum show at the Pavilion ? 
Look at those massive things. You can have those in your homes. Look at 
those ten inches in diameter. Look at those orchids which stood up on that dais ; 
} ou can have these things. Look at those carnations which were so charming, 
and those roses which Dunlop had there ; we can have those too, and not at great 
expense. How ? That is the first question. There are two ways within the 
l each of every person of average means. In the first place, in constructing our 
verandahs, construct them with the idea that they are in touch with our principal 
living room, whether that is your library or dining room, or whether it is a sort 
°f half withdrawing room. A wide verandah, a verandah on which you can get 
a large amount of side light ; then you can have a bench along the side of that, 
and you would be surprised — 1 have tried it for myself — what a quantity and’ 
what a richness and what a fullness of bloom is possible. Now, you know that in 
so many of our homes now. instead of the old wood stove or the old base burner 
coal stove, we have our furnaces in the cellar. You say, “ Well, what are you 
going to do with hot air ? ” You can do something with hot air, but not so much 
as with hot water ; and there is no furnace, whether for wood or coal, in which 
you cannot put a little coil and carry that into the small conservatory and give 
it a generous, even heat which will give you beautiful flowers. Try to grow a 
certain class of flowers or roses, say carnation violets, in any ordinary room, and 
you cannot do it satisfactorily. Your roses will be overcome and devastated with 
aphis, and your carnations will fail to open up in their beauty, and the violets 
will religiously refuse to bloom satisfactorily and give their fragrance. Why ? 
Because the temperature in the ordinary room is up and down, up and down, and 
that is inimical to plant prosperity. They do not like it any better than we do, 
the see-saw of life, and they don’t prosper on it any better than we do. It is 
irritating, and they resent it at once. Another form of conservatory, which is 
inore desirable and cheap—remember I am not talking about one that is the most 
desirable and expensive, not one that with its span and with its arched glass roof 
w one of the luxuries which are only available to the rich—but I am speaking of
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that which is available to those of smaller means, that is, to build on the side of 
the house a lean-to conservatory. I have one in my mind’s eye now, 12 feet long, 
8} feet wide, with 100 plants that are doing sterling duty the whole year round, 
and supplying the house with a profusion of bouquets. That is, a small house, but 
you can have it anywhere 10, 11, 14 feet wide, and whatever length you want ; 
but by giving a top glass to it you have plants that will grow straight up. It is 
just the ideal thing tor your carnations. They open up beautifully without that 
crack on the side which is so apt to be with side light where they turn their 
faces Having the top light you bring your plants nearly to the glass so as not 
to meet so much of the refractive rays, causing your plants to be healthier and 
sturdier in growth, and the flowers themselves to be richer in tint and sweeter in 
odor. Carry out the same idea again in regard to heating. If you do not putin 
a heater by itself, carry from your house furnace a coil and you can run your hot 
water underneath your plant shelves, or you can run it above it, or run each pipe 
along the glass. The advantage claimed for the latter plan is that the a|r that 
comes chilled from the glass becomes heated before it falls on the flowers. Either 
take in a verandah and make a conservatory of it, or build a lean-to and make 
conservatory of it. You can take the latter and make $100 build your concern, 
put in your heating apparatus if you have not already a furnace in your cellar, 
and stock it with a fair variety of plants which you could not grow in your liv
ing rooms to advantage. Last year I saw a little conservatory of that sort 9.0 tt. 
wide 24 feet long, with 500 plants, with bouquets of roses and carnations gera
niums, fuschias, and a large number of the other plants, supplying not only the 
household but a church on Sabbath day with bouquets, and furnishing flowers tor 

rly all the sick families within the radius of some three or four miles ; and I 
am positive that that did not cost $80 in its whole outfit. It was built and 
heated by itself, which is the better way, because then you can regulate it One 
of the old “ Giant ” stoves was taken and in the top of it there were five coils oi

carried with ten coils under the bench, six
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coil's olfthSack waîîtnd the whole cost of that plumbing was as follows: the 

cost of the stove was $6 ; the mason was paid $3.50 for bricking it in-the mason 
found the bricks ; and the plumbing cost $22 ; the owner being a handy man built 
the walls himself, bought the material at the sash factory and had a carpenter 
two days to get the thing closed ; and with that small cost he had all that beauty 
for himself and others. Do not attempt to put everything you can read of in the 
books into your conservatory, nor to put all that you read of in books in prac
tice Go slow. Feel your way. We are always safe in starting with geraniums. 
The geranium is one of God’s greatest blessings in the flower line to humanity, 
because it will stand almost any treatment and show a smiling face. There are 
some plants that are just as pernickety as pernickety can be, but you must un
derstand their pernicketiness or you will not get the pleasure from them. You 
who love horses do not want a horse that goes like a tame sheep but you want 

that makes you feel the ribbons, that it is a thing of life, and that you con
trol it. That horse steps out and you feel that you can pass John A. lhomp 
as you go down the street. Flowers need to be handled in the same way. It is 
said that roses would be as sweet under any other name. I do not know. I 
never saw roses under any other name ; but you know they are sweet and desir
able The plant that would be more amenable next to the geranium probably is 
the carnation ; but those of you who are lovers of flowers know that what we 
called carnations when we were boys would not pass as flowers to-day. Look at 
those carnations, great beauties, splashed, white and rose, yellow, mauve, almost 
all the shades of color, and so sweet and so fragrant, and they can be grown in a 
little conservatory like that, so that a couple of dozen roots will give you carna
tions galore. Then next to that, in a small conservatory, it is desirable to have 
that which is ornamental. Then you come to the palms. Keep to the Kentias,
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they will give satisfaction. There are certain plants which have somewhat been 
neglected in the greater majority of sections, and that is the begonia family- 
beautiful plants that require a little attention and little study and which are most 
desirable and full of beauty. They would be almost sufficient for any amateur 
to start with and would give him satisfaction. Where there are apples and music 
there should be flowers. You know there are birds in so many homes, and what a 
dirty thing that sweet little canary is, and how often you have to take the dust 
pan to gather up those broken seeds ; but you could have fish—a small aquarium 
fitted with some of those Mediterranean carp known as gold fish, or even some of 
our own minnows or shiners or red roach, or beautiful sun-fish. A few of those 
in an aquarium, with a certain amount of plant life so as to balance your animal 
life with your botanical life. Water should not require changing any oftener 
than two or three months, and feed them a little German feed once a day, and 
you have got a thing of beauty and a joy forever. Their sinuous and graceful 
movements are a charm, and you can sit and watch them with pleasure, and they 
are ever so much more cleanly to look after than Dicky is.

BEAUTIFYING COUNTRY HOUSES. 

By Prof. H. L. Hutt, O. A. C., Guelph.

The sturdy pioneers who first settled this country came with a determina
tion to subdue the forests and to hew out for themselves homes in the wilderness. 
To them the idea of levelling a lawn and planting shade trees or ornamental 
shrubs would have been ridiculous. But we have now reached a period in the 
country s history when comfortable homes are thickly dotted throughout the 
land, and more attention is being given to the beautifying of the home surround- 
mgs Not only is the skill of the landscape gardener more and more in demand, 
but there is a call for information on the subject by those who have not the means 
to employ a professional gardener. In this brief paper we shall attempt merely 
to call attention to some of the leading principles which should guide in laying 
out and beautifying the surroundings of a country home, and what applies to 
^country home, will in many cases apply equally well in the ornamenting of a

The first idea to be grasped is that the most beautiful scenes are as a rule 
more or less natural. We must, therefore, accept nature as our teacher, and study 
t he matenals and combinations which go to make up natural beauties.

The materialsjvith which the landscape gardener has to deal may be classified
are the ground, grass, trees,as natural and artificial. The natural materials are__e___________„,

shrubs, vines, herbaceous plants and annuals, and in some cases rocks and bodies
of water. The artificial materials ___ _______ ____
shapes, geometrical beds of improved flowers, terraces, walk's^ drives" buildings* 
fountains, statuary, etc. The skill of the landscape gardener consists of the 
judicious use of these materials. Let us now consider some of these a little 
more fully.

trees and shrubs clipped into unnaturalarc

The Ground. One of the most important features in the ground surrounding a 
home is the contour of its surface. This is what gives character to a place. Alow 

1 y mg lawn with something of a depression in the centre has a tame appearance, while 
a similar lawn with but a slight crowning in the centre has an altogether different 
look. Sometimes a perfectly straight surface line is pleasing, and the level lawn 
is more in keeping with the place and its surroundings than anyother could be, 
but as a rule some variation from the straight line is preferable. In nature we 
take more delight in bold outlines of hills and valleys than we do in level
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stretches of country. This is because we love the variety which hill and hollow 
afford, and this suggests the desirability ot introducing undulations in landscape 
gardening whenever the size of the grounds and other circumstances will admit.

Thelbuildings should, of course, be on the highest elevation, and the grounds 
should be made to slope away from them. On a steep hillside the grounds may 
have to be terraced. This, if well done, adds much to the appearance of a place, 
but likewise adds considerably to the cost. Whether the grounds are flat or 
rolling the irregularities of the surface should be levelled and smoothed so that 
the mower may be worked easily. Wherever much grading or filling has to be 
done due allowance must be made for settling, and a few inches of good surface 
soil should always be left on the top. The character of the surface soil is a matter 
of great importance, because on it depends the luxuriance or poverty of the grass 
and trees growing upon it.

The Green Sward. There are two ways of clothing the ground with 
grass, either by sodding it or by sowing grass seeds On small plots or steep 
banks and along borders sodding is the quickest and most satisfactory method, 
but on large areas seeding is not only the cheapest but the best. In preparing 
the ground for seeding it should be plowed, harrowed, rolled and made as fine 
as possible, and as a final preparation nothing is better than going over it care-
fUllyThe kindïsee^to sow is a matter of importance. Coarse grasses, such 

timothy, are not suitable for lawn making. Many of the finer and more delicate 
grasses may be obtained in “ lawn grass mixtures, but the most satisfactory 
mixture we have found is made up of equal parts by weight of Kentucky blue- 
grass, red-top grass, and white Dutch clover. All of these are hardy and stand 
well the extremes of our climate. The seeding should be done on a still day, 
when there is no wind to carry the lighter seeds. Thick seeding should be the 
rule. Three or four bushels per acre is none too thick for seeding down a lawn. 
In fact the grass should come up as thick as the hair on a dogs back. After the 
seed is sown it should be lightly raked in, and if the weather is dry it is well to 
go over the ground with a hand roller. The work of making a lawn may be 
done at almost any time of the year, but where much levelling ana filling is 
necessary it is well to do the grading in the fall, so that the ground will have 
finished settling by spring,and then the surface may be raked over as soon as it 
is dry enough to work, and the seeds sown as early as possibly A lawn sown 

Win the spring should be nice and green by the middle of summer, or seeds 
_ early in the fall should give a good grassy carpet for the next summer. 
Keeping a Lawn. To keep a lawn in prime velvety condition it should be mowed

ed on well kept city lawns where men, money and mowers are available On the 
farm where these articles are sometimes not so plentiful, and where the area to

knives kept sharp. On the fa.m the front yard and back yard the lanes and the 
roadsides should all be levelled, seeded and put into such condition that they can 
all be gone over with the farm mower, and if the mowing is done as often as the 
grass is high enough for the knives to catch it nicely the improvement mada m 
the appearance of a place would in many cases add nearly 60 per cent, to the
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To maintain a luxuriant growth and a rich dark green in the color of the 
grass the lawn-should occasionally receive a top dressing of stable manure m the 
fall. The soluble portion of this is washed into the ground by the tall and spring 
rains, and early in the spring the coarsest portion of it should be raked oft.
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be content with mentioning only a few of the moat desirable. Among the

=«=sethe Manitoba maple haa served its purpose. As a successor to it we know of 
none better than our native American elm. In its finest form, with feathered 
trunk, high spreading arms and long, pendulous branches, this is, in our opinion 
the most stately and graceful of our native trees. On large grounds, where there 
is room for variety, some of the rugged oaks and fragrant lindens add a charm to 
the scene. The cut-leaf weeping white birch is very ornamental in both summer 
and winter, and shows a striking color contrast, particularly when placed so as 
to have for a background a group of evergreens or a dark colored building.

Among the evergreens the pines and spruces occupy a I 
Austrian and Scotch pines make handsome specimens, although in its younger 
days our native white pine is equal to, if not superior to, any of the foreigners 
The same might also be said of our native white spruces, as compared wifh its 
more vigorous relatives from Norway. But for a handsome specimen of nature's 
coloring let us have the dainty little blue spruce of Colorado. Among the arbor 
vitaes, jumpers and retinosperas, we have some very beautiful forms, such as the
oJpera‘da “d g 0b<>8e Vltae’the taU Irish juniPer and lhe plumose retin-
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Ornamental Shrubs For a list of some of the most desirable and hardv 
ornamental shrubs adapted to our northern section, I cannot do better than refer 
intending planters to the valuable list given in Mr. Macoun's report in the 
Central Experimental Farm Report for 1897. One hundred species and varieties 

there mentioned, with twenty-five of the most desirable marked. If we were 
compelled to reduce the list to half of that number, we would from our own 
experience select the following : The Caragana or Siberian pea-tree Hydrang 
paniculate,, .he Tartarian bush honeysuckle, the mock orange or Philadelphus 
the golden currant, Spirea Van Houtii, the golden elder; the old-fashioned’ 
lilacs in variety, the snowball or viburnum, and last but not least,
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Arrangement of Trees and Shrubs. To artistically arrange and 
distribute a collection of trees and shrubs on the lawn requires much more skill 
and judgment than to set out trees in a straight line in an orchard 
mg are a few of the principles which should guide in lawn planting •

case. One has said that “ the aim should be to exhibit nature idealized rather
hïfirstwi! rea' A Pr.omi.nent American landscape gardener tells us that for 
his first lesson in arranging trees on the lawn he was told to take in his hand as 
many stones as he had trees to plant ; to stand by the house and throw them in 
the direction he wished the trees to stand, then plant wherever the

The follow-

if the 
in the 
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stones fell.
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Vall that could beAnd he says that with a few slight modifications the effect

2 Arrange to give an. air of breadth and expanse 
most desirable effect, and is secured by preserving a more or

^nlffgriVes In this wav we may shut out undesirable objects and we may ap- 
b0Unn_( ' te t0 ourselves desirable distant scenes, such as a wooded hillside, a stretch 
Kr or a church «pire, and thus make ir little grounds seem like part of an

extensive park.
3- ArrangeA 

considerations should be to . ailing winds. On the south and west
X otl.l^* »nde trees, such » elm, or n,.pies, not so

should be planted a tew ° 0f the windows, nor so that any of the
close as to exclude the g crown. will overhang the house, but close
branches, when the trees^ t U ^ ^ ^ planting the effect should be
w2rf“». thë principal wm.lo.L, .nd we m„t t.ke into eons.derat... what 
the result would be when the trees are full grown.
the resu «weening winds of winter some of the strong

As a protection against the Hpruees, are most useful. Thick belts
gr0TinnseoÏÏheseSshouldbc planted in the most exposed quarter, and along with 
or clumps oflthese shoi P light colored deciduous trees. In winter the
them may planted ate ra^ce f0 the place, and in summer their sombre
darknesses relieved by thebright green of the deciduous trees.

• c* the smaller trees and flowering shrubs these may be grouped 
In arranging the sma . snec;mens may stand out by them-

into ornamental clumps, or occ JumDa the largest specimens should be
selves. When «rouping mto dl 8maflest shrubs should come to

the grl with the file, tree,in the bnckpennd.

BenntM «to n^S
often be arranged if the pl purple-leaved barberry near a golden-

satst-ts? «« •* ih«,ight
colored Colorado spruces.

as they take up s° 'lU Ythe ’most hardy and vigorous is the common Virginia 
country home One o£ tb /^mmer-house, a screen or any unsightly
CTr' «Iff As a covering for a brick or stone wall the Boston Ivy or Ampe- 
wooden wall Aa c°Jethe^andsoniest. In northern sections it requires winter 
lopsis Veitch» « one » when once established it grows ramdly,
protection for the hrst lew winters, wall of living green. For a
and will soon convert a rY , j nothing to equal Clematis Jackmanii,

southern parts of the Province.
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Walks and Drives. These are not in themselves very ornamental, but 
they are a necessity and have an important effect on the appearance of a place.

When properly located they convey the idea that the place is inhabited, and 
they seem to impart an air of welcome.

As the walks and drives are artificial and not in themselves ornamental there 
should be as few of them as possible. Business roads should as a rule be straight, 
but pleasure drives give more pleasure if they are laid out in graceful curves! 
The curves give variety and help to relieve the angular outlines of the buildings! 
They should not, however, be introduced at the expense of utility, and should 
offer no temptation to take short cuts across the grass. Whenever a curve is 
introduced there should be trees or some other object in the road to make the 
curve appear necessary. If they are not there they may be planted when the 
drive is laid out. A curve without some apparent 
and affected.
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The drive should wherever possible enter at the side of the lawn, and curve 
gently around towards the buildings as though it were the nearest and most 
natural way of approach. It should be dotted here and there along the sides 
with trees and shrubbery which partly screen the buildings from sight, so that 
we keep getting a different view of the house as we approach. This gives variety 
and pleasure, and always leaves just enough unseen to make us feel like following 
it up to see where it leads or ends up.

The width the drives and walks should vary according to their length and 
the amount of travel upon them. If long and much travelled the drive must be 
wide enough for two rigs to pass easily, but if short and not so much used, 8-10 
feet or room for one wagon is enough. Walks or foot-paths will vary from 3-5 
feet. The drives should be properly graded and made slightly crowning from 
the centre to the sides so as to give good drainage. If good gravel is obtainable 
they should be covered with gravel, raked smooth and rolled hard.
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Fences. As a rule fences enter largely into most landscapes and are worthy of 
note. They are artificial materials, and at best they are necessary eyesores, but in 
the majority of cases their necessity is only imaginary. If all of the really unneces
sary fences were removed, and the ground which they occupy levelled and seeded 
down or put under crop it would make a wonderful difference in the appearance 
of the country. It would remove a great harbor for weeds and insects ; it would 
effect a great saving in labor and expense, and it would remove one of the most 
striking features which advertise the slovenly farmers all over the country. 
The only fences necessary, or which should be necessary, are those for the pur
pose of fencing in our stock, and not fencing in that of our neighbors. These, in 
many cases, might be movable or temporary. Roadside fences might be dispensed 
with, the ground levelled and seeded and the grass kept mowed from the bound
ary to the roadbed. Bill Nye says that “ The farm without a fence in front of it 
looks as if the owner were honest and thought his neighbors the same.” If a 
permanent fence is necessary let it be as inconspicuous as possible, or let it be an 
ornamental hedge.
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Some of the other materials of landscape gardening are trees, trimmed into 
shape or out of shape, fountains and Statuary, buildings, flower beds of geometri
cal designs. All of these artificial materials should be used with as much dis
cretion as one should use in wearing fine jewellery. The more the artificial 
prevails in the general surroundings the more these can be used without giving 
offence. In proximity to large and expensive buildings, or in extensive parks, 
they may have their place, but on the farmer’s lawn, where most of the 
roundings are natural, and where the buildings 
would be altogether out of place.

sur-
are not elaborate and costly, they

t
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A KNOWLEDGE OF FRUIT GROWING. 

By J. E Farwell, Whitby.
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Allow me to join in acknowledging the honor you have done our town by 
holding vour present meeting here. Your meeting in this section of county, 
where truit growing has received considerable attention, will stimulate and 
extend here the great industry in which yon are so actively engaged and so

deePGlandng through the reports of your transactions and noticing the wide 

scope of your discussions, and the care and attention which the minutest details 
connected with your business have received, it seems a hopeless teak for an out
sider to say anything which will interest you or your visitors. Perhaps I may 
be pardoned for throwing at you some odds and ends about the subject.

P There is no branch of work connected with the cultivation of the soil which 
interests the young and old as fruit growing. One might hope that the 

injunction against covetousness was not intended tor small boys. If it was t y 
have been, are now and ever will be great sinners, world without end, as far as 
fruit is concerned. There have been good boys who have never cast longing 
eyes at ripe fruit belonging to others, but their goings to and fro on the earth 
have been as rare as angels’ visits. Do not we know it? Have we not been 
there ? And our successors in raids upon orchards and gardens, are they not

with us to this day ?
, The old song, “ Do they miss
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“ They don’t wish me at home, though they miss me,
Park nights were my desire for this reason,
Some orchard I would visit alone.
Next morning eome farmer would mention 
My name with some fruit that was gone."

There are fruit growers who can manage to grow fruit where there are boys 
and yet have little trouble with them, and who are spared the annoyance ot 
losing the finest fruit just about the time it is needed for exhibition purposes 
Allow me to suggest as a subject for a useful paper, "The experience and prac
tice of the fruit grower who can so manage matters as to keep his fruit, his

bo,». Perhaps this desire to get good 
fruit, where it is to be got, is the effect of heredity Our ancestors, the grand old 
gardener, Adam and his wife, had shown a liking for fruit that did not belong to 
them, and so furnished Milton with the material for England s greatest epic

poem :
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“ Of men's first disobedience and the fruit 
Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste 
Brought death into the world, and all our woe 
With loss of Eden."

I This growing and caring for fruit is a most respectable, ancient and honor
able occupation. You see it was practised by the “first families. Tennyson in 
h,s « Clara Vere de Vere,” makes the young yeoman say to the Earl s daughter :

“ Trust me, Clara Vere de Vere.
From yon blue Heavens above us bent 
The grand old gardener and hie wife smile 
At the claims of long descent"

Before the first theft of apples humanity had an uncoto lonly easy time of 
it in dressing and keeping a garden without thorns and th. -les m it Ymh&j» 
they had 'not to contend with Engonia aubaignana, Dwsophda ampelophila
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pleasure of eating their bread without sweating to get The man wL t^rned 

but if you can keep him within the bounds of civilization he is sure to so into
™^r/-bj„,drg:Z"it8*rden" * ■*■*«■**■ » « -wks

.WnLTSSnStil ffihSfe'tîAtf ” t
pomegranates of Eschol and the olive trees of Gethsemane We hSÆW'll?*
-Pfi ”ht06 S «>rth P™" «<- Hen, «Irr^ÆÆÆ 
which the Hesperides were set to guard lest the same old game of aXte£
IclnS1 “on* of trattS: ‘PP'“ We" “0len ^ ™ the pen

Then we have the golden apple of discord which the unfortunate shenherd
ouIl*a^æ«

5E ofmt* ”0t lhe di“PP»i”M hope, end crushed

“ Deed wa. fruit» which tempt the eye 
But turn to i«hes on the lip»."

“ So sweetened with the Summer 
Waxing over mellow, drops 'in a

g52rPtexthe *ft d7•ought out .nd thought out th, gnitKfg^LZf ’ “* the” he

the p ca *æ sajvtte
ot many other shade trees. I have pleasant recollections of seeing somewhere in
Ss.’ss^sftSras»?* -ide- •* th= **«»•

scape they tend to refine and elevate the owners ? Bryant hZ
said:

“ Whit pilot we in thi» apple tree ?sssafctsa&ssr
When from the orchard row he pours 
Its fragrance thro* the open doors.
A world of blossoms for the bee. 
Flowers for the sick girl’s silent room 
For the glad infant sprigs of bloom 
We plant with the apple tree.”

p-îaa vs%ts !&- r
5 F.O.
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Cannot our schools be made to contribute to the success of the fruit growing 
industry ? Cannot pi ' :'s be taught not, only to refrain from injuring fruit and 
other trees ; but also have inculcated a love for them and a thorough appreciation 
of the advantages to be derived irom them ? Can they not be impressed with 
the idea of the millionare founder of the Gerrard College that if he knew he 
should die to-morrow he would wish to plant a tree to-day, and so have done 
something to leave the world better than he found it.

I have for a long time had a theory that it would be a great benefit to the 
people of this Province if the study of Latin, Greek, German and French were 
discontinued in one-third or one-fourth of our High Schools and Collegiate Insti- 
tutes, and that manual training and instruction in the use of tools and implements 
and in subjectshaving a practical relation to agriculture, fruit growing, mechanics, 
manufacturing and mining should be substituted therefor. When one remembers 
that the number engaged in teaching and other professions is but small compared 
with the great army who are engaged in agricultural, mechanical, manufacturing 
mining and commercial pursuits, and the small amount of taxes paid by profes
sional men as compared with the large amount paid by the producers of wealth, 
one might well suppose that the struggle would have all along been, how to raise 
the means for paying instructors in these languages and that there certainly have 
been found in every county at least one school for teaching all that could be 
taught there to aid the great producing classes in their struggle for 
existence.
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Can such subjects be taught under such surroundings as will keep the pupils 
in line with their intended occupation and not sidetrack them into the profes
sions ? Is it not a well-founded complaint that when once the boy, whose parents 
desire him to follow farming or a trade, or to engage in business, gets into a high 
tichool there is but small chance of getting him back to the farm, the workshop 
or the store? Sir Lyon Playfair says that “schools should aid boys in discover
ing the class of knowledge best suited to their mental capacities, so that knowl
edge may be specialized to cultivate the powers of men 
extent.”

to the fullest

If the carrying on of agriculture, mining and manufactures in the best pos
sible manner is of any importance to this country, it is about time some provision 
was made for schools which will “ mould the minds of boys according to their 
mental varieties By the adoption of this plan, boys not destined for the profes
sions would receive the same instruction in English, mathematics and commercial 
subjects as those who are to take up a profession. The sons of farmers would 
receive instruction in zoology and botany, which would explain the blights, the 
insects which attack the grain, roots and fruits, and the means of preventing 
injury from these as far as known, the value of different kinds of manures and 
the relation of chemistry to agriculture. The teacher of science would give in
struction in mineralogy and geology, particularly as to exploring for valuable 
minerals, how and where to find them, and what to do with them when they 
have been found. If the mineral wealth of this country amounts to a tithe of 
what it is reported to be, it is time more of our yroung men were being instructed 
in the above matters. Is it not time the experiment was tried ? One-third of 
the expenditure of the public money for schools at least, should be in the way of 
practical education. Have we yet exhausted the agricultural and fruit-growing 
capabilities of Ontario’s soil? Is there anything in it yet for the farmer and the 
fruit grower? And are there not yet abundant opportunities for making a living 
for independence, nay, for a competence, to be found in cultivating the lands of 
Ontario ? Will not the teaching of subjects in connection with pursuits in which

of prosperity which the ^ Provincethe pupils are to engage tend to hasten an 
has never known ?
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1THE SAN JOSÉ SCALE.

By G. T. Powell, Ghent, N.Y.ition 
with 
w he 
done

A request has been made that a few words might be said here upon the 
threatening danger from the San José scale to the fruit-growing and other 
interests of this Province. In a very brief manner let me point out the fact that 
the greatest hindrance to the profitable pursuit of horticulture is from the insect 
damages that come to trees and to fruits. I want to mention only one or two 
illustrations. A little more than ten years ago there was introduced into Massa
chusetts what is known as the Gypsy Moth. An entomologist from France 
brought over to this country a few of those Gypsy Moths to cross with the silk 
worm, thereby hoping to get an improved silk worm that would be of great value 
to America. While he was experimenting with these few Gypsy Moths there 
came a gust of wind that blew a few of them out of the open window near the 
vicinity of Boston. He closed his window, went out immediately, but he could 
not find them. No further thought was given, but about two years after that 
there was discovered near Boston the ravages of a caterpillar that was becoming 
somewhat alarming. The forests were being denuded of their foliage and that 
was the introduction into this country of the Gypsy Moth, with its very destruc
tive work as it is being carried on to-day in Massachusetts. It has cost the State 
of Massachusetts nearly one million dollars simply to hold it in check The annual 
appropriations are to-day $200,000 just to keep it within limits near the citv of 
Boston. It has denuded their parks, and it has entered their forests, and if it gets 
beyond the control of the present commission, it threatens to destroy the vegeta
tion of the State of Massachusetts. The Gypsy Moth deposits its eggs in the 
grass, in the trees, anywhere, in the stone walls, in the crevices of rocks and it 
requires to day a force of 500 men who are to-day fighting it along different 
lines with fire, even going into the rocks and the stone walls and injecting kerosene 
oil, and fire to follow it—this is the manner in which the Gypsy Moth is being 
fought. Men are being sent to the tops of high trees, great oaks and elms with 
ropes fastened about their waists. They swing themselves out to the outermost 
branches of those great trees, there to pick off those egg nests, and you can im
agine the great amount of labor required to just simply keep this great pest in 
check. Now the Brown-tailed Moth is even worse than this. The Brown-tailed 
Moth multiplies so rapidly that when the caterpillars begin to migrate they 
simply cover the sidewalks and the streets. They also cover the sides of build
ings and they get inside the houses and into every part of the house—into the 
closets and into the drawers and bureaus, and into every nook and cranny.
1 luring the month of September last they were so numerous upon the streets of Lynn 
that the horses and vehicles passing over the pavements, and the people walking 
along the sidewalks, crushed them in such numbers that during the hot month of 
August the city of Lynn was threatened with a pestilence. Now, these are ill
ustrations which I have mentioned to point out the importance, in the discovery 
of a serious insect pest within your territory, that the most vigilant means be 
taken to stamp that thing out upon its first discovery if possible. 
f?Now the San Jose scale comes in here at this time as a threatening danger to 
our horticultural interests. It was my privilege during the past winter to have 
spent several weeks in Maryland attending the fruit growers’ meetings and 
farmers’ institutes. I saw the workings of this pest where it had committed its 
worst ravages in that state. I remember passing along and through one peach 
orchard containing 27,000 trees, and every tree destroyed, absolutely dead in 
that peach orchard from the effects of the San Jose scale. So you can see the 
extent to which the damage is perpetrated when an orchard of this number of 
trees was absolutely destroyed by this Scale. It is surprising how the Scale is
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spreading not only in the states, but here in your own country ; and it becomes 
of the utmost importance that the Ontario Fruit Growers' Association in its work 
shall point out, as it is doing so wisely, the danger that threatens your great 
horticultural interests from this pest. We have much to learn about it, more 
especially in relation to its control ; but this fact is evident, that while it seems 
to do its worst work in the warmer climates, yet it is possible for it to become 
acclimated almost anywhere, and there is where its danger lies. There do not 
seem to be at present parasites that are following it up. That is the trouble 
with the Gypsy Moth of Massachusetts. The parasites which keep it in check 
in France do not exist or are not here, and hence the moth has its full swing, 
and therein lies its great danger. In New York state we have the Scale to a far 
greater extent than I desire to admit. It is surprising where we are meeting it. 
In my own county of Columbia, along on the Hudson River, while conducting a 
series of lectures upon natural sciences touching upon the point to which the last 
speaker so forcibly alluded—the necessity of introducing into our public schools 
the studies of natural sciences, which may be applied to agriculture and horti
culture—going through those beautiful gardens and orchards to discover some 
insect life that had been treated during the afternoon lectures, I was surprised to 
come upon a beautiful pear orchard, and, in the centre of it found fifty trees that 
were in a declining condition. In calling the attention of this class of boys and 
girls to these trees they saw at once that the trees were from some cause not 
thrifty, that they were declining. We walked into the orchard to study the 
causes that could produce just in this one circle, about fifty trees declining 
and dying, and to my surprise came at once upon the San Jose scale. Not a 
single inhabitant of that section dreamed or supposed for a moment that that 
pest was in their midst. Upon putting the microscope upon it to be absolutely 
certain, the word was sent home by these children to say to their parents that 
they had one of the most dangerous pests in their community that possibly could 
have reached them. The result was that within twenty-four hours an invitation 
was extended to hold a horticultural meeting near Germantown to discuss the 
question of the San Jose scale and every fruit grower of the town was present 
when that meeting was held, that he might know all that could be learned about 
it, a special entomologist having come to attend this meeting. It has since been 
known in many portions of New York State. One of my own neighbors within 
eight miles distant of me has it in his apple orchard, in his pear orchard, in his 
peach trees, on his plum trees, on hi raspberries, and in fact it seems as though 
it attacks almost all kinds of trees an plants ; so that it becomes of the utmost 
importance now that we study this Scale in its habits and in its possible control. 
It is so important that it seems to me it is within the function of the Govern
ment that it shall lend its aid—which I am certain it will—in the annihilation, 
if that be possible, of this Scale. One of the discouraging features of this whole 
subject is the questionable fact that perhaps it never can be annihilated when it 
once gets a foot-hold in a community. When we consider that one pair will 
become the progenitors of something like three billions in a single season you 
may understand the gigantic effort that must be made to annihilate an insect 
like that, one that spreads with such wonderful rapidity, one that multiplies to 
such a wonderful extent You may at once understand that it is a pest that 
cannot be lightly dealt with in its extermination. There might be very much 
said in regard to its treatment but that subject, I think, is to come up again, and 
hence it will not be necessary for me to go into a detailed discussion of that 
Scale now. We have been trying to estimate the damage that comes to New 
York State from the insect pests that afflict our fruit trees and forest trees, our 
shrubbery, our green crops, and our live stock interests. During a very careful 
study made four years ago into the condition of agriculture in New York State, 
and the causes that were sending populations adrift from the rural districts to
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the cities, this fact was elicited in this study of the causes which were making

that is appalling And is there any wonder that farmers and fruit growers
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TREASURER’S REPORT, 1898-9.

Receipts.

Balanoe on hud December L 1898
Memberehip fees ...................  $4
Advertisements ................. . ’
Samples, etc....................... . ”
Bound volumes, eto............ "
Government grant................ 1

Expenditures.ec
8784 96 Canadian Horticulturist.........

Salary Secretary-Editor .........
Commissions .....................
Plant distribution...................
Illustrations ............
Affiliated societies.................
Printing rod stationery .......
Directors' expenses ...............
Bookkeeper............  .. .......
Postage and telegrams............
Reporting ..............................
Express and freight .......... ”
Committees and delegations ..
Advertising.............................
Binding Canadian Horticulturist
Collection and interest............
Auditing .................................
Miscellaneous ............
Books....... .............................
Caretaker at annual meeting.,

Balance on hand December 1, H99.........
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The election of officers was then proceeded with, and resulted
as given on Sipage 4.
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REPORT OF FRUIT EXHIBIT COMMITTEE. i

Your committee on Fruit Exhibits begs to make the following report :—
The exhibition of fruits made this year is above the average, both in size and 

quality, notwithstanding the light crop. It is gratifying to the committee to find 
that so many of the members of the Association took the trouble this year to 
bring some samples. It is inconvenient for members to bring large exhibits from 
long distances, but it is very little trouble to bring a small collection of those 
varieties which will be of greatest interest.

Mr. W. M. Crr, Fruitland, Ont.: Exhibited three varieties of pears, two 
seedling apples, and two plates of fine Vergennes grapes. The seedling apples 
were not of special merit.

E. Morris, Welland, Ont. : Plate of fine specimens of the Horn apple, said to 
be a very late keeper. ..

E. Lick, Oshawa, Ont. : Fine specimens of Fallawater and Cranberry Pippin 
apples, and another variety.

Jos. White, Whitby, Ont.: Plate of Ontario apples.
R. L. Huggard, Whitby, Ont. : A large collection of apples and pears. Among 

the newer apples being Bismarck and Shlome. His samples of Salome were 
particularly good.

A. M. Ross, Whitby, Ont. : Plate of quinces grown at Whitby, which were of 
fair quality.

W. H. Dempsey, Trenton, Ont.: Collection of 19 varieties of apples, many of 
which had not hitherto been exhibited before this society. Among those shown 
were Jefferies, Mammoth Black Twig, York Imperial, Windsor Chief Parlin’s 
Beauty, Maclean, Winter Banana, La Rochelle, Boiken, Duffy’s Seedling, Pioneer, 
Rome Beauty, Beaton Co. Beauty, and Trenton. Among those worthy of special 
mention were : Maclean,—A yellow, medium sized apple, mild subacid, very tender 
flesh, pleasant flavour. Winter Banana,—A large yellow apple with a pink 
blush, very tender flesh, mild subacid, high flavour. Duffy s Seedling, A Cali
fornian seedling above medium size, bright red, conical, subacid, medium quality, 
a very attractive apple ; season probably March. York Imperial, A red winter 
apple which will probably be grown more in Canada in the future.

Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa : Twenty-one varieties of apples were 
exhibited. Gano, Patten’s Greening, Shiawassee Beauty, and Milwaukee, were 
varieties shown which are succeeding well at Ottawa but are not yet 'ery 
generally known.

Charles Young, Richard’s Landing, Ont.: An apple for name. This is pro
bably a Russian sort called Grandmother.

Harold Jones, Maitland, Ont.: Some fine specimens of the Scarlet Pippin 
apple. This is a very fine looking apple of good quality which Mr. Jones says 
brings a better price than Fameuse. ,

G. C. Caston, Craighurst, Ont.: Specimens of Gano and Boiken apples.
Burlington Horticultural Society : Plate of Baldwins.
W. M. Robson, Lindsay, Ont.: Sent specimens of McIntosh Red and an apple 

for name which was found to be King.
C. W. Smith, Whitby, Ont: A very fine plate of Northern Spy apples.
Smith & Reid, St. Catharines, Ont.: Good specimens of Princess Louise 

apples, also three varieties of pears.
R W. Shepherd, Como, P.Q.: Some fine specimens of Winter St. Lawrence 

apple.
Mr. Carpenter, Winona, Ont.: Two bushels of apples, one from the top of a 

barrel, and one from the middle. The difference was very marked.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON OCEAN AND RAILWAY TRANS
PORTATION OF FRUIT.

Mr W. H Bunting, speaking on behalf of the Committee said : There are 
two sections of this matter that are important us as fruit growers—the ques
tion of service and the question of rates. As understand it, this Association

°ff ? f fund ™ore. abundant. During the past few years the results of the 
ettorts of this Association and of individuals have been very apparent. There is 
no dou bt that we have succeeded as a class in producing an abundance of good fruits 
and each year the output is rapidly increasing. The time has come when better 
distribution of the products of our soil and orchards and viueyards is very 
necessary. The claim is made sometimes that we are producing more fruit than 
the country will take. It may be possible that in some lines we have been doing 
so ; but in looking the question fully in the face it has impressed itself upon 
my mind that we are not at the present time producing, except in seasons of 
occasional glut, very much more than we require ; but that it is the difficulty in 
presenting to the consumers of our country and of the home land the pioducts of 
our farms and of our orchards in a good condition and quickly that has occasioned 
the trouble m connection with this. It is a deplorable fact that during the past 
few years particularly in 1896 and 1897 in the Niagara District, from which 
come, that a large proportion of our fine crop of peaches and apples in th 
years was allowed to go entirely to waste, and the business for the time being 
was in a completely demoralized condition. Now, this is lamentable, and in 
spite oi the fact that there are sections of our country that even during those 
years stated time and again that they did not receive the quantities of fruit that 
they could have used to advantage. In connection with the two phases of this 
question—that of service and that of rates-it is very apparent that we need 
relief and we need improvement in both lines. The question of rates largely 
depends upon the individual transportation companies. Each company haL a 
free hand to improve their service in whatever way they see fit. When it comes 
to the question of the reduction of rates or more favorable rates for the grower, 
that is a question in which all the transportation companies are interested ; and 
as tar as the railway companies are concerned, no single railway company is in 
a Portion to make a rate that would be detrimental or would not be concurred 
in by the other roads. So when we come to that question we have not only to 
meet one company but all and we have to satisfy them that the claims that we 
present are reasonable and just and should be considered. I may say that we have 
not at the present time the facilities in the shape of service that we should have.

,,e 8°m® htt!e effort ha? been made to supply during the season refrigator cars 
tor the better transportation of our more perishable fruits by freight, yet we 
have not received from the railroads the consideration that we should have re
ceived in that respect. We require a full equipment of suitable ventilated cam
dnrrfn^n IT* Çï°duct8* and we also require a good refrigator serviee
during the hot months of the summer for the proper distribution of our fruits

I
ose two

Some other fruits were placed on the table after the committee had finished 
its work, and opportunity was not afforded to include them here. Some speci
mens also were not labelled. F

W. T. Macoun, (Chairman).
E. Morris,
W. H. Dempsey,
0. W. Van Duzer.
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throughout the country. There is this difficulty with which we have to contend 
and one that is pretty hard for us as a class to get over. We will be met time 
and again, in asking for better accommodation, with the reply and the objection 
that our trade is not regular—that we are not in a position in the early spring to 
guarantee to any transportation company a certain output, and consequently our 
wants being irregular, aud being dependent on the season, they are not willing 
or it is no object to them to provide in advance a sufficient equipment that may 
possibly not be needed during the season. Now, we cannot get over that alto
gether ; but as a class in the various sections of our country, by co-operation 
and by planning during the earlier seasons, and planning one year for the 
future, we can, it seems to me get into a position whereby we can offer some 
reasonable guarantee to the railway people that if they provide 
modation that accommodation will be utilized. I may say at St. Catharines 
during the past two years something of that kind has been in course of organiza
tion. We nave been endeavoring to co-operate and to consolidate our ship
ments as far as we possibly could, and by so doing to offer to the railway people 
there a sufficient quantity of goods at a time that would justify them in supply
ing us with suitable accommodation and in making an effort to give us a service 
that would be satisfactory. Now we can increase that, and as our acreage and 

. output increases year after year that objection will be less and less ; but it cer
tainly is at the present time one that is quite serious. The same thing applies to 
the ocean service. We will be met time and again with the reply from the 
steamship companies, “ Your trade is so intermittent and so uncertain that it 
does not justify us in going to any large expense in providing for it ; ” and part 
of the season of the year when we require accommodation all other classes of 
people are clamoring for the same thing. The only solution of that point is, 
as i said, the various sections co-operating, the growers having mutual con
fidence in each other and ende .voting to assist each other in providing for the 
transportation companies a sufficient quantity from time to time that will make 
it worth their while to cater to our wishes. In connection with the question of 
rates, I may say that at the last annual meeting of this Association a committee was 
appointed to confer with the transportation people in an effort to secure better 
rates. That committee was quite a large one, consisting of Mr. E. D. Smith, Mr. 
Carpenter, Mr. A. H. Pettit, Mr. Murray Pettit, Mr. Orr, the Vice-President, Mr. 
McNeill, of Walkerville, and myself. We had several meetings, discussed the 
question fully, and then having done so met with the Traffic Association at 
Toronto, presented our views before them, asking for certain reductions in the 
freight charges. We did so on the ground thut the fruit industry had never yet re
ceived any reduction in freight charges,and that owing to the largely increased out-

time was deserving of some consideration

suitable accom-

!

put of fruit, that fruit at the present 
irom the railway people, particularly in view of the fact that there was scarcely 
another industry that had not in some way or another been recognized by the rail
way people and had received some concessions. We presented before that commit
tee a series of requests, which I may just as well read at this juncture. Having 
gone over the classification of freights we found that fresh fruit was classed at the 
first class in carload lots; that there was no classification for fruits in cases or boxes 
for export whatever, but that if they were shipped in that way they must neces
sarily go under the first class ; that grapes that had been shipped for wine pur
poses—that had been originally under the fifth class—had been restored to the 
third class ; and that apples in barrels for shipment in Canada were at fifth class 
at that time. Looking over these particular items we felt that in connection with 
these various points we had reasonable grounds for asking for concessions, and con
sequently we asked that these particular lines of fruits be reduced materially 
in the classification. I may say that the Traffic Association took that matter into 
some little consideration, and for the present we were unable to bring pressure
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euough to bear upon them to succeed in getting them to give us the concessions 
that we asked for, and that we considered reasonable and just. However, they 
made a concession that from that time grapes only should be reduced one grade 
in the classification. Now, that concession would amount to from $10 to $12 
per acre on every acre of grapes that went out of the Niagara District and the 
Essex District, on the basis of the Montreal rates That is the amount of the con- 
cession we have got up to the present time. Having received that information 
from the Traffic. Association, we applied to them again to have that concession 
applied to mixed fruits, no matter what they might be, not to grapes only. 
Up to the present time we have not succeeded in having the railway people agree
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to^that point. I feel that in connection with this matter of transportation and 
we are but on the threshold ; that the prospects of improvementrates we are but on the threshold ; that the prospects of improvement are very 

bright in both ways ; and not only that we feel we have a just claim, but that the 
attitude of a good many of the railway people is in our favor, for there may be 
opposition from those who may be more particularly interested. Still it has been 
stated to me by our railway people that they consider our claims were j list, and 
that the railway requires only a little more determination on our part, probably a 
little stronger pushing of the matter to the front.

Mr. Huggakd : Did the committee discuss the question of local rates from 
the separate points on the railway ? For instance, the Hamilton and Grimsby ■ 
people have facilities that the people of Whitby do not. That is to say in smaller 
quantities than a car load, you can ship cheaper from Hamilton to Montreal than L 
we can from Whitby. This is a very important matter to us along this line. I 
quite agree with the sentiments expressed. As it presents itself to us here, it 
seems that the rates are greater from here to Montreal—so much greater than f 
from Burlington and those points, that pressure should be brought on the rail- 
-ay people to equalize it in some way. As a matter of fact, this last season 
California grapes were landed in Montreal at something of a less rate from 
Chicago than they were from Toronto ; and this should be brought to the notice 
of the Grand Trunk.

Mr. Bunting : I may say in connection with the question of local rates, or 
less than carload shipments, that the railway people are very reluctant to inter
fere with the less carload rates in connection with our fruit shipments. They 
consider that less than carloads rightfully belong to the express companies, and 
do not wish to interfere in connection with that matter. That is the argument

i" bought to bear, As far as concerns the rates being out of proportion on 
the shorter distance, I do not think we took that matter into consideration. I 
do not think we had any data given to us in connection with that matter, and it 
will be one for further investigation.

Mr. Huqgard . I would like to ask, too, whether the committee investigated 
the charges that the express companies choose to put on us. It simply amounts 
to this, that when our goods land in Montreal, unless there is a pretty good 
market there the express company gets about the whole of it ; and we want to 
stop this we want a little share of it here. The rate from here to Montreal is 
simply ridiculous as compared with the freight rates on the Grand Trunk. As a 
matter of fact most of the fruit shipped from Whitby station this year went to 
Montreal, and in some cases took five or six days to get there, which is ridiculous 
f'tan<* ^ oufiht to be discussed, especially with regard to perishable
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Mr. Caston : I will move the adoption of the report in order to bring it be- 
fore the meeting. This is a very important subject, indeed. We all realize the 
difficulty this committee has to deal with, and we must not expect too much from 
them at once. It is a difficult matter to deal with a large corporation. It is a 
well-known fact in regard to the short haul that the situation is this ; the long 
trunk lines are competing for through traffic, competing to such an extent
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that the profits of through traffic are very small indeed, and they are making the- 
dividends out of the local traffic and the short haul. That is the exact state of 
things in this country to-day ; therefore this committee has a difficult matter to 
deal with in getting the reduction of local rates. But it has a great deal of work 
ahead of it, and I think that committee ought to be continued. There is not 
only the question of railway and express transportation, but I think this com
mittee will be able to effect something better in the way of improved conditions 
for the ocean transportation for freight. It appears to me a shame and disgrace 
that so much of our fruit, even that which is well packed—leaving aside the 
question of fraudulent packing—arrives in the Old Country so-called “ wasted ” 
and “ slack ” and “ wet." Now, we have a better route from this country than 
from any other, and if we can get the steamship companies to give us the temper
ature of the ocean air itself, our apples would carry perfectly well. Why should 

I > they deteriorate so much in the short space of say two weeks in their passage 
across the Atlantic ? There is something seriously wrong there, and if this com
mittee can do anything in that line they will be doing a gr
growers of this Province, because it is getting to be a very important part of our 
industry.

Mr. Scarff seconded the motion to adopt the report.
A. H. Pettit : The object of this committee was to get our goods classified 

differently. Whatever class our goods are ‘shipped under, carries with it a cer
tain rate. We were not dealing with local rates or with express companies, but 
with all the railways of the country for the shipment of fruits of all kinds 
to change the classification from No. 1 to No. 3, or No. 3 and No. 5 to a different 
class ; and whatever class you get in, that carries the rate. The work of the 
committee was quite different from going and getting special rates for this local
ity or that locality to ship their goods. It is a rate that covers the whole 
business with the railroad companies, and all railroads.

E. D. Smith : As a member of that committee, I with the others met in 
Toronto and discussed this question in all its bearings pretty well. It seems to
me that for a number of years we are wasting ammunition in attempting or 
expecting to do very much in compelling the railway companies or steamship 
companies. We have been doing that ever since I have been in the fruit business. 
We went there with a very strong case decidedly, but as Mr. Bunting has said,, 
all the railway companies are organized in an association called the General 
Traffic Association. You can not go to them individually and ask one to da 
something in order to get freight
combined and united that they practically have the situation right in their own 
hands. They have us in their power ; and altl. jgh this committee secured a 
slight concession, it was just, as I looked at it, a little so 
us. It did not amount to very much. It was worth
may be worth while to continue it, and urge them, and get little sops thrown 
occasionally to help us out ; but I think we shall never with regard to railway 
rates secure our just rights any more than we have with regard to the accom
modation on steamships so long as we depend entirely on an appeal to their 
generosity. Corporations, as is often said, have no souls. They look at it entirely 
as a matter of business. They have this trade in their hands, and we cannot help 
ourselves. We must take the rates that they offer to us. Now, there is only one 
way of getting what we want, and that is by compulsion We want to look 
around and see what lever we can get hold of that will move them ; for compul
sion, as I have maintained for many years, is the only thing that will affect the 
railway or steamship companies ; and the only compulsion that I know of is the 
Government of the country. We have heard a good deal for years about appoint
ing a railway commission. It seems to me that is the only relief we can get from 
the railways. We should have a commission conducted at not too great an.
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mexpense, before whom wo can lay our grievances, and who would have power to 
compel railway companies to make fair rates,—that is, fair to all parties,—and 
not charge fruit growers excessive rates because they are scattered and distributed, 
and have not got a pull or lever that some other industry has. This 
mission could compel to give fair rates to all parties, and reasonable rates 
taking into consideration the length of the haul. It has been said here to-day 
that the long haul pays the little profit, the short haul pays the big profit. You 
know gigantic efforts have been made in the United States to overcome that 
difficulty, and something has been done. Possibly by means of a railway com
mission something could be done here, A much greater grievance—though I 
understand you do not wish to discuss that now—is the ocean transportation. 
That is a matter of very much more importance even than the railway rates, and 
the only way to get at that is through the Government. Would it not be advis
able tor this meeting to point out the way in which this committee should act, 
and the lines on which they should go ? It might interfere with the results 
might achieve, if we were to attempt to take up the local rates from different 1 >cal 
points.
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Mr. Caston : Of course there is this difference that Mr. Huggard did not take 
into account : Here there is only one railway, whereas the Hamilton people have 
the competition of two railways.

Mr. Boulter (Picton) : We have had experience in our Packers’ Association 
of which I am President, We were handicapped in the exportation of our goods 
to the old country. At first very little was conceded, but we approached them and 
kept at them until we succeeded in getting the classification changed, which made 
the rate a little different. Do not give up. We did not. When we could not get 
our goods to Montreal by rail from the local points for the rate, we shipped by 
water, and got rates then from Montreal through. Put men on your committee 
who will take the time and work and interview this Traffic Association. We got 
our classification reduced, and we also gained on our local traffic. We got a rate 
to Vancouver or Victoria, also to Winnipeg, the same from all parts of Canada— 
the same from, Montreal, Toronto, Picton or any other point. Now, I would not 
give up trying to get better rates. It is rates that guide and govern the success 
of the men in any business in which the old country is the market. I would like 
to see an efficient committee hammering away on that business ; but the whole 
point in getting a good rate is getting a good price at the start.

The motion to receive and adopt the report was then put and carried.
The Secretary : I would move the continuance of the committee for the 
year, Messrs. Bunting, Pettit, Smith and Carpenter, and that they have 

power to deal with both ocean and railway transportation. It will be interesting 
for you just now to hear the resolution agreed upon regarding the former, a copy 
of which was forwarded to the Dominion Minister of Agriculture.
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fruits, even such hard fruits as apples being ruined in transit and arriving in the British market in an 
unsalable condition, although in perfectly sound condition when packed and shipped, and
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Mr. Caston : I second that motion. We have overlooked our very important 
home markets. We have a large market in the Northwest, and there is the 
question of transportation there—whether we should use ventilated cars or ice
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II
to see that there are proper facilities for re-icing those cars and delivering the 
freight in proper condition. There are great complaints coming from Winnipeg, 
Portage la Prairie and those western cities as to the manner in which fruits 
arrive from Ontario. That is a question that would come within the purview of 
this Committee as well.

The motion to re-appoint the Committee was carried,
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COMMERCE IN LARGE FRUITS.

Prof. J. W. Robertson, of Ottawa, said : Mr. President and Gentlemen : I 
regret very much that other public duties kept me from being here to profit by 
the discussion that has taken place on the transportation of fruits. Transporta
tion is a very important part of commerce, but not by any means the most im
portant part of the commerce of fruits in Canada. If I may say one or two 
words in regard to commerce in general I think you will be in a better position 
to understand what I would like to indicate ; and be better able to learn from you 
what, our department needs to know from the men who are practically engaged 
in this business. Commerce is the exchange of things—of commodities. It is 
not a mysterious philosophy. It is the exchange of commodities—something for 
something. That is not stock-broking, and is not speculating in shares. These 
phases of business operations may be right or wrong, but they are not commerce. 
Commerce is essentially the exchanging of commodities. One of the essentials 
for success in commerce is to have a commodity to exchange which in itself will 
get you a relatively large value because it is in good demand or in other words 
because many people want it.

In making the exchange, transportation comes in ; and the better the trans
portation the more easily can the exchange be effected ; but it does not neces
sarily affect the essential quality of the commodity you have to offer or of the 
money you may get for it. Unless the two—the commodity and the money— 
are good at both ends, safe commerce is impossible. I need not discuss safe 
money, because we have in the British Empire no question of the soundness of 
pound or the dollar. (Applause). The question is to get enough of them. 
(Laughter).

Ï ruit-growing in Canada has been adopted by a great many people who 
have not taken any trouble to learn how to carry it on. One has merely to look 
at the fruit trees that dot the face of the country to see that that is the case. It 
is shown by their kind, and their condition, and their general behaviour. There 
are some orchards that denote skill on the part of the man who manages 
the orchard ; but for each such orchard I think there are ten orchards which are 
left to take care of themselves. The powers of nature take some care that the 
tree will be hardy and have some kind of fruit that will have seeds to reproduce 
it. The fruit-grower is after another object. He is after fine fruit to sell for a 
good price. The fruit-growers have been chiefly growing the varieties of fruit 
that grow easiest. Those may promise them a chance to hit any kind of market 
at any time of the year. We have too many men who have “ loaded ” their 
orchards to hit anything in general, but 
don’t hit any market in particular.

We need to have a few sorts and varieties of largo fruits, and these in 
reasonably large quantities in each locality, else the general commerce in large 
fruits cannot make progress. Let me give you an illustration of that. We find 
Canadian markets during most of the fruit season filled with fruit from the 
United States. That s the fact. Why is it so, when we in Canada say we have 
more fruit than we can take care of, and are looking for outside markets_
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repcletters here saying that the Keiffer pears were taking better in the market last 
year than before. Now, who is going to stand up and brag about the Keiffer 
pear for quality or flavor or flesh ? But for sound-keeping quality they are quite 
the thing ; and that is what the commercial men who have the money say about 
that pear—that it is taking better this year than ir, did the year before, and 
there is a reasonably good prospect for it. If we can get an equally good-keeping 
pear and equally good-looking pear, or a better-looking pear, with superior 
qualities of flavor and flesh, that is the one to send. I mention the Keiffer just to 
show that they are after these things first—soundness and good-keeping quality.

The Department of Agriculture made trial shipments this year. I shall make 
a few brief observations on them. These were trial shipments mainly of pears, 
of peaches, and the more tender sorts of apples. We sent altogether only 127 
cases of peaches, 3,746 cases of pears, 1,456 cases of apples and 82 cases of quinces. 
The main shipments were pears and tender varieties of apples. The peaches were 
packed in cotton batting, so as to protect them against any possibility ot bruising, 
and also against the warm, damp air of England when they were taken out of cold 
storage. Here are the returns,—not very good in some cases. We sent not more 
than 30 cases at one time, except in one late shipment. Twenty-eight cases were 
sold for $2.46 each, and realized at Grimsby net, alter all expenses were ott, $1.68 per
___  These were specially selected peaches. I find I have not got here the exact
weight of the peaches ; perhaps Mr. Pettit can tell me.

Mr. Pettit : 1 don’t think I could tell you the weight. There were 64
peaches in each case. ,, , „ , .

Prof. Robertson : The weight would be not more than 15 pounds of peaches .
Mr. Pettit : Sor^-here there. , ,
Prof Robertson : The next lot of peaches, 30 cases, sold for $2.1)9 each, and 

netted at Grimsby $2.31 after all expenses and commission were taken off. Then 
53 cases were sold at $1.46, and netted 92 cts. at Grimsby. I will read you an 
extract from only one letter in regard to that. This is from the consignee in 
Covent Garden: "You will notice the good prices we made of peaches —that 
was that second lot. “ We must say that whoever packed those did his work 
well. They arrived in splendid condition, and have of course met with good 
results. We think the Elberta peach is the finest, and ought to do well in this 
market ” We have not had much success in a general way in shipping Crawford 
peaches yet. That shows there is an opportunity in England now for peaches— 
for small quantities—if put up in such a way as to be carried safely and to have 
an attractive appearance when they are delivered. »

Then in regard to the trial shipments ot pears. The returns from the pears 
vary very much, partly owing to the size of the pears and partly owing to the 
condition of the pears as to ripeness. Some pears were landed a little too npe, 
“dozy”; and then later shipments of pears were landed too green. With 
some, we hit it just right. We had some that were landed just right, 
that were landed too ripe, and some too green. Pears should be picked 
when the pips are about to turn brown. In the case of the very early and 
tender pears, they should be picked just before the pips turn brown. If the 
late pears are packed in that condition they don’t ripen on the way, and when 
the English buyer cuts the pear down and looks at that part, if the pips are white, 
unless the pears are very fine he does not want them, if the pips are too brown 
he says they are going toward decay, and they go into the hands of the jobbers. 
A very early and tender pear should be picked at an earlier stage of ripeness than 
the later pears which don’t ripen so quickly. We all know that as a principle, 
but we have forgotten to put it in practice in the actual management of the ship
ping business. Here are the figures of one of the early lots; 5a pkgs. pears from 
Mr Woolverton were sold for 86.4 cts. and netted 50 cts. at Grimsby. The pack
ages held about 16 or 18 pounds ; the large ones a little more than that. I he
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report to me from Manchester was that that 
95 pkgs. from Mr. Van Duzer 
pkgs., specially good, were sold in 
$1.54 per case after all expenses were off.

Mr. Pettit : What kind were those ?
Mr. Van Duzer : Bartletts.

fn!InJar0fFR0MR7a^N :iThe fruit 8^PPed ty J- D. McKinnon & Sons sold as * 
fo.Iows : First lot 74 pkgs were sold at $1.07 in London, and netted 65 cts. in
Grimsby, second lot, 77 pkgs., were sold at $1.21 in Manchester, and netted 82 2 
•cts. m Grimsby ; third lot, 65 pkgs., were sold at $1.19 in Bristol, and netted 71.1 
cts in Gnmsby; fourth lot 60 pkgs., were sold at $1.23 in London, and netted 
«t'L®-8, n .GT8by.; hLft l lot' 11 Pkea- wcre »old at $1.90 in London, and netted 
64 cts1 hi Grhnsby 0t’ 32 pkgS'' were 8old at $L07 in London, and netted

These differences seem inexplicable, but the correspondence and my reports 
trom Grimsby and from our own agent in London, indicated that every time 
when the pears were superior in quality, in size, and just right in condition, they 
fetched extreme prices and there was a great demand for them ; whereas when 
the pears were small in size or not in good condition they struck a poor market.
It you read the correspondence you would see the reason for the extreme differ
ences in price in the same markets for fruit from the same shippers. Here are 

e îeturns from A. H. Pettit & Son: First lot, 6 pkgs., were sold at $1.59 in 
London, and netted $114 in Grimsby ; second lot, 5 pkgs., were sold at $1.22 in 
Manchester, and netted 83 cts. in Grimsby ; third lot, 15 pkgs., were sold at $1 21 
in Bristol, and netted 72.6 cts. in Grimsby; fourth lot, 80 pkgs., were sold at

L°r ,’ and Ttted 5A5 Cta in Grimsby i fifth lot' 242 pkgs., were sold 
mi !n Gondon' and nej^d 81.40 in Grimsby; sixth lot, 132 pkgs., were sold 

at $1.60 in London, and netted $1.14 in Grimsby. The larger the lots the better 
they sell. If I were to quote you all the large lots only I would give you the best 
pnees m every market. I mean, an appreciable quantity will fetch higher prices
gen,‘rail,“formation8 ^ * 8°rt' M y°U Want at th'S meetinS are instances giving

I want to read a few letters in that connection. This is from the consignee in 
Govent Garden, London, in regard to the size of the pears:-" We notice that 
most of your fruit is small. Now small fruit on this market does not sell well 
It must be large bold, clear stuff. That is the reason of the success of California 
pears. Now, that is the same firm that sold pears of ours later on at good 
prices when we sent them what they wanted. - We think the size of pears you 
send should be no smaller than 60 or 62 in a case When you get them up to 100 
and 122 in a case that is very small." I would like to read you fine other brief 
reference from The North of England Fruit Broken, Limited, of Manchester :— 

the quality of those you sent was most excellent, especially the Clapp’s Favor- 
f 4. U -,ere T1 *ve 8rea^ improvement in the cold storage arrangements i 
tor transit, and much more care exercised to make the temperature suit the fruit 
mainlining the same degree all through the voyage. If they could only be put 
in this market in the same condition in which they are put on your markets good 
business will be done. That is in regard to the first shipment. Later reports 
say even from their standpoint the cold storage was all right. The fault was not 
m the cold storage; it was in Montreal in this case, where the first shipment 
missed the steamer and then had to be held over for the next steamer. Lb was \ 
the holding of them that caused that over-ripeness. Then from W. N. White &
Go of Govent Garden ‘ The Duchess pears have also done well. These hardy 
sorts of pears are sure to do well. There is not the same danger in shipping.
As regards what you term French pears, there is no use sending them again here, 
they are what we call Bonne Terre and should come much later in the year. I

the actual weight of the pears, 
sold at 93.7 cts. netting 52.6 cts. ; and 145
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1
cut one in two and saw that the seeds had not turned black, showi ig that the 
seeds were not properly
perience we find that the pear is only fit for pulling when the seed is just turn
ing black. If it is picked when the seed is white there is no keeping quality in 
the pear. Care must also be taken not to pick it over-ripe. The seed must be 
just on the turn.” These are large handlers of Canadian and French and Cali
fornian fruit. One thing more from the same firm, enclosing a cheque for the 
proceeds :—“ We have already cabled you the net results and also the prices 
realized for the Duchess pears. These did very well indeed, and large clear fruit 
will always do well. The Keifler pears were also in good demand, but the 
peaches, with the exception of Elberta peach, are not much of a success. They 
seem to eat very harsh, and there is not much juice in them. The Elberta is much 
the better peach.” Then a letter in reference to the last shipment :—“ We have 
already written you our views on these pears, and think if next year regular supplies 
are kept up they will do well, especially the Duchess pears. The Keifler pears will 
also do well on being better known.” (Laughter). I am not offering you any casual 
opinion of my own ; I am offering you the judgment of the firm that has been 
sending us the money for that fruit—the exchange we want. Now if they 
are willing to exchange good English gold for Keifler pears, let us give them 
enough to get a good exchange.

I have only a little to say about ajfples. We sent over altogether 1456 
packages. They were all landed in good condition. Nearly all pleased well, but 
there was a common complaint that the packages were much too small. The 
Department was willing to let the shippers have their own way, and I alsq, with 
the shippers, was willing to make trial whether we could send fancy apples in 
small packages and make a good trade of it—I mean packages so small that they 
were about from 14 to 16 lbs. net of apples in each. We found these too small. 
They netted some fair prices considering the size ; but still they did not pay. 
Taking off the expenses, w hich were very heavy, these small packages netted 
anywhere from 5 or 6 cents up to 21 and 25 and 30 cents, which after all is a 
good price for 15 lbs. of apples. A forty or fifty pound case is the case that they 
want as a minimum for fancy apples. We sent some half bushel and some bushel 
cases. Here is one report :—“ Apples. Speaking generally we beg to say that in 
our judgment these boxes are much too small for apples. We think apples should 
never be put at this time of the year in boxes containing less than 40 lbs. That 
is still a small package. For the last six weeks very large quantities of English 
eating apples have come in our market and been sold at an average of six shillings 
per hundred weight, which were quite as good a quality and better condition 
than the shipped ones. Our English apples have not the colour that yours have, 
but we are inclined to think that the expense of wrapping them in paper and 
putting them in small packages, as was done in this case, is at this time of year 
inadvisable.” The same people wrote me later,—a letter which I received only 
yesterday. It is not confidential, therefore I use the names. “ By the as. Man
chester Trader we received from Messrs. Pettit & Son, and Mr Andrewes, of 
Grimsby, Ont., consignments of apples in boxes of about 45 to 50 lbs. gross. The 
quality and size were really good, and such will always command good prices. 
We have written Messrs. Pettit and Andrewes advising them to send all they can 
if they can ship the same quality and size, as we feel sure they will do well. We 
should be pleased if you would advise any of your shippers if they hold this A1 
stock to ship it here, packed in 40 lbs. net boxes, and the apples wrapped in tissue 
paper. It is no use sending small or medium sized fruit, as there is plenty of 
this kind on the market.” Those apples, looking down the sales, sold from seven 
shillings, and in fact one lot of seven cases as high as nine shillings—from nine 
shillings down to 4s. 9d. per case for everything except the samples. Those are 
substantial good prices for 40 lbs. of apples.
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Mr. Caston : What would they net at Grimsby ?

?p|iSSiiâl=eifor 7 shillings with 40c. to come off, they would net about $1,28 per box.
Mr Gast°n : That is about a third of a barrel, that 40 lbs. of apples ?
R. 1). Smith : A little less. "
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Plof: Robertson : I should think those apples would net about $1.25 a box

of that until all our shipments from Gnmsby had been sem forward and disposed 
of. I wrote our agent to get three cases of fancy apples in London as cheap as 
he could and as good as he could, and send them with the compliments of the 
Canadian friend to these people. He wrote me,—" Sheppard’s consignment of 
Jameuse apples arrived only yesterday. I had three cases sent as directed I 
have written to each of the parties to whom the fruit was sent. The fruit is 

ery fine, and so is the price, which was 21 shillings per case, and Is. fid each case 
for carriage. The apples are retailed at Is. 8d. per dozen.” That is quite a price 
1,.is letter says 21 shillings a case, and it is rather a favour to get them from
î-upp^Kid”8 th“ h” ,n *,mo“

Mr. Sheppard: A little more ; 196 apples

Dempster people were offering Fameuse apples ’’—(those were Fameuse that 
we paid 21 shillings a box for)—“ were offering Fameuse apples for six shillings 
barrel, and could not get even that price—large barrels.” Compare that with 
Sheppard s 21 shillings for the box holding a little over a bushel! Now I need 
' m,liiLanyt|h’r\f.Urther,t0 emphasize the value of selection and quality and 
demand J PaCkmff and package for 8ettinK a biS price and an almost unlimited
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hflJ^Pre8ldent’ 1 D0W Put all these account sales and things to one side I 
have not given you a great deal of detailed information, f have given you
L aS’q itVh?^ rh’lvaVe ^ y°U i|nPre8sion8 as to what the conditions
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the Tge andTu1^0rm and 80Un'*' Mature does not provide them of that sort on 
the trees. They are not uniformly large, and they are not uniformly fine in
S tothe Endiîhey “P f0t ,Un^°rmlï 80Und ! but it will pay the stopper to 
Others Thereg m‘v °nly tho8e that ar6' and do something else with the 
the f' -fT T U,ld,be.more money come into the country by sending out only 
the uniformly good fruit. (Hear, hear.) The fruit must bey fine ,7,egard to
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flavor, if we are to please and keep the trade permanently. There are one or 
two ways for the apple trade to gain that end. One of these is that the orchards 
shall be so large in their production that the individual grower can meet these 
conditions himself, by having reasonably large quantities of each good variety he 
ships. If the grower of the fruit be not in a position to do that, then there must 
be a central packing and shipping place for the locality. I don’t see any other 
means of putting this trade on a basis that will make it profitable commercially. 
Our cheese trade, which is bragged of a good deal, and perhaps deservedly so, 
will bring in something over $19,000,000 this year. That is a reasonably large 
sum, and has grown from under $6,000,000 within my recollection and active 
connection with it. That has been possible only by the trade being on this 
basis : the production of uniform quality at the factories, and then the handling 
of that by competent commercial firms that select carefully and send only to 
each market what suits it. When Canadian cheese is quoted at a price, it is 
bought on this side and the money practically sent here for it; it is not consigned, 
as a rule. The possibility of that begins when the quality is of a standard sort, 
and is uniform throughout each lot ; otherwise the men on the other side will 
not buy ; they will compel consignments, and consignments of irregular, inferior 
goods spell ruin. Now, our butter trade is getting on as good a basis as our 
cheese trade. In 1894—that is not long ago—the exports of butter from Canada 
were worth about $600,000 ; and this yqar, because of more systematic manufac
ture and safe transportation, the exports will rise to probably $5,000,000. I 
think they will increase $2,000,000 further next year. That seemed impossible 
four years ago, when people said : “ Oh, you have no business sense, or you would 
not talk of those possible increases.” If you put the business on a safe commercial 
basis in regard to the production and the selection, and the handling and trans
portation, the English market will give you any amount of money for the right 
quality of food products. I mean they have the market and they have the 
money. I merely instance what has been achieved in those two products by 
these methods.

The transportation on the ocean has not been of the best yet for either apples 
or tender fruits. It has been gradually getting better than it was. And now 
for the tender fruits. This is in contemplation for the next season : Instead of 
having large cold storage chambers—which were all we were able to provide for 
three years ago, because the steamship owners then would hardly do anything, 
thinking the business was not worth encouraging—we will be able to arrange for 
small cold storage chambers of from one to four carload sizes, so that tender fruits 
can go in a chamber by themselves and be treated as they ought to be, instead of 
going in as a side accommodation in a butter chamber. But we could not get as 
far on as that until this year. Now the Minister of Agriculture has arranged 
for small cold storage chambers on the ships, in which the temperature can be 
kept from freezing point or below freezing point up to any temperature required. 
The steamship companies say they will provide ventilated holds for apples. But 
providing these facilities does not ensure that the fruit will get the benefit of 
them ; and there’s the rub. There is no blinking that. I listened last year with 
a good deal of interest to the discussion which resulted in the appointment of 
Transportation Committee of this Association. There are cold storage cars on the 
railways, and there is plenty of ice in the ice-houses along the lines, and there 
are cold storage chambers on steamships ; but these things don’t act themselves— 
(laughter); they don’t bring about anything. All the Government can do, I 
think, in the matter, in the commerce of things, is to help to provide the facilities, 
and then the man who has the stuff in his care and at his risk may put the agencies 
into operation. Take the cold storage in railway cars for butter. It took three 
years to educate everybody—the railway agents and the men in Montreal, and 
other men. Cold storage is a business that requires trained men to mind all the
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little things about it And now the individual fruit grower must look after hi*
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_ day : “A good many No. 2 apples in this lot.” That was another lot. 
Then on the same day, “Brand XXX 100 ’—I don't know if anybody here knows 
the brand—“some of the apples were very small.” That is his report. Of course 
he found other lots : “Apples in good order and the weather cool.” These were ex
amined in Montreal before there was any chance of being damaged on the ship. 
In another report he wrote, “This lot is in good order, certainly small, but sound.” 
And then, “packed loose.” Then another lot, “badly spotted.” Another lot, “badly 
spotted.” Next, “loose packed.” Then, “A. No. 1 fruit.” Then the next lot, “Apples 
rotten and loose packed”. Then the next lot, “Some poor and slack and loose pack
ed.” Next lot, “Fruit only fair.” Next lot, “Fruit some spotted.” Next lot, “Fruit 
A No. 1.” Next lot, “Fruit A. No. 1 but small,”—and so on. I am giving you quota
tions from the reports on the lots that went on five steamships in those three 
days. I can do that now without any hesitation, because those apples have all 
been sold in England. These were apples shipped in September. Sept. 21 
“Apples A. No. 1 in good barrels.” Sept. 22, “Lot Blemheim Pippins rotten.’ 
Sept. 22, “A. No. 1, but fruit seemed a little on the small side.” Sept. 2G, “Fruit 
A. No. 1, barrels very poor.” Sept. 27, “Rotten fruit in good barrels.” Oct. 2, 
“Fruit A. No. 1, barrels ery poor.” A No. 1, good barrels and well packed.” 
Oct. 4, “Apples, fruit sma and spotted.” “Fruit poor and bad barrels.” “Fruit 
A No. 1, poor barrels.” “Fruit rotten and poor.” “Fruit only fair.” “Fruit, 
Pippins A No. 1 ; Snows poor.” Each one of these refers to a different carload. 
Oct 9. “Fruit only fair.” Oct. 10, “A No. 1 but small.’' “Fruit small but branded 
No 2." “ Fruit spotted and poor, also small.” “A No. 1 fruit in poor barrels.” 
“Badly spotted.” “Badly spotted.” “A No. 1 but small.” “Next lot small but 
A No. 1.” Oct. 16, “Rotten and others fair.” “Fruit some spotted.” “Fruit 
rotten, others fair.” “Fruit rotten and wormy.” “Fruit only fair.” “Fruit only 
medium.” “Fruit A No. 1 but too tightly packed.” “Fruit No. 1 but barrels 
wet.” “Fruit badly rotten.” I am reading some of the worst ones.

E. D. Smith : You are taking them as they run ?
Prof. Robertson : No, I am taking perhaps six out of twenty.
G. Y. Smith : Does it te.i the kind of apples ?
Prof. Robertson : Yes. I am reading you the reports on from one quarter 

to one sixth of the whole number of carloads examined.
E. D. Smith : Taken indiscrimately ?
Prof. Robertson : Taking more of the poor ones. The inspector had no 

official power to disturb the fruit very much, so he did not disturb the barrels 
very much. He took a few apples off the barrel and looked down in them. Then, 
Oct. 23,1 will read you the comment on each lot in this report straight through 
“Fruit all No. 1.” “Fruit only medium.” “Fruit A No. 1, good barrels.” “Fruit A 
No. 1.” “Fruit poor and rotten.”" Fruit A No. 1.” “Fruit very poor.” “Fruit A 
No. 1, good barrels.” “Fruit very poor.”" Fruit poor stuff.” “Fruit rotten trash.” 
“Fruit Al." “Fruit A l.” “Fruit fair.” "Fruit poor and bad barrels,” “Fruit 
only fair.” Fruit A No. 1, good barrels.” That is the summary of all the 
carloads reported on that one sheet.

1 will read you only two extracts from the inspector at St. John, N. B., and 
Halifax, N. S., “The ventilation in most of the ships might be fairly good if 
only such care in looking after it could be secured as most people give to the 
preservation of their own property. Extreme roughness in the barrels, received 
in the unloading from the cars as well as in the stowing of the ships, cannot fail 
to injure the fruit—(Hear, hear)—and it seems to me under present conditions 
very difficult to control. In St. John the apples are unloaded from the schooners 
alongside the steamer, and fare rather better in that respect than in Halifax, 
where they are unloaded from cars and then rolled through the freight shed that 
in wet weather is often very dirty, and the barrels get blacked up very much. 
This however, is easily remedied, but certainly somebody should have more

same
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barrels Canada Baldwins well graded and nicely packed, but they were very wet.
I should judge the wet is caused by the barrels being 
without ventilation. I have not heard complaints re N 
wet or slack. The manager of the fruit department of the Army and Navy 
stores told me this morning that Nova Scotia apples were very good, but Canadian 
apples were most unsatisfactory in every way, and worse even than last year.” 
That is an unbiassed report, and it is along the line of the report from Montreal 
before the apples were on the ocean at all. So it does not seem to me that the 
blame lies on the ocean transportation for the poor apples and the low prices.

Mr. Gaston : But there are a great many apples this year arriving in that 
condition that are well packed, owing to climatic conditions that were unusual.

Prof. Robertson : I have one more letter. This is from Liverpool. The 
agent of the Department goes to Bristol and stays a week, and then goes to 
London, and then goes to Liverpool and stays a week, and looks for himself, 
and finds what he can learn. This is what he says: “ I called on Woodall & Co., 
Temple Court, Liverpool, re Canadian apples and they complain very much 
about the quality and condition ; they sold a lot of Ontario apples for 1/9 per 
bbl. (gross) this week, (slack and wet). They find no fault with the shape of 
the barrel (bent staves) and prefer it to the Nova Scotia barrel. They account 
for the large number of slacks to the jolting on freight trains in Canada. The 
quality of apples they say is not so good this year, they are more liable to nweat 
and become soft, than usual. I asked them to send you catalogues of their fruit 
sales which they will do.”

You see something of the condition of the apple trade. You knew it before 
I said anything. I have not come to give you information that is new to you 
all, but I have put it in the light of reliable and official reports received on this 
year’s business.

I speak now with a good deal more diffidence, because this is a business with 
which you are more intimate and of which you are certainly better able to judge 
than I. I suggest this to your very serious consideration : Should there not be 
an application of some official, recognized standard for apples packed for export ? 
Should not the standard first of all include some designation that the size of 
apples in a barrel are not less than so and so in inches ? Should there not be 

that a purchaser buying a certain grade may expect 
that the apples in the barrel will be all up to specified size ? Then should th 
not be some definite standard of quality in regard to soundness, to shape, and to 
freedom from blemishes ? And then should there not be some standard of 
variety ? I mean some enactment providing that only certain apples could be 
legally called Kings and Baldwins and Northern Spys, and that no other sort of 
apple could be legally called by those names. 1 would like yvu to think that 
out. Don’t we need standards for these three things ? I don’t mean that we 
should make the branding of them compulsory. Should we not have some reli
able measuring guage for a barrel or other package of apples and pears ? You 
could not do business if you said only to a man, “ I will sell you a box of cheese 
at so much per box.” It might be a big box or a small box. We need a stand
ard for size and quality and variety.

Then let me make another suggestion. Do we not in Canada need some 
enactment that will require the branding of the name of the grower and the 
name of the packer on every closed package of fruit for export ? (Hear, hear). 
Should we not require that ? You say, “ What business is it to the Government 
that a man should put his name on ? ” Well, the Government is a form of co
operation of all the people to make this a desirable country to live in ; and if it 
becomes more desirable to do buE'ness in by having this done, and no individual’s 
liberty suffers injustice, why not do it ? If a man brands the names, John 
Brown, grower, William Smith, packer,” on the package, and if he brands it, “ A
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No. 1 ” if that be the standard for size or quality—or if he brands it “ Northern

then let that barrel and all similar barrels be take 
they will fetch, and the returns put in the hands of 
to suppress fraud in Canada. (Laughter)
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name appearing on a barrel ; but Prof. Robertson says the packers name should 
appear. Now if the packer means the shipper, I think it would be all right ; but 
if the packer is merely the packer working only as a packer, not the exporter, I 
do not think his name should appear.

Prof. Robertson : By the word packer I did not imply 
who packed, but the name of his superior who owned 

who is responsible is the man I was after.
Mr. Reid : The shipper.
Prof. Robertson : He may or may not be. William Smith may grow, John 

Brown may buy, but John Brown may sell to a Montreal exporter. I want the 
names of the two men who are responsible for the condition in the barrel. Of 
course the buyer is the man I want—not necessarily the exporter, because the 
buyer might sell to an exporter.

A Member : The man who is selling must sell to the highest buyer. He does 
not care for his name on the package ; he wants the most money for his orchard. 
How is he to get over it ? ...

Prof. Robertson : If a man has an orchard yielding him 200 barrels it is to 
his interest to get the largest price he can for those 200 barrels ; but it is far more 
to his interest that there should be a demand for future crops from his orchard, 
and that he should not sell to a man who would get his orchard a bad name or 
get the country a bad name. So that if a man this year sells for $2 to a man who 
would handle it at a profit, he will get that $3.50 by and bye. So the grower 
makes a huge blunder if he sells for a high price one year to a man who damages 
the fruit trade. That is why I want to see that the growers are interested even 
more than the shippers ; because if it were not for this bad fruit we would have 
got into Canada this year at least—how much do you suppose ? Well, I think a 
million and a quarter dollars more for the same barrels of fruit, as near as I can 
figure (Hear, hear), more than we have got now. Now, that million and a quarter 
dollar loss has done nobody good. Now, if we can get a million dollars some 
way, the farmers would get their share of it, and the railways and the steam
ships would get a share of it.

Mr. Powell : The position which Prof. Robertson has given of the apples in 
your country is very much the same in my own. I have listened with a great 
deal of interest to the presentation of this question, and I must say that Canada 
is not an exception in this matter of large quantities of defective fruits sent upon 
her markets ; and I have been extremely interested in this special investigation, 
which it seems to me is going at the root of this matter. (Hear, hear). What 
Canada is doing in this direction is going to benefit our entire country ; and I 
want to express to-day in this association my great satisfaction in knowing that 
you here in Canada are taking a forward step to correct this condition of things, 
which certainly is a calamity for both your country and the United States. 
(Applause). There is no question that the consumption of apples can be increased 
in foreign markets 100 per cent, if we will only send our fruit there in a better 
condition. There is one point which I would make here, and this I think I 
made yesterday—we have to begin in the orchards for this better quality, 
have got to begin right at home, and we must produce the least inferior fruit 
there. If inferior fruit in grown in the orchard it will find its place somewhere 
in the market; and so long as that exists, so long we are going to find difficulty 
and trouble in the marketing of our fruits. And so the whole question of culture 
comes up again ; the whole question of fertilizing the soil ; the whole question of 
properly pruning trees that may make it possible to produce a, very fine quality 
of fruit in our orchards. The question of spraying enforces itself iipon us here 
with renewed importance after listening to the this very able report. We must 
begin at the orchard and eliminate there as far as possible inferior quality. I 
I want to say I heartily endorse your action in this Association and in your
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Dominion in taking these practical steps toward removing this great trouble of 
putting upon the English and foreign markets so much of poor fruit. One other 
point, and that is the local market. As Prof. Robertson has said here so truth
fully this morning,. _ we should grow finer fruits for our home consumption.
The Keiffer pear is good to export for the reasons which Prof. Robertson has 
stated. The Ben Davis apple has good shipping quality, and it is liked for that 
purpose. But for home consumption we should aim to produce fruits that have 
finer eating qualities than either of those fruits which I have mentioned, and 
and there are any number of consumers who will purchase fine high-flavored 
apples and high-flavored pears if they can only receive these fruits in clean, 
sound, good condition for their own use. And so we have a good deal to learn 
in relation to the methods of handling and growing these tine fruits for home 
consumption. As the consumption of apples can be increased 100 per cent, in 
foreign markets, it is equally true that the consumption of finer-grown fruits can 
be increased 100 per cent, right here at home, and that that being done the solu
tion of profitable orcharding is right here at our own doors. (Applause.)

•A- H. Pettit : Do I understand Prof. Robertson to say that if his sugges
tions be adopted it would mean an inspector or inspectors of all apples being 
shipped from this country ?

Prof. Robertson : I have no authority to speak for the Government in 
regard to appointing inspectors.

A. H. Pettit : How would we arrive at it without ?
Prof. Robertson : Ask and ye shall receive, I suppose. (Laughter.)
Geo. E. h isher : I understand that you suggest that the shipper may put up 

any sized fruit that he chooses, but that his package must state the minimum 
size of the contents ?

Prof. Robertson: Yes.
Mr. Fisher : In my experierce in shipping fruit I find that a great 

deal depends on the condition in which the fruit is picked. This is a feature 
of fruit handling that has been entirely overlooked down to the present stage of 
this discussion. I believe there is a right time to pick the fruit, and that the 
grower should have his eye on the fruit continually. He should pick his fruit in 
this particular stage, and he should cool it and ship it without delay, and where 
this is done I think there will be very few “slacks" and “wets" on the other side; 
and I believe that the practice of allowing fruit to remain on the tree until it 
suits the convenience of the grower to pick it, and then putting it on the ground 
and leaving it there until it suits the convenience of the packer to pack it. is 
responsible for the slacks and wets to a greater degree than any other cause.

The Secretary : I would like to call attention to the fact that we have with 
us some representatives of the Montreal Horticultural Society—Mr. Shepherd 
and Mr. Dunlop, and also the President of that Society. I think they should 
feel free to address the meeting or to speak to the subject before us. (Applause).

The President : We will be very pleased to hear from any of these gentle-

Mr. R. W. Shepherd, of Montreal : I am really quite unprepared to say very 
much, but this question of packing and grading of fruit is most interesting. Now 
it appears to me that the system of packing in Ontario is wrong as compared 
with the system in Nova Scotia. As I understand it, in the majority of cases in 
Nova Scotia the growers are the shippers. Of course if the grower is the shipper 
he will see that he will he gets No. 1 apples in the No. 1 barrels, and he will ship 
accordingly ; and No. 2 apples will be branded No. 2 ? In Ontario, as I under
stand it, tiie general practice is for the grower to sell to some packer who is in 
the habit of buying the entire orchard and packing them to suit his own con
venience. Well, it seems to me that that is the beginning of the mistake. If 
the grower could be educated to pack up No. 1 apples and sell them to the buyera
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who will export, then I think you will get No. 1 apples shipped to the other 
side. Otherwise, if you are going to leave it to speculators, you will never get 
over this difficulty. In the Province of Quebec, of course, we do not have such 
large areas of apples grown, and the orchardist in the Province of Quebec, as a 
rule—men like Mr. Newman our President, and others—pack up their own 
apples and ship them, and they know what they are doing, and as a rule I think 
they find it is very profitable—more profitable in the long run than the system 
that is adopted in Ontario. Our principal apple is the Fameuse, or the Snow 
apple, the McIntosh Red and the Wealthy and D ichess. These are our leading 
commercial apples. The Duchess we find difficult to sell, but we in the Montreal 
district have been shipping the Duchess to Liverpool and Glasgow, picking them 
before they are ripe and selling them as cooking apples. We find that they 
fetch better prices that way than selling on the Montreal market to compete at 
that particular season with the California fruits. No. 1 Fameuse, packed in 
proper way, will bring a No. 1 price, and we have no difficulty in selling No. 1 
Fameuse. It is the most profitable apple we grow; and in the same way with 
Wealthy and McIntosh Red or any red apples. My experience is that red apples 
are the apples to grow for the English market, and if we put them over there in 
good condition we are sure to get a good price. (Applause.)

Mr. Newman, (President of the Montreal Horticultural Society) said : I 
have been very much interested in this discussion over the packing, and I think 
such steps should be taken as Prof. Robertson has suggested outside, so that it 
would be advertised throughout the country, and a man has a guage to work by 
when he is packing a barrel. I have had some experience with the storage of 
apples, and I think your losses this year have arisen very much in the same way 
as losses that have occurred to me. I have stored these very sensitive fall apples 
in cold storage in Montreal, different cold storages there, and outside of the tem
perature I have become convinced that the condition of the atmosphere is quite 

important as the low temperature. I have had apples decay quite as rapidly 
as the cold storage, or almost as rapidly, on account of the dampness, as in a 
much higher temperature with a dry atmosphere. The apples being picked 
often left in the orchard several days at a warm time, perhaps the air holding 
moisture at the time of picking, there is a ripening going on which develops 
more moisture, and even if those barrels are put in cold storage there is so much 
moisi ure in the barrel that they are in a very damp condition, and unless the air 
is very highly absorbent of moisture there will be so much moisture on the skin 
of the apple that rotting will take place very quickly. Now, the storages at 
present in Montreal are none of them, I think, of a dry nature. There is the pipe 
system, and granting that you would have the same air with the pipes—the 
pipes would absorb perhaps the contents in ice of the moisture in the air—but 
the doors being open so much, the air being changed continually, practically the 
chambers there are saturated ; water is on the floorii. a great many, and there is 
no drying power at all. I noticed this especially with my fruit last season, and 
whereas I have kept them in a chamber that happened to be dry other years 
until May, last season in the latter part of January we had to take them out on 
account of ripeness. There is another system started now called the dry 
air system, or the cold air system, and although that is rather surer to be dry I do 
not think it has any absorbing power. So if you were to ship from here a barrel that 
had been packed say the week before it got there, and the apples had considerable 
moisture on the skin, I do not think the apples would dry. The air is dry itself. It is 
chilled to about ten degrees lower temperature than the 
much, but in the chilling chamber I think it is fully saturated with moisture. 
It has just the drying power that the ten degrees of rise would give it, and I 
going on there now re-packing of Greenings and Northern Spys and shipping 
to England. A great many of the Northern Spys are about half gone, and the
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Mr. Caston : HowProf R on cm's A xt tl6jS deeP do they pile these barrels in vessels ?
ff- Robertson : It depends on the ships. Very few ships can take more 

an four tiers, or about seven feet. A few ships have what theyPcall bunk holes

the wbffSÆ f*V7' InT0ther Ships they carry them in what they call imr the thin™, In refere"ce to forming standards, after think-
snecifvinï^ • good deal my own preference would be this: for a standard 
CK r ? rf°Llhe vanety- but Just 2. 2i and 2J inches, and then 
wouTdlK °n yj °f *rf CMteotaxTt0 be under that size; and then No. 1 

Extra No 1 T ™ J qUabty’ N° 2’ N?‘ 3> and then for anything special say TWf \1 a ™U8t U8e terms that are easily understood in commerce
Then if you have size 2* inches, No. 1 Northern Spys, or size 2 inches A No 1
you'sav^’A No lSnow'”^ allindicated in the very simplest terms, because if 
you sa,y A No. 1 Snows which indicate one size, and “A No. 1 Kings” which
thlt kee2!il)theV1!e’ y°? would get confusion. Let us stick to the size in inches ;

at is easily got at, and then to the quality, No. 1 or No. 2 and then A No l 
for extra good Now let us take action, and see it something further is not done 
isbaCk ^ °ttawa Iam busy with cold storage, and the Minister 
progress ^ ^ matter8> and then another year goes by and there is no
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Powell of GW NY ^ £ro,wer8 Association hereby tenders to Mr. Geo. T. 
Rowell, pt Ghent N.Y., their high appreciation of his very able and admirable 
addresses and kindly assistance during the present sessions of the Association.”

The President: I have great pleasure. Mr. Powell, in tendering you the 
edrnsheirty thank8 °f,thlS Association for the excellent service you have^ender- 
wi i 1 am 2Uf® W!have been very much instructed from your addresses We 
hope at some future time to have the pleasure of having you with us aW
wunted°f f ^01iERTS0N : If that resolution had not been put quite so promptly I 
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sa^dklDd behl,ndlt’ 80™e of us had the good chance of going to New York
SUte Now61XWP T WOrk wLMdone by the Farmers' Institutes of that 

. . .tN°w. Mr. Powell was one of the foremost men in New York State in
fm^we nlW™-^ InStitUteS Lin that State the most practical and useful turn,
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Mr. Powell : It has certainly given me great pleasure to meet with you at 
this time, because I recognize that we have a common interest, that the prosperity 
which may come to you from all this line of educational work, through your 
Association, through your Farmers’ Institutes, through your Department of 
Agriculture—whatever good comes to you is not confined to you, but extends 
beyond your borders and to us also. And so it is always a pleasure to meet bodies 
of men who are working earnestly to improve the conditions that are surround
ing them ; and it has certainly given me very great pleasure to be able to meet 
with you at this time, to take in your deliberations ; and I want to say that if I 
have given you anything that has been helpful to you, that I have gained more 
myself in the shorttimethatit has been my privilege tospend with you. (Applause).
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iREPORT ON SAN JOSE SCALE.

<1By Murray Pettit, Winona.
i:

In February, 1898, a commissioner was appointed 
an examination of all fruit trees which had been planted five years and less in 
the counties of Halton, Wentworth, Welland, Lincoln, Larabton, Essex, Kent and 
Elgin, and to spend no time on trees planted in 1898, as these had been previously 
examined in the nursery. It was subsequently learned that the scale had been 
in the country at least seven years at that time. It was also found that the 
scale had been widely distributed in Ontario on nursery stock planted in the 
spring of 1898. No one can be blamed for these mistakes, as they were acting 
under the best information available at the time.

When it was found that the scale had been distributed on the nursery 
stock planted in the spring of 1898, Mr. Fisher was instructed to get a 
list of the sales from the infected nurseries and follow these trees to the 
limits of Ontario and examine them where they had been planted, which 
included nearly every county in the Province of Ontario. They succeeded in 
locating the scale in 100 places and destroying the trees. These 100 places 
were re-examined last spring, when the scale was found in only 13 of them, 
and again this fall when the scale was only found in 10. These have all been 
destroyed except in four, where the owners so far have declined to take them out. 
Now, when you consider 100 places being infested by the nursery stock sent out 
in one season, how important it is that all nursery stock should be thoroughly 
inspected and fumigated.
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Mr. Fisher was then instructed to make careful examination of the nurseries
the work

mi
and have the work completed before digging commenced. Last spring 1 
was started on the 12th of January with 20 men, and on the 20th of M 
nurseries had been examined. The scale was found in five of them and has since 
been located in two more. The next order was to examine those orchards in 
which the scale had been found in 1898 and those to which it might have spread, 
locate all infested trees and have them destroyed before breeding commenced. These 
trees were located. While this work was being done the minister was waited upon 
by deputations of fruit-growers from Niagara and Essex protesting against the 
carrying out of the provisions of the Act. In some instances the fruit-growers’ 
themselves made attempts to prevent the inspectors from carrying on the work. 
The minister was obliged by the force of public opinion to desist, and suggest 
a commission. Compulsory destruction of infested trees were discontinued and 
the scale has multiplied and spread so rapidly that now the conditions are 
entirely changed from what they were a year ago. It is a most important 
question for this association and the fruit-growers of this province to consider 
what should be done.
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I beg leave to move the following resolution :
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Mr. Harold Jones :
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S?^S=J,3L3^,3Sursindividual oichaidists to treat their trees than is allowed in this resolution The 
only case that the resolution permits for the owner to treat hb tZis wMe 

es are not plainly infested, but only supposed to be infested with the San Jose 
, ,, , m. ‘nclmed to think that there might be a little greater liberty

allowed so that where any orchardist was willing to undertake to^reat his tree« 
There i!*n ln?pector 8 érections, he might do so and not forfeit anything thereby
treated so thZger °f,jT ® sP[eadinK from the tree while it is^being properly 
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trict, that unless some provision of that kind be made you will have terrihL

some of th^Sf1 f80“e 1th® re1p01fS that we have received from other places from 
some of the States in the south, that in sections like that around Niagara town
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infestations the opposition has been so strong, and there is such a large number 
of trees in the area, running up into the hundreds of thousands, that it should be 
modified a little.

The Secretary : My amendment would be this, to change the clause to 
read, “ that in case of valuable orchard trees only slightly infested the owner 
have the choice," and that the latter clause be cut out which says, “ and in case 
of failure, of having them destroyed without compensation." Unless the mover 
of the resolution would make that change I would move that it so read.

M. Pettit : I am quite willing that the change be made if it is the wish of 
I would like to ask the Association how we expect thethe meeting to do so.

Minister to carry out what we are asking him to do in that resolution, when it 
was all that he could do, and he vainly tried to get a larger appropriation than 
he has already expended, and when what we are now asking him to do would 
cost ten times that amount—roughly estimated at $300,000 ? No; the destruction 
we are asking for would cost such an amount the Minister never could carry it 
out ; and what would be of great assistance to him, in my idea, would be for 
every Association in every country, or, even where they have not an Association, 
for all the leading fruit growers, to petition their representative in the House and 
urge upon him the importance of this work being carried out. That would 
materially assist the Minister in carrying out what we are asking him to do.

The Secretary : I second this resolution as amended.
The President : I would just like to say in reference to the township I live 

in, the Scale has been found in that township in some 25 places, in every case, 
except two, on young nursery stock just set out from one to two years old. In 
every case it is entirely eradicated except the two where they were fully g 
trees. Now, had that been allowed to spread our township soon would have 
been infested from end to end. To-day there are but two orchards at all infested. 
What is that worth to a township largely given up to fruit growing ? I think 
that this work ought to be carried on at any expense by the Government, and 
the Scale stamped out. There may be sections where perhaps it would have to 
be carried on to a very large extent, but I think that the matter of a few thousand 
dollars ought not to be considered. I believe that had those trees been left in 
our township, probably inside of five years every orchard would have been in
fested. To-day we are clear except in two orchards, and they are in a position, 
I think, that can be safely controlled.

The resolution as amended was then put and carried.
Messrs. M. Pettit, the President, Robert Thompson, G. E. Fisher, Joseph 

Tweedle, E. Morris and E. D. Smith were appointed a committee farther to 
consult with the Minister of Agriculture in regard to this matter, and fully ex
plain the wishes of this Association to the Department.

Geo. E. Fisher (Burlington) : I would like to explain to the meeting two or 
three little matters in connection with our work for the investigation of the San 
Jose scale. It has been frequently stated, and no doubt you have read, that the 
Scale has been upon hardwood trees. There is one street in St. Catharines known 
as Robins street. On each side are trees, in which are planted fruit trees that are 
infested with the Scale. We have spent, on three or four different occasions, con
siderable time looking into the shade trees, which comprise hard and soft maple, 
and elm and horse-chestnut ; and so far we have not been able to find any scale 
on those trees. At the north-east corner of the orchard of Mr. Aaron Cole, which 
is supposed to have been the original source of infestation in that section of the 
country, there is an elm tree. It is a tree which was probably six or seven inches 
in diameter, and was cut down to the surface of the ground. From the stump 
has grown up a second growth of elm, probably ten feet high at the present time 
and there were two Inspectors who spent considerable time on this tree, supposing we 
would be sure to find the Scale there, because a short distance from this elm was
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a bacUy infested tree taken out; but we failed to find any Scale on that tree 
Within ten paces of where the infested tree had been destroyed wê found a 1 ttTe 
elm which we examined very carefully, but found nothin/ In theTrd o Mr 
Hutchinson who lost upwards of a thousand trees from Scale, the trees were mat

h!!/ *h#m; i°n ‘I1® °PP0Hlte 8ide of the road is Mr. Stewart's place which 
. i ba<J,y infested and just a little further to the south there is the Wilmot

AîfflaîJSsa auüis a*- 1
tat th? i‘,‘„«HMy towL*E ”

forest trees—that it does not thrive on those trees where it is found It has also

™“TiX7 '"r Xrn'127™tleti*ofCb&™™08i''^f ‘n,Ynital St*“".the .UtemertZi

then, it is also said that the Scale has been in the country a great many years 
some say forty years. It might be worth while for me to statJwîia Taccepted

:£° Mr » of twr Jnu™se2yfirmai/uahfbUHineS8 'lt ft Nma11 town named Louisiana"/that Stato^A 
and wLhthlv adv^U AWert nr0pagatl“? a Plum that they called the Kelsey
pïrcLt ôf ïhese trees „enrl118/ curcul.o-proof. The Missouri firm made a 
™ of these trees, and when the consignment came they proved to be so in-

Palifn °" rg exammad that the Missouri firm rejected them, and wire?the 
California firm as to what they were to do with them. The answer came that 
they were to send them on to New Jersey. They went into the hands of th™! 
wo nurserymen with whom the scale was subsequently found. Now this is the 
• t01? °!tbe introduction. In the meantime, Dr. Hodges, of Charlotteville Vir

ginia, had planted a pear orchard. In August, 1893, he found on 
those trees something which he supposed to be a tung 
to the entomologist at Washington to have it made
sent a man8'h«/k t6nv^e? “T[ ^ Peara theV afc once recognized the Scale, and 
sent a man back to \ lrginia to inspect the orchard. This Inspector returned to
Slj,ngt<înxLnfa,?ho*t tlme and reported that he had foun the whole place in
fested, and that the trees had been got from a nursery New Jersey Well 
he was sent on to New Jersey to examine this nursery, and from the one nursery 
he went to the other and he found the Scale generally distributed in both these

.i=n 2dtt^Sis?siis:if3Ki*• in‘roj"t,ion “d ^
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EXPERIMENTAL SPRAYING IN 1899. 

By W. M. Orb, Fruitland.
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during the past live years, has again been productive of satisfactory results. 
—results which justify its existence. As in former years, the work was done 
regularly at 30 points scattered over the Province. It was intended to reduce 
the number of stations, but requests were so urgent that it was impossible. 
In addition to this an extra man had to be sent a couple of trips to a point 
which could not be included in the regular routes. Three agents were con
stantly on the road from April 25th to late in July, each point being visited 
six or seven times.

The attendance was largely in excess of any previous year, and enquiry 
for bulletins and information by mail was unprecedented.

Over 30 applications for the work in different localities had to be refused, 
and since the beginning of the season 15 other applications have been received.

Of course attendance is the standard by which we must estimate the interest 
taken in the work.

In 1896 only three stations could show a total attendance during the season 
of 100. In 1897, 7 stations came up to that mark. In 1898, 20 of the stations 
reported the attendance in three' figures, and in 1899 no less than 27 out of the 
30 stations made the century, the highest attendance at any one point being 281, 
at Southampton. The total attendance was 4718, being 1180 more than any 
previous year.

The mixture used was the old formula:
Copper Sulphate 
Fresh Lime ....
Water.................

4 lbs.
4 lbs. 

40 gals.

From 4 to 7 ozs. Paris Green was used with the above mixture according to 
the insects to be destroyed. As near as possible the following directions from 
the 1899 bulletins were followed :

First sprayin': : Bordeaux mixture and Paris Green when the buds are
swelling.

Second spraying : Bordeaux mixture and Paris Green before the blossoms
open.

Third spraying : Bordeaux mixture and Paris Green when the blossoms have
fallen.

Fourth and fifth spraying : Bordeaux mixture and Paris Green at intervals 
of ten to fifteen days if necessary.

Systematic spraying is being taken up all over the country in the wake of 
.the experimental work.

The manufacturers of spraying outfits have been unable to keep up with 
their orders even by working overtime. One of the largest manufacturers writes 
me: “In 1897 it was in 10’s, in 1898 it was in 100's, but this year it was in 
1000’s.”

The buyers appreciate more than ever the advantages to be derived from 
handling sprayed fruit, and I do not know of a single buyer who is not now an 
advocate of spraying. Some years ago the claim was made that sprayed fruit 

larger, cleaner, better colored, better flavored, and that it possessed better 
shipping and keeping qualities than unsprayed fruit. This was a sweeping claim 
certainly, but one which has been fully proven by the records of the experimental 
work.

One gentleman told me that he had in one shipment to the old country this 
fall both sprayed and unsprayed apples. The sprayed arrived in splendid con
dition and brought satisfactory prices, only one barrel being slack. The un
sprayed fruit was reported slack, wet and wasty, and did not pay the freight 
This was especially gratifying as he was not inclined previously to favor spraying 

One of the largest growers and most extensive shippers in Ontario, who-

was
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Trees were bandaged June 1st and examined June 15th, butno larvæ was 

July 1st a few larvæ and several pupæ were found.

Aug. 12th as high as 119 found 
were pupae.

Aug. 28th as high as 142 larvæ on single tree 
Sept. 15th „ 155
Oct. 1st
Nov. 4th „ 123
From a single Baldwin tree loaded with fruit we tranned in -C1

specimens, from July 1st to November 4th. PP bandages 761
The bandages were examined every two weeks whiVVi j , ,

frequent enough. Pupae were found up to August 12th IHho«PP d ^ **

ssSfSr • -
Exhibition* Toronto ’^wntro^KrohS” P* ÏÏ,"1" th« M»tml

exhibit when placed formed a striking object lesson as to the vnlne f . 6 
Some were incredulous and believed that the selections were not foirTvmadf'

Allow me to read you an extract or two from letters I received M

ssttiïrbSRSïïïiSff*—ot th« ™.™yedo„“r„=.“;
th.„?„r'tk,Sÿi,f°rmï"' M0re ™ W-nce of the tree,

SÏÏlto • J' “““■ ^ Tu^in^roL™ roSSâl^irf
Record of Spraying.

found.

single tree, about one-sixth of whichon a

30

Joseph Ranton's Orchard, Palmerston.

Ruaset—Sprayed, 72 p.c. clean; unsprayed, 76 p.c. clean.
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Mr. Ranton writes :—“ Concerning the experimental spraying which was 
carried on in my orchard this summer, I would say the benefit derived from 
spraying is almost incredible. Last year I had not enough sound fruit for our 
own use, and this year, owing to the effects of spraying, we have enough for 
home use and sold 40 barrels besides. I have 100 trees in my orchard, and there 
were only 15 sprayed, and two-thirds of the fruit was on the sprayed trees. 
The foliage of the trees showed green and healthy looking beside those not 
sprayed. As an evidence of my relying on spraying I bought an outfit and every 
tree in my orchard will get the benefit next year.”

This orchard is 30 or 40 years old, Stands in a new sod, and is in fairly good 
condition. Mr. Ranton says he never sold over 810.00 of fruit from it in a year 
before. The crop last year was heavier than this, but there was scarcely any 
good fruit.
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J. McNab’8 Orchard, Southampton.

Baldwin.—Sprayed, 80 p.c. clean ; unsprayed, 52 p.c. clean.
Spy.—Sprayed, 80 p.c. clean ; unsprayed, no clean fruit.
Greening.—Sprayed, 87 p.c. clean ; unsprayed, no clean fruit.
Colvert and Baldwins, unsprayed, heavily loaded, no clean fruit.
This orchard is in sod and fairly well cared for.
There are 80 trees in this orchard, but Mr. McNab has never sold any for 

packing, and never more than $10.00 worth in any one year previous to this year.
Mr. McNab writes as follows :—“The summer of 1899 was the first season 

my orchard was sprayed. The results were very marked. I would strongly 
recommend to all parties having orchards the benefits derived from spraying, the 
apples being much cleaner and finer in appearance, and the foliage remained 
green longer than previous years.

“ I may also state that for the first time in my experience I sold my apple 
crop to buyers from a distance, thanks to spraying. Next year I hope to con
tinue the spraying, and anticipate good results.”
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Mr. D. 0illander’8 Orchard, Wellington.
Talman’s Sweet.—Sprayed, 96 p.c. clean : unsprayed, 76 p.c. clean.
Spy.—Sprayed, 92 p.c. clean ; unsprayed, 12 p.c. clean.
Holland Pippin.—Sprayed, 90 p.c. clean ; unsprayed, 15 p.c. clean.
Baldwin.—Sprayed, 100 p.c. clean ; no unsprayed trees.
Russet.—Sprayed, 100 p.c. clean ; unsprayed, 72 p.c. clean.
The packer who bought these apples said they were the cleanest he had 

found for years.
6. Lambert’s Orchard, Thornburg.

King’s.—Sprayed, 89 p.c. clean. This tree is 23 years old, and gives its first 
clean fruit this year.

Canada Red.—Sprayed, 93 p.c. clean, heavy load ; unsprayed, 20 p.c. clean ;
most of the fruit dropped off.

Snow.—Sprayed, 84 p.c. clean ; unsprayed, 4 p.c. clean.
Greening.—Sprayed, 92 p.c. clean ; unsprayed, 4 p.c. clean.
Astrachan.—Sprayed, 90 p.c. clean ; unsprayed, 50 p.c. clean.
Cayuga Red Streak.—Sprayed, 88 p.c. clean ; unspraped, 57 p.c. clean.
Spy.—Sprayed, 96 p.c. clean ; unsprayed, 18 p.c. clean.
Alexander.—Sprayed, 85 p.c. ; always scabbed before.
Irish Peach.—Sprayed, 75 p.c. ; never tit for use before.
On November 23rd Mr. Lambert writes :—“ With great pleasure I write the 

results of the Government spraying in my orchard this season. In the spring 
when the agent came upon the scene my orchard was infested with all kinds of 
insects, especially the forest tent caterpillar. At the first application the pest
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I , .. checked< and the general .tone of the orchard was good, foliage good and 
fruit mostly set well, Jp gathering and packing every variety sprayed showed 
a marked advantage, scarcely any scale and much less codling moth than on the
ofnKyce<to q08n elDf81 the/a.r,letif sprayed I would say there was an average 
ot 80 P 0- toi 90 p c. of clean fruit. I feel convinced that spraying’properly doné 
will pay better than any work on the farm.” * properly doné

The annual yield of apples in Ontario varies from 4,000,000 to 18 000000 
barrels per year. Estimating the average at 8,000,000 barrels. This cari be in
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1 h ’ nd • for the fungua sP°t, that the mixture of the Bordeaux mixture and the Pans green totally kills the Paris green. And in order tosWv™that
them no*8ayifë this without some reason, I left some of my trees and Sprayed
chard °told ^ A nei^bor of mine> who has a nice plum or-

””ly Tay6d wdl? Pans green without the sulphate the proportion of clean fruit
Tny fruit \obe found ' “of?fch™8Prayed with copper sulplmte there was hardly 

- rruit t<J D6 round. (Jr course last season was a dry one and thp anof
fherpft° any greatn#xtent’ ^.ow- ™y explanation of this is that thePlime kills 

e Paris green. Of course lime is absolutely necessary to prevent the sulnhot
?,ÏÏF Lrom wrsth= « L|S “ CTh,
thl he P*n,I have been enquiring into the .St S
then, and find that several others have the same exnerienee T n,
Iharafoundi^ovS beCaU8e U C08t me between $*00 and $500 to find thi
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pill Mr r,H()1MPfON : ^ is a common practice with us to mix Paris green with
MraHimoARn0rT fme °n Potatoes' and we find it is a dead shot every time 

*l M hlucGARD : I found in spraying with Paris green and lime for potatoes 
there were no beetles left when it got dry, but where we simnlv v
gl een«W,Æ Water J. aPE|ayed three times and it did not kill them all ° ^

Mr p!^ÎInvMHPattj80n 8 Paris green haa 1)66,1 badly adulterated, 
sprayed with th P H°W d° y°.uaccount for the fact that those trees that 

i f ^ ParTm ^een without the sulphate worked all right ?
»nx t^ g “^“fiV1 only 8U^6at that as a reason. I cannot see any other If 
anybody can I will be very glad to know it. y er’ lf
Pll • The Presid®nJ = The survival of the curculio would indicate to me that the 
them ?U8t.have 1)6611 adulterated, and it was just strong enough to make 
Sum "iT. Dr°.ng eD0Ugh to kil1 them. I have been Graying my own 

Pana green in this way for the last ten years, and it hj been 
y satisfactory, and that has been the almost univv-sal report.
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Prof. Saunders : I do not see how it is possible that the mixture of Paris 
green and lime would destroy the action of the poisono^ principles in the Paris 
green. The Paris green is an arsenic of copper which is quite insoluble, and if 
lime was mixed with it I cannot see chemically how it would alter its nature so 
as to lessen its poisonous action. We know that London purple, which is a com
pound of Paris green and lime, has been used in many localities, and I never heard 
of its having lost any of its poisonous properties by having been associated with 
the lime. We know that Paris green is largely adulterated, and it may be that 
Mr. Pattison has got hold of a sample that was not up to the mark in strength ; 
but I think it would be very unwise to allow any impression to go out from this 
Association that Paris green, when associated with lime in the Bordeaux mixture, 
is lessened thereby of its poisonous effect. The sulphate of copper when mixed 
with lime forms a mixture of oxide and carbonate of copper in suspension, and a 
go 1 deal of the strength of the lime is utilized in making that change in th 
copper salt, so that it is not at all in as strong a caustic condition as it would be 
either in its association with arsenious acid in the London purple or in the case 
of an acid where the Paris green was associated with freshly slacked lime.

The President : In spraying plum trees with Paris green without lime you 
have to be very careful indeed, or you will seriously damage your foliage.

Mr. Pattison : I have done it for years without any serious damage, until
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^The President : What proportion <fid you use without the copper sulphate ? 

Mr. Pattison : Two and a-half ounces to forty gallons of water. mon
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SOME RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS IN SPRAYING AT THE CENTRAL 
EXPERIMENTAL FARM IN 1899.

By Prof. W. T. Macoun, Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa.

During the past ten years spraying has been one of the prominent features 
of the work of the Horticultural Division at the Central Experimental Farm. In 
1890 the late Horticulturist, Mr. John Craig, began experiments in spraying, and 
ever since that time this work has been carried on with vigor, and no oppor
tunity has been lost in impressing upon the fruit growers of Canada the great 
importance of it. In 1890 the use of the Bordeaux mixture was confined to a 
small number of the most progressive fruit growers and experimenters, while 
to-day it is a well recognized fact that if a man does not spray he will not, as a 
rule, have first-class fruit. The reports of the Experimental Farms containing 
the results of experiments in spraying, and the Spraying Calendars which have 
been issued during the past ten years, must have been of great service to the 
fruit growers of Canada, judging by the many letters which have been received 
testifying as to the value of the information given and the good results obtained 
by following the instructions in the reports.

It has been my endeavor during the past two j ears to give as much atten
tion to experiments in spraying as time would permit, and also to adopt the best 
practices in the spraying of the fruit trees in the orchards at the Experimental
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During the past year the experiments conducted have been of a very inter

esting nature, and it is hoped that the results will be of some service to our fruit

Many of you have probably read Bulletin No. 88 of the Missouri Agricul
tural Experiment Station, in which are related certain experiments which were 
conducted by Prof. S. C. Whitten, the Horticulturist, the objects of which were to
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prevent the wir ter-killing of the flower buds of the peach. Let me give his sum
mary of results, which will give those of you who have not read this Bulletin an 
idea ot what was done.

“ *n ^is latitude, winter killing of the fruit buds of the peach is usually 
due to the unfavorable effects of freezing after they have been stimulated into 
growth by warm weather, during winter or early spring.

.“ II. The early swelling and growth of the buds is due to the warmth they 
receive, is practically independent of root action, and may take place on warm 
sunny days in winter, when the roots are frozen and dormant.

III. Peach fruit buds may safely endure a temperature of ten or twenty 
degrees below zero, provided they mature well in autumn, are entirely dormant 
and the cold comes on gradually.

IV. Zero weather may kill fruit buds that have swollen during previous 
warm weather,, or that were not properly ripened in the autumn.

“ V- Shading or whitening peach trees to prevent their absorbing heat on 
sunny days, opposes growth of the buds and is, consequently, a protective 
measure. J 1

a

«I

“ VI. Shading the trees with board sheds enable peach buds to survive the 
winter uninjured, when eighty per cent of unprotected buds were killed.

\ .e® Protected in this way blossomed later, remained in bloom longei set 
”'°ye ™ proportion to the number of apparently perfect flowers, and held
then- fruit better than any other trees on the Station grounds. This is the most 
effective means of winter protection tried at the Station, but it is probably too 
expensive for commercial orchards. J

VII\ Whitening the twigs and buds by spraying them with whitewash is 
on account of its cheapness and beneficial effects, the most promising method of 
winter protection tried at this Station.

VIH- Whitened buds remained practically dormant until April, when 
unprotected buds swelled -erceptibly during warm days late in February and
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Whitened buds blossomed three to six days later than unprotected buds 
“ Eighty per cent of whitened buds passed the winter safely, when only 

twenty per cent of unwhitened buds passed the winter unharmed.
“ IX- Thermometers covered with purple material registered, during bright 

sunny weather, from ten to over twenty degrees higher than thermometers cov
ered with white material of similar texture, thus indicating that whitened peach 
twigs might be expected to absorb much less heat than those which 
whitened.”

As the question of the winter killing of the fruit buds of the peach is 
matter which interests many of our own fruit growers, I desired to be ir a posi
tion to state whether the results obtained by Prof. Whitton could be repeated 
here or not. But not having any peach trees at Ottawa on which to try the 
experiment the test was confined to plums, cherries, and apples.

The number of trees used were : Plums, 5 ; cherries, 3 ; apples, 6.
Whitewash was made by using unslaked lime, skim-milk, and water in the 

proportion of :
Skim-milk 
Water...,
Lime.........
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6 gallons
24

......................... 60 pounds
The lime was slaked in warm water and the remainder of the liquid added 

It was then strained through a one-twelfth inch mesh, and was ready for use As 
the experiment was not on a very large scale, a hand pump, the Spramoter Jr 
was used with a Bordeaux nozzle, which worked very satisfactorily. The first 
spraying was given on 16th February, and successive spraying were made on 
21st and 25th February, 1st, 10th, 13th March, and 1st April, six in all, ohe objec
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being to keep the trees pure white from top to bottom until warm weather came 
in the spring.

The following notes were taken at intervals from the latter part of the 
winter until warm weather :—

PluriiA.—April 5th : No apparent swelling of the buds on either sprayed or 
unsprayed trees.

April 15th : No apparent swelling of the buds on either sprayed or 
unsprayed trees.

April 20th : Buds on unsprayed trees very slightly swollen ; buds on sprayed 
trees still apparently dormant.

Ap**il 24th : Buds on unsprayed trees of Americana class slightly swollen ; 
on sprayed trees, just perceptibly. Buds still apparently dormant on sprayed and 
unsprayed trees of Domestica class.

April 29th : Flower buds on American plumbs now showing quite generally 
on unsprayed trees, a few flower buds showing on sprayed trees, but difference 
very decidedly marked, not so much swollen. Buds on unsprayed European 
plums just starting perceptibly. On sprayed trees still apparently dormant.

May 2nd : Flower buds now exposed on both sprayed and unsprayed trees, 
but difference more marked than before. Greater contrast in buds on unsprayoJ 
and sprayed trees of European plums. Puds on sprayed trees have only swollen 
slightly.
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theTemperature was above 80° F. on 30th April, and 1st May and 2nd May, 
causing rapid swelling of buds. It would be impossible now to keep buds covered 
with lime unless sprayed every day.

The dates of blooming of the plums sprayed and unsprayed were :
Jessie (American), unsprayed ................................................22nd May.

“ sprayed......................................................24th May.
Early Red (European), unsprayed.......................................13th May.

“ “ sprayed............................................ 22nd May.
A considerable number of blossoms on the Jessie plum were killed by the 

whitewash, but the plums on the sprayed trees were larger than on the unsprayed, 
and there was the saa.e quantity of fruit on it as on the unsprayed tree The 
two trees were about the same size.

There were only a few blossoms on both sprayed and unsprayed trees of the 
Early Red plum. There were about the same number of blossoms on both trees.

A tree of a hybrid between the Sand Cherry and the American plum in the 
Director’s garden was sprayed with the whitewash and a considerable number of 
buds were killed by the wash.

Cherries.—April 5th : Buds on unsprayed trees swollen very slightly ; on 
sprayed trees, still apparently dormant.

April 15th : Buds on unsprayed trees swollen slightly ; on sprayed trees still 
apparently dormant.

April 20th : Buds more swollen on un sprayed trees ; on sprayed trees, just 
starting to swell. A tree, part of which was sprayed and part unsprayed, has 
buds more swollen on unsprayed than on sprayed parts.

April 24th : Difference between sprayed and unsprayed cherry buds very 
apparent now.

April 28th : Still greater difference between sprayed and u.isprayed buds, 
though sprayed have swollen considerably.

May 2nd : Still a marked difference between sprayed and unspray
There were no flowers on either sprayed or unsprayed trees. Th 

apparent injury from the use of the whitewash on the trees.
Apples. —April 5th : Buds apparently still dormant on unsprayed and 

sprayed trees;
April 15th : Buds apparently dormant on sprayed and unsprayed trees.
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The results here given are suffic evidence of the fact that the retarding
t! th, ffWC m^ °f,th® buds was qu-o marked on trees of plums and cherrief
greattf i^ThV Euîonea68 °A bloSS<?“ing.was slight in the American variety but
Es wire killed blXwh-iC°n8^era* le ?Umber of the blossoming buds of 

‘Ï® whitewash. As the buds on apple trees do not swell
of them h h ‘ h appeared to have little affect in retarding the swelling
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not yet prepared to say whether it would be practical or advisable to

iwêii?„r.f ird. t
the E^0nlrime8ntoYiF^mhVh0r0Ugh which tbe trees in tbe orchards at
.«Lj î , F . have recelved-the Oyster Shell Bark Louse which has

Soeef f ttb!fC° and t.W0 pounds of whale oil soap to forty gallo/s of water
found toDL°deÏl y°>v mSet8 wer,e jammed under the microscope and where 
j ... d wfbxn an hour of the time they were sprayed. On the 6th 
June the trees were sprayed a second time with whale oil soap eight rounds to

Wtter' Thi- r f«PP<»e<i U. kill „,2gE 2,
A though their number was much reduced, there must have been a considerable 
number escaped, as healthy scales were found in the orchard later in the summer

not^snraved ft® '"hitewa»h- lt ba remembered that these trees 
What w»«Pmy d ,the spring when the trees were treated for the louse
off to JS the trp?/186 drnnif ?® 8Urm™er after the whitewash had come 
on to nnd the trees practically free of the bark louse. All the old scales hadEfK 'th= b*rt ? ‘h" tr=» »» bright ,„d dem, „d Cd îlWh.7.

Stïï^BÏi'îîîj-ïîEiï
There STthink 1 ?°m .flghtly, t® affected with old scales,

this insect 1 h k’ Pk eVldence of the wonderful effect of the whitewash on

Experiments arc now in progress at the Farm to determine if possible the

hope to be able to communicate the results next year ftave on that pest. I 
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Lima was recommended by Forsyth in 1802 for the destruction of Aphis 
and Red Spider. His formula was :

Unslaked lime 
Water ,

It was applied by 
Air-slaked lime i

Ac
mt
sh<

1 peck. 
32 gallons.

thi
wo

means of a syringe.
is used successfully in destroying slugs on the foliage of pei

trees. wii
Lime was recommended in 1850 against the curculio of plums by Lawrence 

Young, Louisville, Kentucky, and it was said to have been used successfully by 
him. “It consists simply in covering the young fruit as soon as danger is appre
hended with a coating of thin lime wash, considerably more dilute than the mix
ture used in whitewashing.”

In Bailey’s Horticultural Rule Book we find lime spray recommended to pre
vent the attacks of the Rose Chafer. The formula reads : “ Slake one-half peck, 
or a peck, of lime in a barrel of water, straining the lime as it enters the barrel, 
to prevent its clogging the pump. Apply in a spray until the tree appears as if 
whitewashed.”

Nowhere have I found that trees have been whitewashed for the purpose of 
killing scale insects. ,

Prof. Saunders : I have much pleasure in supporting what Prof Hacoun has 
told you with a remark or two as to the conclusions reached by myself from very 

ful examination of those trees which were operated on with the whitewash. 
We have suffered for a long time at the Central Farm with Oyster Shell Bark 
Louse, and they work persistently at it every year with the hope of getting clear 
of it, but have not been able to get our trees entirely clean. During the past 
year Mr. Macoun has made a strong effort with tobacco to rid the orchard of this 
pestiferous scale, and I think has succeeded with a great many trees in almost 
entirely removing them ; but I was very much surprised on examining those trees 
which had been sprayed with lime to see how thoroughly the work had been 
done, and when the lime was washed off and all the scales, old and young, were 
entirely removed, and I failed to find on several trees examined anything in the 
shape of scale left. This whitewash was not applied with the idea of removing 
the Oyster Shell Bark Louse, but rather to ascertain how far the whitewash would 
delay the opening of the buds ; but the incidental result is most surprising and 
most gratifying to me, and I hope it will be tried in those sections of the country 
where the San José scale is abundant, and we shall hear something further as co 
whether it may not be useful in this way. The complete covering which the 
lime gives to the twigs is, as Mr. Macoun has very well said, easily seen, and it is 
so complete that it must prevent the access of air to the scale. It will also, 
because of its caustic nature, have a penetrating effect on the scale itself ; and I 
am hopeful that we shall find in this lime application not only a thorough appli
cation for the Oyster Shell Bark Louse, but also a remedy which will be useful in 
every case of the scale.

Mr. Tweddle : Before we leave this subject I think we ought to have a little 
discussion on the Codling Moth, and I want to corroborate what the president has 
said on the point. I believe we ought to make the bands for the destruction of 
the codling moth compulsory by Act of Parliament, the same as we do with the 
black knot ; and I think in proportion to the amount of work and expense with 
the bands we get great results. I have about 75 acres of apple orchard this last 
season with bands on every tree, and I can say that we caught any amount of 
moths, but we did not save the crop, and that is the trouble, because nobody else 
in the neighborhood used those bands but Mr. Orr and myself. I think is every
body were compelled to use those bands we could save our crop, or a large 
proportion of it. I do not see why we should not ask our legislature to pass an
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Act on the local option plan just the same as our Black Knot Act, and have 
municipal councils pass a by-law to force it, on the petition of ratepayers, 
should like to see this put in the hands of some of our committees. The wit 
through, those bands will collect as many as 200 moths to a band. If all of 
would do that we would start off with a clean sheet in the spring.

E. D. Smith : I think Mr. Tweddle is exactly on the right track. My ex
perience has led me to believe that we cannot expect to control the codling moth 
with Paris green. I have sprayed with Paris green a good many years and this 
year made a most thorough test under your own supervision.

The President : Up to a given date.
Mr. Smith : Yes ; I sprayed the trees five times under your instructions; 

and in addition to that, not having confidence in it for the Codling Moth, but 
having the confidence in the spraying chiefly for the scab—I have great con
fidence in it for that—I determined to go back to what I had made up my mind 
to do ten years before the spraying came into vogue, namely, the bandage, and I 
put the bandages on early. My orchard has 1 >een clean for twenty years, and 
the trees were scraped clean, so there was no place for the Codling Moth to go 
but under thse bandages. The bandages were put on early and inspected once a 
week all summer. The consequence was that when the apples were about the 
size of walnuts we found no ( odling Moth, hardy could find a specimen in the 
orchard, and thought we should have perfectly clean apples. Later on, however, 
I found some moth under those bandages, and the v were killed once a week, but 
not in great numbers—from five to twenty a weei. under each bandage would be 
about the average Now, there was not a Codling Moth that came in those 
bandages but what was killed. The spraying was done thoroughly, and up to 
the time the apples became the size of walnuts no Codling Moth could be found ; 
but what was the consequence ? At the end of the season we found from three- 
fourths to seven-eights of our apples with worms in ! Now where did they come 
from ? The only conclusion I could arrive at is that they came from the neign- 
bor s orchard across the road who did nothing, neither sprayed nor put bandages on. 
Is it not discouraging, then, for a number of men to continually go to this expense, 
spraying aud bandaging their trees, if it is going to be of no avail because a 
neighbour s orchard across the way is neglected ? I cannot see any remedy 
except that suggested by Mr. Tweddle, that under a local option, just like 
Yellows and Black Knot Acts, a law be put in force in the township. It is no 
great expense or hardship ; it is surprising how little it costs. If these bandages 
were put on a ten acre orchard the only cost is the labor of one man one day to 
take them off and examine them and kill the worms. That, conducted for five 
weeks, would only be a matter of 85 on a ten acre orchard, aside from the initial 
expense, which does not amount to very much either. These bandages would 
last many years. I think there is a great deal in Mr. Tweddle’s suggestion. It 
is the only solution I can possibly see of the Codling Moth.

Mr. Tweddle : Some eight or ten orchardists used bands, and every man 
said they were the best preventive they ever saw ; they all believed in them and 
they believed it would be a good thing to make it compulsory.

Mr. Gaston : What did you use for bandages ?
Mr. Tweddle : Just this rough canvas. (Shown.)
The President : There is one that has been used

I

our

a year.
Mr. Tweddle : We sprayed with half a pound of Bordeaux mixture to forty 

gallons of water and we found one in four of the Codling Moths dead. It did not 
prove effectual enough ; but with all the bands the Codling Moths came from some
where else. We had an orchard just like Mr. Smith’s. Up till the middle of 
August you could not find a moth in them, but the last of the fruit so multiplied 
them that they spread all over. At one orchard on the lake shore we took out
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43 barrels of No. 1 ; 100 bushels 
of the fruit.

A Member : How do you use the band ?
The President : Roll it around the tree as a bandage and tie it with binder 

twine. It is just the harbor that they want. In regard to Mr Smith’s orchard, 
I might say that in my last years report I said I purposed taking some orchards 
and carrying on the spraving with the Paris green right up to picking time ta 
see what results we would have ; but the Department decided the work should 
not go on the latter part of July and August, so that put an end to that. Mr. 
Smith says that up to the time the apples were a little more than half grown 
there was not a sign of Codling Moth Up to that time he had been spraying. 
Now if his neighbors supplied all the Codling Moth that destroyed all the crop 
later they certainly would have supplied some to damage the early crop. What 
we should do is to continue spraying right up to the time of picking. We know 
that the Codling Moth is working right up till the apples are picked, because 
we find the young worm just hatched even after the apples are picked, which 
shows that the egg could not have been laid more than two weeks at most. 
To make a thorough test of it I am satisfied we will have to continue spraying 
right up to the time of picking.

A Member : Would it not remain on the apple ?
The President : I do not think so ; hot to do any harm, 
where it would have the slightest effect in that way.
Mr. JeNES : A person could continue the Bordeaux mixture and not the 
3 green.
The President : There will be no need of continuing the Bordeaux mixtuie, 

just the Paris green. While we are badly infested with Codling Moth in the 
southern section, in the northern section they have only one brood, and the 
regular e" irimental spraying almost controls it; but the Oyster-shell Bark 
Louse, from the Ottawa River right through to the back of the Province, is 
exceedingly bad, probably ten times as bad as it is with us at the front I think 
we must have some parasite in the southern section that destroys the Oyster- 
shell Bark Louse, but in the northern section it seems they have not any. I saw 
full-grown apple trees at Shelburne killed with the Oyster-shell Bark Louse. If 
it can be killed by spraying with lime it will be a great boon to this country and 
and to apple growers. We will be very glad to know more of the experiments 
and results.

Mr. Caston : 1 believe that the application of bands on the trees is one of 
the best methods that can be adopted for keeping the Codling Moth in check. I 
believe we have two broods in the more northern section, and they travel around 
a good deal seeking shelter for the winter, and also the larvae travel around seek- 
ing.a place to breed. I accidentally made a little experiment in that line. I had 
a piece of canvas that was used for a bed of onions, and when I was through with 
it I accidentally placed it in a Pewaukee tree that stood there—just a young tree 
beginning to bear, with only half a dozen apples on it : and later on in the full, I 
think in November, I saw that piece of canvas still in the tree and thought I 
would examine it, and found either 32 or 34 moths in that. Now, they did not 
all come from that tree, and it stood at a considerable distance from the other. They 
cculd not have come from that tree, because there were only three or four apples on 
it, and if I recollect rightly I think most of them were sound. So it shows they 
travel a considerable distance, and they had gone up three or four feet from the 
ground and made their nest in the rag, and 32 or 34 had settled there for the winter. 
It would be a good plan to have a bandage that could be removed rapidly, and 
have a kettle of boiling water and a fire in the orchard, so that the bandage could 
be removed and dipped into the scalding water ; we would then have in our hands 
one of the most effective means of dealing with this pest. It is a lamentable
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KiProf. Saunders : I think it quite possible for the Codling Moth to travel 

many miles. It is a very active insect when on the wing. I have often watched 
them in flying, in the house particularly. They do not usually fly to light, in 
the way some other moths do, but occasionally one finds a specimen in the house, 
and I have been struck with the wonderful power of flight they have for so 
small an insect, and how long they will keep on the wing, and how active they 

So I do not think there is any doubt that they will travel a mile or two 
seeking suitable locations tor depositing their eggs. Of course the instinct to 
search and find suitable locations for depositing the eggs is very strong in all the 
moths, and many of them will live under the most difficult circumstances for days 
until they have deposited their eggs, and they will exert themselves to their 
utmost to find a suitable place to put them.

The President : This tree from which we took off over 600 this year, is an 
isolated tree. There are orchards near by that have never been treated, and I 
think it must have been largely infested from those orchards. Now, if that is 
the case it is useless for one man to spray and bandage unless his neighbor does 
it, or has to do it, and I think this matter of legislation might be taken up—a 
committee appointed to investigate and at least look into the matter. Do you 
think such a thing would be feasible ?

Dr. Saunders : We know the Black Khot law is not very well carried out. 
It is not wise to have too many laws that are inoperative. If it could be made a 
matter of option in different counties, as has been suggested, I do not see why it 
should not be made of very great use. In regard to the larvæ you found under 
the bandages, they must all come from a reasonable distance from the tree on 
which you found them. I do not think it would be possible for a larvae of that 
character to travel anything like a mile looking for a location on which to go into 
chrysalis; they would not likely travel half that distance. Probably 100 yards 
would be as far as they would go. They do not begin to seek a hiding place 
until they are fully grown, and they usually take the first good spot they find to 
change into chrysalis. They are active mainly at night, and they crawl about 
then in search of a suitable spot ; and in the ease reported by Mr. Gaston, where 
there were so few apples, on the tree, no doubt these larvae came from some other 
trees in the same orchard.

Mr. Gaston : Suppose we have very clean cultivation in our orchard ?
Dr. Saunders : That does not affect them ; they can get over all the quicker 

if it is clean. They will not go into chrysalis on the ground as a rule. They 
want the crevices in the bark on the tree to make their change, and that is what 
they look for, and in that case they travelled from some of your other trees, 
dropped on the ground in the fruit, or dropped sometimes before the fruit 
matured, by means of a thread, and then they travel about until they find a 
suitable locality.

Mr. Gaston : They must come a distance of 200 trees.
Dr. Saunders : Yes, they coula easily travel that, or at least 200 yards.
Mr. Tweddle : That just makes the matter all the more necessary. The 

trouble is that the moth comes and lays the egg, and the egg hatches and goes 
before you can catch it at all, and that is where the difficulty 

would like other people to catch them before they get into our

E. D. Smith ! What Mr. Tweddle just says is important. It is evident in 
my own case from what I caught under these bandages that there were not very 
many, and there were* apparently none in the apples ; I caught them all that 

» off my own orchard, but the apples had eggs laid in them from somewhere 
else. These were flying moths. They were hunting apple trees with apples on, 
and, as Prof. Saunders says, they fly quite a distance. They could easily fly 

the road to a neighbor’s orchard and lay their eggs there. I think it is
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H/lnrl ^e„took.™ acti°n in this matter. Prof. Saunders says the Black- 
Knot and Yellows Act has not been very successful. Well, I believe not in manv 
places, but m our township and others where fruit growing is carried on in a 
large way, and the fruit growers are interested in the matter, itTÏÏrLd out
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NEW HARDY FRUITS FOR MANITOBA AND THE
TERRITORIES.

NORTH-WEST

By Dr. Wm. Saunders, F.R.S.C., F.L.S., Director

Ottawa.

During the past twelve years, since the Dominion Experimental Farms 
estabhshed persistent efforts have been made to find some hardy varieties of
We!t WV fW°U!d endure tbe cllmate and bear fruit in the Canadian North- 
West. Varieties have been brought from all the northern Countries in
Sin tih 68 arCJTOW” and a11 the different sorts obtainable which have origin- 
atHe;l,m the north-western parts of the United States have also been caSlv

rrtlFt?Eragreat. All attempts to grow these varieties in a general way under such con 
ditions as are available to the average farmer have resulted in failure and the 
ÿ,"T hftS been forced °n us that notwithstanding the few partial successes 
present’YvailaWe that,the Srowing of the hardiest sorts of apples at
FmpmcticaS W&y m that ™rth-west country iSP quite

Experimental Farms
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Experiments were early tried with the wild crab apple of Ontario (Pvrvj, 
rrbTi hmk,,ng l5at P°88,.bIJT from this source someTrdy and useful Lieatssas 'r, ■

Mto38helterandrfewdofntdhan ^ and.Planted tbere under different condition
twoamlfbnn dfJ?* r6™ 8UrV1!ed m a Partly killed condition for a year or 
two and then died out Experiments were also tried with seedlings of another
,Th!finrHbfkn0Wn tu the ®erned Crab (Pyrus baccata) the seed of which was
proved enSvWrdvraatSintband ‘î® y°UDg treeS ^rown from this seed have 
proved entirely hardy at both the western experimental farms and have started
TheVhPrmg ifrOIî! the terminal buds on their branches since they were planted 

hey have also borne fruit, but this has been so small as to be of little value
of LIndthe 8Pinn8 °V89Vhis 81,18,11 wild crab was crossed with several varieties- 
?frbardy aPPles “ Tetofsky, Wealthy and Duchess, also withmmeTth”
Jarger crabs, including Transcendant, Orange and Hys on From th« L!d! °bto™ed thi’ o' crossing, young L, wS
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year old were planted in a small orchard. They have grown very rapidly and 
have made handsome young trees more or less pyramidal in form and branching 

During the past season thirty-six of these cross-bred sorts

prom 
parts 
will ] 
ordin

close to the ground.
have fruited and some of them have borne heavy crops Among these there were 
five which produced fruit of such size and quality as to warrant their being 
named and propagated for more extended trial. The fact of their having fruited 
so freely on the fourth year from the sowing of the seed indicates a prolific and 
earl

these 
super 
work 
on P\ 
Duchi 
Hem 
Wint 
Red I

y bearing habit. The names and descriptions of the five selected varieties 
here given in what is believed to be the order of their merit.
Charles.—A cross of Pyrus Tetofsky on Pyrus baccata. Tree a very upright 

and vigorous grower with large leathery leaves of considerable substance. The 
blossoms are deep pink in bud, pinkish white when open, large, with wide petals. 
The fruit set well and was distributed very evenly over the tree. Ripe Sept. 
3rd. Size, 1 9-16 inches across, 1 6-16 inches deep, very distinctly ribbed. 
Colour a uniform yellow, very attractive. Flesh, yellow, solid, crisp, juicy, very 
mildly acid and very mildly astringent. Flavor pleasant, skin rather thin, bakes 
well. When compared with the Transcendant crab the size was practically the 
same, the acidity and astringency a little less. Stem long, calyx persistent.

Novelty.—A cross of Wealthy on Pyrus baccata. Tree fairly upright in 
habit and a vigorous grower, with good foliage. On this tree there were only a 
few bunches of blossom, which were deep pink in bud, white when open, flowers 
large, petals broad. Fruit ripe Sept. 19th'. Size, 1£ inches across, l j inches 
deep, smooth. Colour, deep red. Flesh a pale yellowish pink, firm, crisp and 
juicy, sub-acid and of fair quality. Stem long, calyx unusually persistent. Bakes 
well, quality when cooked very fair. The largest and best of the Wealty crosses 
which have yet fruited.

Aurora.—A cross of Tetofsky on Pyrus bmcaia. Tree a vigorous grower, 
upright in habit, with large thick leathery leaves. Blossomed freely, blowers 
deep pink in bud, large when open, pure white, petals broad. Fruit sat freely 
and was ripe September 11th. Size, 1 7-16 inches across, 1 3-16 inches deep. 
Colour bright red almost all over, very pretty. Flesh crisp, juicy, acid and of 
fair flavor, astringency very slight. When baked this fruit is acid, but of good 
flavor. Stem long, calyx persistent.

Progress.—A cross of Wealthy on Pyrus baccata The tree is a vigorous 
grower and fairly upright in habit. It blossomed freely; the blossoms were deep 
pink in bud, pinkish white when open, Howers large, petals wide. Fruit ripe 
September 14th. Size, 1 5-16 inches across, 1 3-16 inches deep. Colour red, 
with some yellow and a dark red cheek. Flesh very firm, crisp, juicy, sub-acid, 
astringency scarcely perceptible, of fair flavor. Stem long, calyx persistent.

Prairie Gem.—A cross of Tetofsky on Pyrus baccata. This tree is a 
moderately vigorous grower and rather spreading in habit. It was heavily laden 
with fruit from top to bottom. The tree was covered with blossoms, which were 
pink in bud, white when open, of medium size, with petals of medium width. 
Fruit ripe August 30th. Size, 1 inch across and one inch deep. Color, brilliant 
yellow and crimson Flesh crisp, juicy, acid, flavor good, almost free from 
astringency, excellent for jelly. Deficient in size ot fruit, but promising for its 
earliness, quality and profuse bearing habit.

All these varieties are remarkable for the persistent manner in which the 
fruit is attached to the tree, The stems are so firmly fastened that they require 

considerable effort to detach them. The trees are all very strongly built, with 
the branches bound to the trees with bundles of woody fibre which are difficult 
to break. Root grafts were made of some of these varieties two years ago on 
account of their thrifty growth and promising appearance and sent to the western 
experimental farms where they have stood the test of one winter; a further supply 
was sent for the same reasons last spring. Now, that these five have fruited and
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z&ssi'ürssüsrthcre ""<|JAs the five varieties described have all been selected from the first 36 of 
these crosses which have fruited, it is probably many other equal and nossib^v
353^^?°““ cross-bred sorts come into bearing The 
work of cross-fertilizing has been continued and there are yet 270 of the’crosses 
on Pyruabaccata which which have not fruited. These include crosses with

uchess, Yellow Transparent, Wealthy, Simbirsk, Oeimoe, Kursk Anis Krimskoe
Winw’ Pertukeep Tet0f8,^ McInto'ih Red- Excelsior, Broad Green, Haas Scott’s 
Red A ni R,sbst0n .PlPpin’1{ed Astrachan, Anis, Talman Sweet, McMahan’White 
Red Anis, .awayzie Pomme Gris, Fameuse and Beautiful Arcad.
n A number ot crosses have also been made on another wild form of Siberian

n!-/! bawrence. The extra size of the natural fruit of Purus urunifnlin. will, it it hoped, result in the production of cross-bred fruits of larger Le ^
which arofuU of interest 1 ^ ?! fir? steP8 in a series of experiments
lanre areas in I t’ * d P^'86 fc°,be ?f much vaI«e to the settlers over

ine sports may be looked for. Now, that the continuity of nature has been brokenoi ?r,
1 m?re the cllmate ln mostof the settled parts of the north-wertWtoï 

Last year ï ventured to say that no success had been had in growing the 
larger fruits there in the Northwest, such as apples. During the past year how 
ever you will have noticed paragraphs announcing the fact of the ripening 0f 
numbers of apples of Russian varieties at different points in ManitobaP and'this 
seemed quite contrary to the statements which I made to you last year I took
Wished* VI lnsMa,utoba t}V8 year to investigate this unusual condition of things 
1 visited Mr Stevenson who has bad most success. His farm is at Nelson sox
™bout 70™fcet aboveLh 80Uthe™ Part of Manitoba, and he is at an elevation of 
bout , UO teet above the sea, and in an exceptionally sheltered spot He bad

fonr°r V02-611,8lna. aPple tree8> the trunks of which would probably measure 
o ir or five inches in diameter and standing ten or twelve feet high on which there 
ere a good many specimens of well-known Russian varieties of apples It is the 

most successful year he has ever hod, but his place is sheltered bya dense Zs
oLwd ifir0 8lde8’ Prev®ntlng any cold winds from reaching him and 5 
rchard itself is grown up. The trees are planted between every two’or three 
ows of trees There is a row of evergreens that are nearly as tallL the trees so

sï mù!h°sheïtïede mVsT y°U ^ g°V°/et ri8bt in amongst them they are 
. mucn. sne‘tered. Mr. Stevenson remarked to me, “ I know I have simeeedad
doSbtTf anvWd69 better’ PerhaP8’than anybody else in Manitoba but I „ , lf anybody outside my own place, unless he had equally wood conditions 
eould get the same result, as I have got" When I arrived J Brandi I found
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some very nice samples of apples which the Archbishop of Rupert s Land had 
sent up from Winnipeg, and he gave the details of how many apples he had to 
each tree, varying from 5 to 55 apples on the tree. This surprised me very much, 
but on my return I spent a day in Winnipeg to see how it was that apples had 
been so successfully grown at this point. On visiting the Archbishop s garden I 
found it also on the banks of the Red River, very exceptionally sheltered with 
woods on the north and west sides. It also was enclosed with a high board fence 
and when I came to examine the trees, I found that the fruit had all been borne 
below the snow line—that is, that the wood all above the snow line had been 
killed, and the apples had all been matured within about three feet of the ground. 
The trees had madearapidnewgrowthabove where the fruithad been,but the results 
satisfied me notwithstanding fruit had been grown there and ripened under those 
exceptional conditions, that as a general thing people could not grow these varieties 
of apples under ordinary conditions of exposure. I thought this statement was 
needed in view of the statement 1 made last year, and which seemed to be con
tradicted by the reports in the newspapers.

Mr. Gaston : Were those dwarf trees ?
Mr. Saunders : They were dwarf, but I do not think they were what we 

call dwarfs. They were dwarfed by the weather. We have had similar experi
ence to that in Brandon, as far as dwarfing the trees is concerned, but we have 
not matured any fruit on the trees. Every year for ten years they have been 
killed down to within two or three feet of the ground. In this case of the Arch- 
bishop’s the tree had carried the buds through and matured the fruit the follow
ing year, but all the fruit buds were below the snow line, and the high board 
fence would help to collect the snow. There would have been three or four feet 
of snow in that garden in the winter ; and practically it does not do away or 
lead one to modify the general statement that such fruits cannot be grown in 
that country under ordinary conditions. The further remarks 1 wanted to make 
relate to the new hybrid fruits suitable for growing in the North-West. I have 
still one more cross to bring to your notice, and that is the cross between the 
Sand Cherry and one of the wild American plums known as Colonel Wilder. 
The Sand Cherry most of you know well, and you will observe that this fruit, 
which is intermediate in the character of its foliage between the Sand Cherry 
and the plum, is also intermediate in size between those two fruits. The quality 
of the hybrid is much better than the Sand Cherry, and it may possibly be a use
ful fruit for the North-West. At any rate it is interesting as a scientific develop
ment of the work of cross-fertilizing, and I believe it is likely to stand the climate 
of the country and be useful to the people. (Applause.)

Mr. Sheppard : You mentioned that in the Archbishop’s garden the fruit is 
borne upon the lower branches that were covered with snow. Has any attempt 
been made, such as Mr. Smart in New Brunswick carried on for many years with 
plums there ? He raised plums, and laid the trees down over winter—cut the 
roots on one side and then laid them down and fastened the trees to the ground, 
and they were covered with snow the whole winter. In that way he preserved 
the fruit buds and raised large crops of plums. Has that ever been tried in 
Manitoba on the apples ?

Dr. Saunders : Not that I know of anywhere. The orchard of Mr. Steven
son is the only orchard I have seen where fruit has been borne above the snow 
line, and that success is no doubt attributable to the remarkable shelter which he 
has. I remember visiting Peter Gideon, lately deceased, several years ago. His 
orchard is on Lake Montaunk, not a very long way south of Brandon, and I 
some peaches there which he had succeeded in raising by adopting that method. 
He pulled me one off to try, and I had a chance to eat it while I was there, and 
it was a very well-ripened and good-flavored peach which he had succeeded in 
producing by adopting that plan ; but we have never tried the experiment on
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MANITOBA AND THE NORTH-WEST 1—

FOR ONTARIO FRUITS.
TERRITORIES AS MARKETS
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fruit so that it might reach its destination i7gïï
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this meeting the suggestions made by Mr. Robertson this morning might be fully 
and thoroughly discussed, and the committee later on, after hearing the ful! dis
cussion on the suggestions made, would probably be in a position to make a 
report that would be of value to this Association. There is one point in which 
we do differ for the present in regard to Mr. Robertson’s suggestion, and that was 
that it would be unfair to place the grower’s name upon the package over which 
he has no control. (Hear, hear.) The packer’s and the shipper’s name might 
fairly be put there, but not that of the grower who sold his fruit to the shipper 
and placed it outside of his control, as to the condition and quality of fruit con
tained in the package.

Mr. Tweedle : There would be another difficulty right along that line. One 
of the details of it is that a great deal of fruit is sent away to the warehouse and 
repacked. I do not see how the owner could be responsible for anything after 
that.
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The President : As I understood Prof. Robertson, the grower was not 
responsible at all. His name was there merely as a matter of reference, but no 
responsibility attached to it whatever.

Mr. Pettit : A great many Canadian growers have a very good name in the 
British market, and if the shipper was to put the grower’s name on it when he 
had no control of the package, it might ruin his good name in the British market; 
therefore he must be protected in some way.

E. D. Smith : In discussing this in the few minutes we had at our disposal 
at noon in the committee we felt the suggestions of Prof. Robertson were on the 
right line, and had struck a solution of the difficulty we had never been able to 
reach before. It had been suggested in other years that a grade of a certain size, 
say 2£ inch apple, should be regarded as No. 1, and a 2 J inch apple as No. 2, or 
something like that, and we felt that that would not meet the difficulty—that 

could hardly specify what would be regarded as the size of a No. 1 apple. 
That difficulty was met with that suggestion to-day, that the minimum size be 
marked on the head of the barrel. A man might put up whatever he liked, but 
it must be marked on the head, with an allowance, as he suggested, of ten per 
cent., which I think would be very reasonable. That part the committee quite 
agree with. Then they suggested that the grade marks for quality should be 
Fancy, Al, No. 1 and No. 2—making four grades. That is a matter subject for 
discussion here. But one thing that we did not attempt to discuss, and felt it 
would take a good deal of time, is the matter of compulsion—whether everybody

their apples in this country, to put their marks 
e optional, that was a matter we could not come
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to a conclusion upon, for the reason that we should like to hear this matter dis
cussed at this meeting, and give us leave to sit again and report at some future 
date.

Mr. Huggard : I think it is absolutely necessary to have a guide as to 
what is a No. 1 apple. I understand this committee was appointed for the pur
pose of designating what would be No. 1, No. 2, etc., acceptable to the Govern-' 
ment and to purchasers. In the Toronto fruit market you will see all manner of 
fruit marked No. 1, when I would call them No. 3 or No. 4, and in some instances 
something like these in our baskets here, that are not even fit for a cider mill. 
The very fanciest varieties you have got I would call No. 1, and I should design
ate apples nearly as large, not so highly colored, with no spots, no worms, no 
rot, no bruises, all perfectly sound as No. 2.

A. H. Pettit : As a basis for this, suppose we say that an apple that should 
rank A No. 1 should be an apple of fair size of the variety it represents, free 
from scab, worm hole and braises, and properly packed. Now, I would ask you 
what size you would put a Baldwin to come under that head ? Would you put a 
2£ inches, 2 J inches ? These are the little detailed points that we want to first con
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well it we could adopt a scale and have them stamped on the barrel • and we 
want your views on the variety and how they would range.

Mr. Hvqgard : I would submit that an A No. 1 extra quality of Baldwin 
should not be less than 2 j inches ; a King should not be less than 3 inches 
neither should a Spy. These would be extra, and colored accordingly Now, a 
AI>xr°f1threei lr\C,heN ‘P diameter that is all green in color I would not rank as an 
A No 1 apple, though perfect in every other way. The color has everything to 
do with Snows, Kings, Baldwins and all those colored apples. Take a barrel of 
Spys that there are very few red ones in, and you will not get a very high figure 
for them We often see those barrels opened up in Toronto, Montreal and in 
our local markets with apples all the way from 1$ inches up to 3£ inches 
in the same barrel. This barrel could not be graded anything, and it would 
not sel for very much supposing the apples were all sound, which they are not 
generally, but take the largest and most highly colored out of those apples and 
make a grade of them, and take the next and make a grade of them, and throw 
the smallest ones out altogether, then the buyer and seller would know iust what 
they were worth. If I were a law-maker I certainly would make it criminal for 
any one to forward such apples as that to any country, or even to our own 
private market. A baker the other day in our own town came in with his bread 
wagon to sell bread and it was reported to the chief constable that the bread was
liFu c! T1 t®lsted ,some 30 or 40 loaves, and the poor of the town had 
the benefit of the bread at the expense of the baker. If a producer will not put 
the goods on the market at the price that he has a right to ask, have a standard 
whereby, both producer and consumer can prove as to its merits.
.. , B°™ ; While we have a good name for apples in the Old Country
it behooves us to see that the packing is carefully watched. We can produce the 
best apples in the world. The business men down near the Annapolis valley 
wan* Ontario Spys and Baldwins. I have always believed that inspectors would 
remedy the present evils we have to meet. The law in canned goods is that if 
the name of the packer is not on the package he is liable to pay $2 for every can 
so put up. $24 tor a little case of goods is a pretty serious thing. WtPhave 
followed that up and punished men for violation of the law. It is the same 
tiling with apples My theory is to start this thing right. I do not think it is 
wise policy for a large fruit grower to be a speculator in it. I think you have 
got started to-day pretty near on the right basis. Prof. Robertson has outlined 
something from his long experience that is of value. I believe that whoever sells 
an apple, who is responsible for the sale, as I am for my goods, his name must be 
theie imperatively, and it ought to a statutory law that if he sends goods out of 

sel1,8 goods in Canada, his name ought to be there as a guaranty of 
good faith not put a factitious brand of any kind. Make the man responsible 

fcJe ?.rtlc.1® UP- Thf°w the responsibility on him, and make him liable 
to lose his fruit. If you send a car of goods to British Columbia and they find 
one barrel infected with worms, they will bum that whole car before your eyes 
I was buying peaches ,n Toronto for three years, and I came to the conclusion 
there was not an honest peach packer in Canada. (Laughter). I would not like ,
to say that about the peach packer only ; I would like to say he had friends 
among the apple growers.
a report ^>1Ut8IDENT : d am satisfied this committee now will be able to bring in
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FRUIT PULP. goods 
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By W. Boulter, Picton.

You appointed a committee last year to take into consideration the shipping 
of our surplus fruit pulp tc the old country. I had connected with me Rev. 
A. J. Andrewes and Mr. Alex. McNeill. I had shipped over some samples last 
year. In April I went over to England, And the parties who had been writing in 
regard to this fruit pulp were my own brokers in London, Messrs. Anderson & 
Coulton, I interviewed them in regard to it. I sent the letter over to our 
worthy secretary. I am not going to read that letter to you. The question 
whether our raspberries could be successfully made into pulp and shipped over. 
We are not able to make jam in Canada and compete with the Englishmen. The 
idea is for him to get fruit, as he does, that does not cost him more than 5, 6 or 
7 cents a pound. He wants to put as much sugar in it as he possibly can, 
because he buys the sugar for 1J d. a pound, and the more sugar he puts in the 
more profit he makes out of that pulp. I had a talk with my brokers, who had 
first introduced this subject, and I came to the conclusion it was rather precarious 
business. However, I came home about the first of June. When I left London 
the season had not been very favorable, a little too dry ; the crop of raspberries 
was not likely to be very large. I wrote Mr McNeill that I was ready to go on 
and put up the goods ; but I received no reply. I wrote again and received no 
reply. Mr. McNeill apologised to me that he did not write, and I said, “ Well, 
perhaps you did’nt because under the circumstances you thought the crop was 
going to be so light that it would not do to make any sacrifices and put it into 
pulp ; vou would make more money the way it was.” That is about the sum 
and substance of the business this year ; the crop was not so large that there 
would be any advantage to put it up and ship it to the old country. You heard 
Prof. Robertson say last year that if certain prices could not be realised there 
would not be much result. However, I came home and bought up a lot of the 
Shaffer raspberry. It is not a real good salable raspberry in Canada along side 
of the Cutnbert, but it makes splendid good pulp, it is good color. I put up 
fourteen tons of these raspberries into pulp, under the ordinary process, in gallon 
cans, the same as the gallon apples that you see exposed for safe. The brokers 
had written me that taking all things into consideration that was the most 
desirable package to send over. I sent samples of the goods over. The quota
tion Prof. Robertson gave you was from £20 to £30 per ton of 2240 lbs. The 
letter I received from the brokers says that the ordinary prices range from £18 
to £20 per ton of 2240 lbs., and it was not till something like a week after that 
it jumped up to £40, sometimes to £50. Well, if we could get £40 a ton a little 
money would result to the grower of these berries at five cents a quart. How
ever, there have been no such prices as that since we put up the goods. I wrote 
to Hon. Mr. Fisher, and he said as soon as Prof. Robertson got back he would 
correspond with me and see what could be done. In conversation with Prof. 
Robertson to-day he wished me to send over a ton to be distributed among the 
large buyers. I made the proposition to you to send your raspberries to me and I 
would put them up at actual cost. It would not have paid you this year to 
have done it, even to have sent them a mile or two miles from your place of 
growth, because if you can realise five cents a quart, don’t take any chances of 
putting them up into pulp. It will not pay as the expenses in connection with 
it are so great and the chances and competition with the Australian, the French, 
and pulp from other countries naturally keeps the price low. I am holding these 
goods back simply because we could not get freight space at a reasonable price. 
The prices in January are likely to be better than they are now, and I shall report 
the actual result later on. I shall go on and put up goods even next year. Some
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these goods up would be in gallon cans 7 lbs to th d i.- Jhe ea8y way to put
to the dozen, and the quotation of 26 shilling Whl<5 Would mean 84 'bs-
dozen of those cans-not by the ton TakW^Vn^ °5ered wou,d for » 

as I can make it up. comes to about «4^ ^ 1Dg k* U Cents'the cost. as
5 cents per pound. The cans and the .r® Very "** on that~
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so you can easily figure that 26 shillings for ba „ ■ d ™al$e 7 cents laid down ; 
money. I will saf in conclusion^ tffshould fbBP°UndS T°uld !eave very Httta 
next year, and the prices drop I will do mv rasPberr*es be large
price that will pay you a good deal > b 1*° take your 8UrPlua stock at a
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MUSHROOMS.

By Rev. Dr. Hare, Principal
of Whitby Ladies’ College.
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know that mushrooms lank next to meat in nutritive qualities, that they are 
even more nutritious than peas or beans, then you come to understand that they 
are an article of diet that we should not despise. The kind of mushrooms that 
grow in our college grounds are three. There is the common Meadow mushroom 
that you are all acquainted with. Then there is the larger and coarser mushroom, 
but very much like it, known as the Horse mushroom. That was found in con
siderable quantity around our college hot bed. Then there is what is known as 
the Fairy Ring mushroom. This was rather troublesome in our lawn grass. The 
grass grew quite green amidst the mushrooms, and it rather spoiled the general 
appearance of the lawn, and we were doing all in our power to exterminate these 
mushrooms. I gave instructions to the man to go and destroy them the moment 
they put their heads above the soil. Now we are glad to see them there, and we 
go and pick them up, and we find them very nutritious and palatable eating. 
Then I may say there are two other mushrooms found within the corporation 
that are really valuable. One is the Cobrinus commodus. Some are very much 
afraid of this simply because it turns to ink, when it decomposes. You will find 

quantity of that peculiar species in this neighborhood. They are quite plentiful 
this autumn. They look, when closed, like an umbrella closed, and then when 
they open out they are somewhat bell-shaped, or like an umbrella somewhat open, 
and they are rather light colored on the outside, a little dark at the top of the 
cap, and the cuticle rather splits up into shaggy scales, and it gets the name 
Shaggy mushroom. The gills are white at the outside, then they begin to turn 
pink at the edges. It next turns black and begins to decompose, and then it just 
simply turns into ink and disappears Then we have in Dr. Waugh’s ground 
very fine species of Morell. This mushroom is not known because it is not a gill
bearing mushroom. It looks like a honey-coinb on the outside and the spears are 
developed on the outside of the mushroom instead of beneath the cap on the gills. 
I may say that in the township of Oro in the county of Simcoe the Morell is very 
much prized. Dr. Waugh was teaching there some years ago, and he was telling 
me that it resembled in taste a very tender leg of chicken, somewhat midway 
between the taste of a chicken and the taste of very delicate lamb. Now, when 
you find that the percentage of proteids or albuminous matter that may go 
to build up the system is exceptionally large in these Morells, and that they are 
such delicious eating, certainly we ought to be able to recognize such friends of 
ours when we see them. Then I may say that there are no less than four differ
ent species of puff-balls found in the college grounds. Some people are afraid of 
them. Now, there is not a single poisonous puff-ball known to science. All these 
puff-balls are good to eat if we get them when they are young and white in the 
centre. If they begin to turn yellow and there are streaks through the 
they are not fit to eat. There is one little puff-ball known as the Calpsin puff
ball ; then there is another called the Warty puff-ball that is very common in 
our college grounds, sometimes three or four together, quite warty on the out
side. They are more compact in structure than the first one I have referred to. 
Then there is a pear-shaped puff-ball and out at Tweedie’s woods there are two 
very fine species of puff-ball known as the Albertum and also the Gigantum 
Zendiform, that is the January puff-ball. I have in the college museum a sample 
of the January puff-ball that must have been much over a foot or a foot and a 
half in diameter. These puff-balls are delicious eating. I have had the pleasure 
of eating some of them, and thoroughly enjoyed them, and where we could find 
access to one of these large puff-balls we can simply cut a slice off the upper part 
of it and serve it for dinner to-day, and then wait and come along the next 

and cut off another slice, and the puff-ball will continue to grow, and 
unless we are very extravagent' in our ideas it may continue there for some 
days and afford us delicious eating. If I had time I would like very much to 

into the classification of puff-balls, their structure, their life-history, and
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PREPARATIONS FOR A DISPLAY OF CANADIAN FRUITS AT rm? PARIS EXPOSITION. A1 THh

By Prof. Saunders, Director Experimental Farm, Ottawa.
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display in this section should be confined to ipples and pears and that our com
mercial varieties should be made the most prominer , feature. It was, however, 
thought best, in order to more fully illustrate the capabilities of the different cli
mates of Canada, and at the same time make the exhibit more interesting and 
attractive, that a considerable number of varieties should be secured ; but no 
attempt has been made to p 
From that period onward, selections 
apples and pears which could be obtained. The fresh fruit has all been packed in 
bushel boxes, the Cochrane case, with a separate paper compartment for each speci
men, having been chosen for this purpose. The fresh fruits have been secured 
from the different provinces as follows :—Ontario. 96 boxes, and nine to follow, 
Quebec, 130 boxes; Nova Scotia, 83 boxes; New Brunswick, 50 boxes ; Prince 
Edward Island, 24 boxes; and from British Columbia, 68 boxes, making 451 boxes 
in all, which will probably be increased to about 500 when all the fruits selected 
are in.

earlier in season than the Fameuse, 
een made of all the most desirable

y variety 
a have b

reserve an

Those received are now in cold storage in Montreal, from whence they will be 
forwarded in good season to Paris, using, if necessary, cold storage in transport
ation and placing them in cold storage on arrival there, and taking them out of 
cold storage from tim to lime as required for the display. In this way it is 
hoped that an attracti e exhibit of fresh firuit will be provided, giving prominence 
to all our late keeping winter varieties for two or three months after the Expo
sition is opened. As the specimens shown cease to be useful for the fresh fruit 
exhibit, samples will be put in glass jars in antiseptic fluids, so as to add to that 
portion of the display.

In getting this large and comprehensive collection together, the following 
gentlemen have rendered excellent service : Mr. A. McD. Allan, of Goderich, 
Ont., who has had charge of the work for Ontario ; Prof. H. L. Hutt, of the 
Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, who has undertaken the work of preserv
ing the more perishable fruits brought together by Mr. Allan, and has put up 596 
jars; Mr. W. T. Macoun, horticulturist of the Central Experimental Farm, who 
has put up 161 bottles, containing samples of the fruits grown on the Central 
Farm ; Mr. R. B. Whyte, of Ottawa, who has contributed a nice collection of early 
fruits from his own garden, numbering 17 specimens; Mr. Robt. Hamilton, of 
Grenville, Que., who has collected all the fresh fruits from Quebec and put 230 
samples in preserving fluids of fruits grown in the western part of that Province ; 
Mr. Albert D. Verreault, of Village des Aulnaies, Que., who has bottled 205 
samples, representing the eastern sections of Quebec ; Mr. J. W. Bigelow, Presi
dent of the Fruit Growers’ Association of Nova Scotia, Wolfville, has brought 
together the larger part of the fresh fruit collected in that Province ; Mr. C. A. 
Patriquin, of Wolfville, who has assisted Mr. Bigelow in collecting the fresh fruit 
and has conducted the work of preserving 89 of the more perishable sorts in 
fluids ; Mr. Thos. A. Peters, of Fredericton, Deputy Commissioner of Agriculture 
for New Brunswick, who has undertaken the work in that Province ; and Mr. J. 
S. Clark, who has made the collections for Prince Edward Island. Such small 
fruits as can be grown successfully in Manitoba have been collected by Mr. S. A. 
Bedford, superintendent of the Experimental Farm at Brandon, who has con
tributed 48 specimens, and similar work for the Northwest Territories has been 
done by Mr. À. McKay, superintendent of the Experimental Farm at Indian 
Head, who has sent 31 sample jars. In British Columbia Mr. J. R Anderson, 
Secretary of Agriculture, Victoria, has done excellent work in collecting fresh 
fruit from the more important fruit growing districts of that province ; while 
Mr. Thos. A. Sharpe, superintendent, has forwarded a good collection of fresh 
fruit from the Experimental Farm at Agassiz, and has also put up in preserving 
fluids 188 jars of the more perishable and early ripening fruits grown on the 
Experimental Farm for British Columbia.
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GOOD ROADS FOR FRUIT GROWERS.
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Mr. Hugqard seconded the motion, which was carried unanimously.

VOTES OF THANKS.
Sïiîrïïr. T,?e!0lU^ionS beg leave to further report-

and i of ïhl'“‘ofWhKI 0t,iha"k’ f "ndersd “ «>« ™»yor 
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Erh,in^,"trs„?r,d*k “dProf. Hutt and Prof P^beSTlrT^8 ! i“ ^uit0 Dr‘ Saundere- prof. Macoun, 
the several persons who contributed exhibits of fruFt^^ ^ addreSSe8>‘ also

to m3 fcHatR êe Tndtt £& InT't * * the Secretaryattendance at this meeting ™ the lllne88 that ha« Prevented their

THE MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL
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steamships of the present day. The present canal is capable of carrying the • 
largest cargo boats of to-day, steamers capable of carrying up to 9,000 gross 
tons. The canal runs from the Mersey, near Liverpool, right through the heart of 
the country. The canal was built in spite of tremendous opposition from the 
harbour companies, of enormous capital, and from various railroad companies. 
The bill was thrown out of Parliament three times ; and even when it passed, the 
canal was built through opposition inch by inch from landholders and others. 
Why was the canal necessary ? About the year 1875 competition became so keen 
that it was almost unprofitable to manufacture cotton, and in most cases the mills 
were closed down. This
went on for ten or fifteen years, there would have been no city of Manchester so 
far as the cotton trade was concerned, and to the enormous population which 
surrounded the city the matter was serious. A commission was appointed to 
investigate, and they reported that the cause of the whole trouble was the exces
sive charges upon their foreign raw materials at the port of debarkation, and for 
bringing those materials from the sea coast to Manchester. The only solution was 
to be found in the building of light railways from Liverpool to Manchester, or to 
build the canal. The railways had taken up all the attention and nearly all the 
capital ; but the canal came to the front, with Daniel Buchanan as the prime 
mover. Five years ago last January it wp,s opened. The great increase in the 
size of ships a year or two after the opening gave rise to predictions of failure, 
but these were soon dispelled. One of the chief factors in transportation is to 
have your produce carried to the consumer in the most direct way and in the 
cheapest way. The Canal Company made up their minds that a canal without a 
steamship line would be of very little use ; so the steamship company was formed 
in the opening of 1898, with a million pounds sterling capital, called the “ Man
chester Liners, Limited," and they decided that their first trade should be 
exclusively between Canada and Manchester. T 
—the Manchester “ Enterprise,” which foundered 
last, and the Manchester “ Trader.” Then they p
boats, that are some of the finest going out from Canadian ports. They run from 
7,000 to 9,000 tons dead weight, and are fitted with cold storage and every possible 
means for carrying perishable products over and landing them on the other side 
in the best possible condition.

The Secretary moved a hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Harling for his kind
ness in giving us the address and bringing the beautiful views before us. The 
motion was carried unanimously amid applause.

ivor Rutledge : I have great pleasure in moving a hearty vote 
President and Secretary, and to the various members of the Association, 

and the gentlemen who have been present with us in the past two evenings, for 
their very great kindness in visiting the town, and for giving us the mass of 
excellent information which they have. I feel that the town and this part of the 
country will be forever indebted to the Fruit Growers’ Association or this Pro- 

for their very grea' kindness in these ways.
Mr. Hugqard : I rse to second this motion with the greatest possible plea

sure, and I am quite sure that every citizen of the town of Whitby will endi 
it very heartily. It is five years since the question was asked, “ W 
here to make us a visit ?” You promised to do so, and y 
promise faithfully and well ; and such a mass of information 
to any people for a lqng time.

The motion was carried amid appla
The Secretary, in acknowledging the vote, said : We have been delighted 

with the reception we have received in your town. Everywhere we go we have 
to become acquainted before we are understood. Some towns think we are bring
ing some show, and that we want to make money out of the affair, and it takes
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lathpr rnh° TVint- th!m that We are trying to be °* Public benefit, and to 
gather such information for our report as we can from the people who attend our
worSyou W gWefus mf°rmati°n fr0m 5™’ and all the kind

The Convention closed by singing the National Anthem.
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